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Foreword
There is good news and there is bad news. The good news is, this
book has been written. The bad news is, it's true.
Certain peo~le in high places are going to dispute the validity of
this book, they will probably try to discredit it, because they have
a vested interest in concealing their activities and agenda.
But I encourage anyone who reads The Shadows of Power to note
its painstaking documentation. This is no opinion piece; it is an
assembly of hard facts that state their own conclusions.
You can check information in this book against its sources, which
are noted. One thing I find interesting is that its revelations are not
new. They have always been available - but available like a news
story that is tucked under a small headline on page 183 of a Sunday
newspaper. Anyone who goes to a fair-sized library can probably
find copies - however dusty - of Admiral Theobald's The Final
Secret of Pearl Harbor, or Colin Simpson's The Lusitania, or From
Major Jordan's Diaries. John Toland's epic Infamy is on bookstore
shelves today. And though it may mean microfilm, you can obtain
access to the old Congressional Record. Lots of powerful stories are
buried there, and I mean buried, because the mass media ignored
them.
The book is especially unique because it not only describes scores
of underreported events, but elucidates them by showing their common thread: the influence of the internationalist Establishment of
the United States. If the Establishment is elusive in its identity, it
certainly has a perceptible face in the Council on Foreign Relations,
and that is what the author has centered on.
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This is not just a book about an organization. It is a book about
history. You might call it "the other side of American history from
Wilson on" because it tells the "other side" of many stories that even
the self-proclaimed inside information specialists, such as Jack Anderson and Bob Woodward, didn't or wouldn't report.
It has been said that those who do not know the past are condemned
to repeat it. But how can we truly understand an incident in our
American past if we are confined to the headline version, designed
for public consumption in the interest of protecting the powerful and
the few? The Shadows of Power has resurrected eight decades of
censored material. Don't let anyone censor it for you now. Read the
book and decide for yourself its merit. Your outlook, and perhaps
your future itself, will never be the same.
James E. Jeffries
United States Congressman (Ret.)
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Chapter 1

A Primer On The CFR

Speaking before Britain's House of Lords in 1770, Sir William Pitt
declared: "There is something behind the throne greater than the
king himself," thus giving birth to the phrase "power behind the
throne."
In 1844, Benjamin Disraeli, England's famed statesman, published a novel entitled Coningsby, or the New Generation. It was
well known as a thinly disguised portrayal of his political contem-\
poraries. In it, he wrote: "[T]he world is governed by very different
personages from what is imagined by those who are not behind the
scenes."
Felix Frankfurter, justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, restated this
in an American context when he said: "The real rulers in Washington
are invisible, and exercise power from behind the scenes."l
Frankfurter was not alone in that assessment. During this century, the existence of a secret U.s. power clique has been acknowledged, however rarely, by prominent Americans.
On March 26,1922, John F. Hylan, Mayor of New York City, said
in a speech:
The real menace of our republic is the invisible government which,
like a giant octopus, sprawls its slimy length over our city, state and
nation. At the head is a small group of banking houses generally
referred to as "international bankers." This little coterie of powerful
international bankers virtually run our government for their own
selfish ends."
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In a letter to an associate dated November 21, 1933, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote:
The real truth ofthe matter is, as you and I know, that a financial
element in the large centers has owned the government ever since the
days of Andrew Jackson ... 3

On February 23, 1954, Senator William Jenner warned III a
speech:
Today the path to total dictatorship in the United States can be
laid by strictly legal means, unseen and unheard by the Congress, the
President, or the people.... Outwardly we have a Constitutional govemment. We have operating within our govemment and political system, another body representing another form of govemment, a bureaucratic elite which believes our Constitution is outmoded and is
sure that it is the winning side ... All the strange developments in
foreign policy agreements may be traced to this group who are going
to make us over to suit their pleasure .... This political action group
has its own local political support organizations, its own pressure
groups, its own vested interests, its foothold within our govemment,
and its own propaganda apparatus.'

The Establishment
There is, of course, in America, what we have come to call "the
Establishment." This expression was popularized by English writer
Henry Fairlie in an article about Britain's ruling circle. It was used
in the U.S. during the Vietnam War as a term of scorn. Today it is
a legitimate word in its own right, defined by the American Heritage
Dictionary as "an exclusive group of powerful people who rule a
government or society by means of private agreements and decisions." The idea of such an arrangement naturally rankles most
Americans, who believe that government should be of the people at
large, and not a private few.
Who or what is the American Establishment? A few books have
depicted it, but these have rarely attained much circulation or pub4
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licity - perhaps for no other reason than the Establishment prefers
to remain "behind the scenes."
Columnist Edith Kermit Roosevelt, granddaughter of President
Theodore Roosevelt, described it as follows:
The word "Establishment" is a general term for the power elite in
international finance, business, the professions· and government,
largely from the northeast, who wield most of the power regardless
of who is in the White House.
Most people are unaware of the existence of this "legitimate Mafia."
Yet the power ofthe Establishment makes itselffelt from the professor
who seeks a foundation grant, to the candidate for a cabinet post or
State Department job. It affects the nation's policies in almost every
area."

In the public mind, the American Establishment is probably most
associated with big business and with wealthy, old-line families. The
sons of these families have long followed a traditional career path
that begins with private schools, the most famous being Groton.
From these they have typically proceeded to Harvard, Yale, Princeton, or Columbia, there entering exclusive fraternities, such as
Yale's secretive Skull and Bones. Some ofthe brightest have traveled
to Oxford for graduate work as Rhodes Scholars. From academia
they have customarily progressed to Wall Street, perhaps joining
an international investment bank, such as Chase Manhattan, or a
prominent law firm or brokerage house. Some of the politically inclined have signed on with Establishment think tanks like the
Brookings Institution and the Rand Corporation. As they have matured, a few have found themselves on the boards of the vast foundations - Rockefeller, Ford, and Carnegie. And ultimately, some
have advanced into "public service" - high positions in the federal
government.
For the latter, there has long been a requisite: membership in a
New York-based group called the Council on Foreign Relations CFR for short. Since its founding in 1921, the Council has been the
Establishment's chief link to the U.S. government. It is the focus of
this book.
5
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What is the CFR?
Historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. has called the Council on Foreign Relations a "front organization" for "the heart of the American Establishment."6 David Halberstam, in his acclaimed book
The Best and the Brightest, dubbed it "the Establishment's unofficial club."7
Newsweek has referred to theCFR's leaders as "the foreign-policy
establishment of the U.S."8Richard Rovere, writing in Esquire magazine, saw them as "a sort of Presidium for that part of the Establishment that guides our destiny as a nation."9
The Council describes itself as a "nonprofit and nonpartisan membership organization dedicated to improved understanding ofAmerican foreign policy and international affairs." It is headquartered in
the elegant Harold Pratt House at 58 East 68th Street in New York
City. As of June 1987, the CFR had 2,440 members, including many
prominent persons in business, government, law, and the mass media. Membership is by invitation only.
The Council holds frequent meetings and dinners which feature
a speech by a guest - usually a ranking statesman from Washington
or a foreign country - followed by a discussion with members. These
meetings follow a rule of "non-attribution," meaning that everything
is off the record. Violation of this rule is considered grounds for
dismissal from the CFR. The Council explains that its no-quote policy is to encourage candor, but economist John Kenneth Galbraith,
himself a former member, has called it "a scandal." "Why," he asks,
"should businessmen be briefed by Government officials on information not available to the general public, especially since it can be
financially advantageous?"l0
Pratt House also conducts fifteen to twenty study groups every
year. Each is assigned a particular foreign policy topic, and meets
regularly to deliberate it. The findings of a study group are customarily published, often in book form.
Five times a year, the Council puts out a journal called Foreign
Affairs. In addition to serving as a mouthpiece for CFR members,
it carries articles - some ghostwritten - by American and foreign
dignitaries. Although notorious for being boring, Foreign Affairs is
widely read by those involved with making foreign policy, and has
6
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been called by Time magazine "the most influential periodical in
print."ll
The CFR undertakes other activities, such as its "Corporate Program" that indoctrinates businessmen in international matters. The
Council's annual budget is about $8.5 million, which is mostly funded
by foundation grants, members' dues and contributions, and publication revenue. And it has affiliates called "Committees on Foreign
Relations" in thirty-eight cities around the United States.
More Than Just a Club
The Council, while remaining largely unknown to the public, has
exercised decisive impact on U.S. policy, especially foreign policy,
for several decades. It has achieved this primarily in two ways. The
first is by directly supplying personnel for upper echelon government
jobs.
Few Americans know how a President chooses his administrators.
The majority probably trust that, aside from an occasional political
payoff, the most qualified people are sought and found. But the CFR's
contribution cannot be overlooked. Pulitzer Prize winner Theodore
White said that the Council's "roster of members has for a generation, under Republican and Democratic administrations alike, been
the chief recruiting ground for cabinet-level officials in Washington."12The Christian Science Monitor once observed that "there is
a constant flow of its members from private life to public service.
Almost half of the council members have been invited to assume
official government positions or to act as consultants at one time or
another. "13
Indeed, Joseph Kraft, writing in Harper's, called the Council a
"school for statesmen."14 David Halberstam puts it more wryly:
"They walk in one door as acquisitive businessmen and come out
the other door as statesmen-figures."15
The historical record speaks even more loudly than these quotes.
Through early 1988, fourteen secretaries of state, fourteen treasury
secretaries, eleven defense secretaries, and scores of other federal
department heads have been CFR members.
Defenders of the Council say such enumerations are misleading
because some officials are invited into the Council after appointment
7
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to government. However, close inspection does not reveal this to be
a particularly extenuating factor. Every secretary of state since 1949
has been a member of the Council, and of these, only one, William
P. Rogers, joined the CFR subsequent to appointment.
That an individual enrolls in the Council after entering public
service does not purge his membership of significance, because the
organization may still influence him considerably while in office.
CFR men who earn high government ranks often staff their departments with Council colleagues. ABAnthony Lukas related in
the New York Times in 1971:
[E]veryone knows how fraternity brothers can help other brothers
climb the ladder oflife. If you want to make foreign policy, there's no
better fraternity to belong to than the Council.
When Henry Stimson - the group's quintessential member - went
to Washington in 1940 as Secretary of War, he took with him John
McCloy,who was to become Assistant Secretary in charge ofpersonnel.
McCloy has recalled: "Whenever we needed a man we thumbed
through the roll of the Council members and put through a call to
New York."
And over the years, the men McCloy called in turn called other
Council members.'6

According to the CFR itself, as of June 1987, 318 of its members
were current u.s. government officials.
The second major way in which the Council affects policy is in
formulating and marketing recommendations. The CFR disputes
that it actually does this. Its annual report for 1986 emphatically
stated: "The Council on Foreign Relations does not determine foreign
policy ... "17 The 1987 report declared: "The Council takes no institutional position on issues of foreign policy ... "18
It is true that the Council does not officially advocate policies per
se; however, through its books and Foreign Affairs articles, ideas
certainly are pushed, even if accompanied by statements that a given
work only represents its author's viewpoint.
J. Robert Moskin, writing in the March 1987 issue of Town &
Country, said the CFR "has long sought to influence U.S. foreign
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policy."19In his article for Harper's, Joseph Kraft noted that the
Council "has been the seat of some basic government decisions, has
set the context for many more ... "20Indeed, it is alleged that if you
want to know what the U.S. government will be doing tomorrow,
just read Foreign Affairs today!
Admiral Chester Ward, former Judge Advocate General ofthe U.S.
Navy, was invited into CFR membership and was shocked by what
he discovered. Although he remained in the organization for nearly
twenty years, he became one of its sharpest critics. In a 1975 book
he coauthored with Phyllis Schlafly, Ward wrote:
Once the ruling members of the CFR have decided that the U.S.
Government should adopt a particular policy, the very substantial
research facilities of CFR are put to work to develop arguments, intellectual and emotional, to support the new policy, and to confound
and discredit, intellectually and politically, any opposition?'

The Council counters that it is a "host to many views, advocate
ofnone."22In other words, it is supposedly like a professor who allows
his students to thrash out all sides of an issue; he reveals no prejudice, exerts no censorship. Foreign Affairs has never changed a
word in the disclaimer of bias that has prefaced its pages since 1922:
The articles in FOREIGN AFFAIRS do not represent any consensus
of beliefs .... we hold that while keeping clear of mere vagaries FOREIGN AFFAIRS can do more to inform American public opinion by a
broad hospitality to divergent ideas than it can by identifying itself
with one school.

The CFR claims to be pluralistic - however, because one can join
only through the nomination of others already in the Council, the
group naturally tends to remain homogeneous. J. Robert Moskin
recounts of the CFR's early days: "Although the Council itself never
took a position, its members' bias was apparent to all."23Richard
Barnet, himself a CFR member, wrote in 1972 that "in recent years
a few symbolic policy critics have actually been recruited, but failure
to be asked to be a member of the Council has been regarded for a
9
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generation as a presumption of unsuitability for high office in the
national security bureaucracy."24 And even the New York Times,
itself regarded as an Establishment organ, has acknowledged that
the Council has "a uniform direction."25
If the CFR does possess a distinct viewpoint, Americans should
know about it - because officials of the U.S. government, drawn so
frequently from the Council's ranks, are apt to take that viewpoint
to Washington with them.
Charges have been repeatedly leveled at the Council that it holds
two particularly unwholesome doctrines.
Of Globalism
The first of these is that the CFR advocates the creation of a world
government. The ultimate implication of this is that all power would
be centralized in a single global authority; national identities and
boundaries (including our own) would be eliminated. It is said that
while the CFR does not always espouse this idea directly, it does at
least insinuate it, as by suggesting measures that would serve as
stepping stones toward this end.
The charge is easily substantiated. Anyone who cares to examine
back issues of Foreign Affairs will have no difficulty finding hundreds
of articles that pushed - whether zealously or by "soft sell" - this
concept of globalism. But he will be hard pressed to locate even one
essay opposing it. This, of course, deflates Foreign Affairs' claim of
"a broad hospitality to divergent ideas."
According to Admiral Ward, the CFR has as a goal "submergence
of U.S. sovereignty and national independence into an all-powerful
one-world government." He wrote that "this lust to surrender the
sovereignty and independence of the United States is pervasive
throughout most ofthe membership ... " And he added: "In the entire
CFR lexicon, there is no term of revulsion carrying a meaning so
deep as 'America First.' "26
Rather than stand on allegations, let us draw samples from the
CFR's own works .
• An article in the inaugural issue of Foreign Affairs (September
1922) condemned what it called "the dubious doctrines expressed in
the phrases 'safety first' and 'America first.' "21
10
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• An article in the second issue (December 1922) declared:
Obviously there is going to be no peace or prosperity for mankind
so long as it remains divided into fifty or sixty independent states ...
Equally obviously there is going to be no steady progress in civilization
or self-government among the more backward peoples until some kind
of international system is created which will put an end to the diplomatic struggles incident to the attempt of every nation to make itself
secure ... The real problem today is that of world government?8

• A 1944 Council publication, American Public Opinion and Postwar Security Commitments, noted:
The sovereignty fetish is still so strong in the public mind, that
there would appear to be little chance of winning popular assent to
American membership in anything approaching a super-state organization. Much will depend on the kind of approach which is used in
further popular education?9

• In 1959, the Council issued a position paper entitled Study No.
7, Basic Aims of U.S. Foreign Policy. This document proposed that
the U.S. seek to "build a new international order." The steps it cited
as necessary to achieve this were:
1. Search for an international order in which the freedom of nations
is recognized as interdependent and in which many policies are jointly
undertaken by free world states with differing political, economic and
social systems, and including states labeling themselves as "socialist."
2. Safeguard U.S. security through preserving a system of bilateral
agreements and regional arrangements.
3. Maintain and gradually increase the authority of the U.N.
4. Make more effective use of the International Court of Justice, jurisdiction of which should be increased by withdrawal of reservations
by member nations on matters judged to be domestic.

• In 1974, Foreign Affairs carried an article by Richard N. Gardner
called "The Hard Road to World Order." Gardner complained that
11
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"We are witnessing an outbreak of shortsighted nationalism that
seems oblivious to the economic, political and moral implications of
interdependence." He outlined a strategy by which" 'the house of
world order' will have to be built from the bottom up rather than
from the top down." He explained that "an end run around national
sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece, will accomplish much more
than the old-fashioned frontal assault."30
• And in the Fall 1984 Foreign Affairs, Kurt Waldheim - former
Secretary-General of the UN and former Nazi - writes:
As long as states insist that they are the supreme arbiters of their
destinies - that as sovereign entities their decisions are subject to
no higher authority - international organizations will never be able
to guarantee the maintenance of peace.31

Review of the CFR's publication history unearths countless statements similar to the foregoing.
Naturally, everyone would like to see world harmony and peace. But
if the United States traded its sovereignty for membership in a world
government, what would become of our freedoms, as expressed in the
Bill of Rights? How would the rulers of this world government be
selected? And how could a single, central authority equitably govern
a planet that is so diversified? These are unanswered questions that
have darkened the Council's crusade for globalism.
Of Communism
A second, more controversial accusation against the Council is
that it has been "soft" on Communism - so soft, in fact, that its
members have often exerted their influence on behalf of the international Communist movement. This charge would appear untenable at first - considering that "the Establishment," centered on
Wall Street, is conventionally regarded as the antithesis of the radicalleft.
But here again, review of the CFR's house organ, Foreign Affairs,
proves very instructive. One finds that dozens of Marxists and socialists have published articles in that journal - even such titans
of Communism as Leon Trotsky, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev,
12
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and Yugoslavia's Josip Broz Tito. Indeed, when Trotsky died, he was
eulogized in Foreign Affairs as follows:
He gave us, in a time when our race is woefully in need of such
restoratives, the vision of a man. Of that there is no more doubt than
of his great place in history?2

On the other hand, if one searches Foreign Affairs for an American
author whose name is popularly associated with patriotism or antiCommunism, he looks all but in vain.
Lenin so admired the first issue of the publication that he underscored passages in some of its articles.33 The Council today proudly
possesses Lenin's original copy.
The CFR's annual report for 1986 noted: "[W]e were intrigued to
read news reports that Mr. Gorbachev himself was reading articles
excerpted from Foreign Affairs in preparation for the meetings with
President Reagan [the Geneva summit of November 1985]."34The
Soviets were even placing ads for their airline, Aeroflot, in Foreign
Affairs, twenty years before glasnost.
Mfinity has always existed between Marxists and the Council.
Quick proof of this is found in the yearly roster of guest speakers
at Pratt House. The 1959 report, for example, listed such leftist
luminaries as Fidel Castro, Anastas 1.Mikoyan of the USSR, Oskar
Lange of Poland's state council, Yugoslavia's Marko Nikezic, and a
variety of other socialists. The 1984 report noted the following among
the year's speakers: Robert Mugabe, Marxist prime minister of Zimbabwe; Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua; Guillermo Ungo, leader of the
EI Salvador revolutionaries; Petra Kelly of Germany's far-left Green
party; and three officials from the People's Republic of China.
To be sure, many non-Communists also appear at the Council;
but the hosting of Marxists shows that the CFR has no aversion to
them - and vice versa.
In February 1987, a delegation of top Council members traveled
to the USSR at Moscow's invitation, meeting Gorbachev and other
Soviet officials.The visit was closelyfollowedby the New York Times.
Perhaps nothing demonstrates the rapport between the CFR and
Soviet Union more graphically than a 1961 photo appearing in The
13
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Wise Men, a book published in 1986 by Simon and Schuster. The
picture shows John McCloy - then chairman of the Council- and
Soviet dictator Nikita Khrushchev, swimming together at the latter's private dacha on the Black Sea. A grinning Khrushchev has
his arm around a grinning McCloy who, according to the text, was
wearing swimming trunks loaned him by the premier himself.
The Council's defenders say the amicable exchanges with Marxists
are simply an indication of its broad-minded pluralism. They point
out that CFR members were among the Cold War's vanguard, and
that Foreign Affairs has printed a multitude of articles criticizing
Communism and the Soviet Union.
It is true that such articles have found space in Foreign Affairs,
some of them sincere beyond doubt. In 1980 the periodical even ran
a piece by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. HOwever, in looking over the
anti-Communist articles from the Cold War period (when the bulk
of them appeared), it is apparent that the gist of their conclusions
was this: that the best defense against Communism would be a new
world order - a stronger UN, regional alliances, and other building
blocks of world government. To the CFR, then, the threat of Communism seems to have been little more than a marketable rationale
for its globalistic aims.
Here is how Edith Kermit Roosevelt summed it up in 1961:
What is the Establishment's view-point? Through the Roosevelt,
Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations its ideologyis constant: That the best way to fight Communism is by a One World
Socialist state governed by "experts" like themselves. The result has
been policies which favor the growth of the superstate, gradual surrender ofUnited States sovereignty to the United Nations and a steady
retreat in the face of Communist aggression.35

Senator Jesse Helms, after noting the CFR's place within the
Establishment, put it this way before the Senate in December 1987:
The viewpoint of the Establishment today is called globalism. Not
so long ago, this viewpoint was called the "one-world" view by its
critics. The phrase is no longer fashionable among sophisticates; yet,
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the phrase "one-world" is still apt because nothing has changed in the
minds and actions of those promoting policies consistent with its fundamental tenets.
Mr. President, in the globalist point of view, nation-states and national boundaries do not count for anything. Political philosophies and
political principles seem to become simply relative. Indeed, even constitutions are irrelevant to the exercise of power ....
In this point of view, the activities of international financial and
industrial forces should be oriented to bringing this one-world design
- with a convergence of the Soviet and American systems as its
centerpiece - into being.36

This book contends that the accusations against the Council on
Foreign Relations - the pursuit of world government, and receptiveness to Communism - are true. It further contends that due to
the Council's heavy presence in Washington, these factors have acted
mightily upon the course of American foreign policy in this century
- a course frequently damned by disaster, that has seen the United
States eroded in strength, and its allies sometimes vanquished altogether.
We have thus far quoted a number of references to the Council in
well-known publications such as Esquire and the New York Times.
However, mass media comment on the CFR is extremely rare. No
feature article about the group appeared in any major journal or
newspaper during its first thirty-six years. Today, probably not one
American in five hundred can identify the CFR, despite the fact that
it is arguably the most powerful political entity in the United States.
This by itself should raise questions, let alone eyebrows.
Knowing the Council's record of action and influence demystifies
a number of otherwise puzzling episodes in U.S. history. We shall
proceed to inspect that record, but it is instructive to first know
something about the people and events that led to the Council's
founding in 1921.

15
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Richard N. Gardner calls
for "an end run around
national sovereignty."

Admiral Chester Ward (right) swearing in William Frankey as
Assistant Secretary of the Navy. Ward, a longtime Council member,
said that the CFR seeks "submergence of U.S. sovereignty and
national independence into an all-powerful one-world government."
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Senator Jesse Helms and Edith Kermit Roosevelt are
among those who have defined the Establishment.
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Chapter 2

Background To The Beginning
International Bankers and Central Banks
An "international" banker is one who, among other things, loans
money to the governments of nations. Lending to governments can
be particularly profitable for several reasons. First, a government
borrows far more than an individual or business; second, a government has unique tools with which it can guarantee repayment such as the levying of taxes; third, a government may requite its
debt through a medium more desirable than cash - by granting the
banker certain privileges, for example, or giving him a say in policy.
No turn of events is more lucrative for an international banker
than war - because nothing generates more government borrowing
faster.
International banking was probably best epitomized by the Rothschilds, Europe's most famous financial dynasty. Meyer Amschel
Rothschild (1743-1812) retained one of his five sons at the home
bank in Germany and dispatched the other four to run offices in
England, France, Austria, and Italy. The Rothschilds harvested
great riches during the nineteenth century by loaning to these and
other countries. Sometimes they, or their agents, financed both sides
of armed conflicts - such as the Franco-Prussian War and the War
Between the States. As national creditors, they earned tremendous
political influence.
Essential to controlling a government is the establishment of a
central bank with a monopoly on the country's supply of money and
credit. Meyer Rothschild is said to have remarked: "Let me issue and
control a nation's money, and I care not who writes its laws." As
Gary Allen related in his bestseller None Dare Call It Conspiracy:
19
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The Bank of England, Bank of France and Bank of Germany were
not owned by their respective governments, as everyone imagines, but
were privately owned monopolies granted by the heads of state, usually in return for loans.!
Georgetown professor Dr. Carroll Quigley, who was himself close
to the Establishment,
dealt extensively with central banks in his
1966 book Tragedy and Hope. He wrote:
It must not be felt that these heads ofthe world's chief central banks
were substantive powers in world finance. They were not. Rather,
they were technicians and agents ofthe dominant investment bankers
of their own countries, who had raised them up and were perfectly
capable of throwing them down?
Quigley further noted:
[T]he powers of financial capitalism had another far-reaching aim,
nothing less than to create a world system of financial control in
private hands able to dominate the political system of each country
and the economy of the world as a whole. This system was to be
controlled in a feudalist fashion by the central banks of the world
acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent private
meetings and conferences.3
The Rothschilds, as the foremost "power behind the throne" of
Europe's central banks, savored the thought of a similar arrangement in the United States. According to Gustavus Myers in his
History of the Great American Fortunes:
Under the surface, the Rothschilds long had a powerful influence
in dictating American financial laws. The law records show that they
were the power in the old Bank of the United States.'
However, the Bank of the United States (1816-36), an early attempt to saddle the nation with a privately controlled central bank,
was abolished by President Andrew Jackson. He declared:
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The bold effort the present bank had made to control the government, the distress it had wantonly produced ... are but premonitions
of the fate that awaits the American people should they be deluded
into a perpetuation of this institution or the establishment of another
like it.5

America heeded Jackson's warning for the remainder of the century. The tide began to turn, however, with the linking of European
and U.S. banking interests, and the growth in power of America's
money barons, such as J. P. Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, and Bernard Baruch.
In 1902, German banker Paul Warburg, an associate ofthe Rothschilds, migrated to the United States. He soon became a partner in
America's most powerful banking firm: Kuhn, Loeb and Company.
He was married to the daughter of Solomon Loeb, one of its founders.
The head of Kuhn, Loeb was Jacob Schiff, whose family ties with
the Rothschilds went back a century.
While earning an annual salary of $500,000 - a tidy sum even
by today's standards - Paul Warburg lectured widely and published
pamphlets on the need for an American central banking system.
The Panic of 1907 was artificially triggered to elicit public acceptance of this idea. Snowballing bank runs began after J. P.
Morgan spread a rumor about the insolvency of the Trust Company of America.
In 1949, historian Frederick Lewis Allen reported in Life magaZIne:

[C]ertain chroniclers have arrived at the ingenious conclusion that
the Morgan interests took advantage of the unsettled conditions during the autumn of 1907 to precipitate the panic, guiding it shrewdly
as it progressed so that it would kill off rival banks and consolidate
the preeminence of the banks within the Morgan orbit."

Allen himself did not accept this explanation, but he noted: "The
lesson of the Panic of 1907 was clear, though not for some six years
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was it destined to be embodied in legislation: the United States
gravely needed a central banking system."
Congressman Charles Lindbergh, Sr., father of the famous aviator, declared in 1913: "The Money Trust[*] caused the 1907 panic,
and thereby forced Congress to create a National Monetary Commission .... "7 Heading the Commission was Senator Nelson Aldrich.
Aldrich was known as the international bankers' mouthpiece on
Capitol Hill. His daughter married John D. Rockefeller, Jr.; his
grandson, Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller, who became Vice President
in 1974, was named for him.
Mter the Commission spent almost two years studying central
banking in Europe, Aldrich met secretly with Paul Warburg and top
representatives of the Morgan and Rockefeller interests. This took
place at Morgan's hunting club on Jekyll Island, off the coast of
Georgia. There the plan was formulated for America's central bank:
what would come to be known as the Federal Reserve.
One of those in attendance at Jekyll Island was Frank Vanderlip,
president of the Rockefellers' National City Bank. Twenty-five years
later, Vanderlip wrote in the Saturday Evening Post:
[T]here was an occasion, near the close of1910, when I was as secretive
- indeed as furtive - as any conspirator .... I do not feel it is any
exaggeration to speak of our secret expedition to Jekyl [sic] Island as
the occasion of the actual conception of what eventually became the
Federal Reserve System ....
We were told to leave our last names behind us. Wewere told further
that we should avoid dining together on the night of our departure.
We were instructed to come one at a time and as unobtrusively as
possible to the terminal of the New Jersey littoral of the Hudson,
where Senator Aldrich's private car would be in readiness, attached
to the rear end of the train for the South.
Once aboard the private car, we began to observe the taboo that
had been fixed on last names.

*The term "Money Trust," in popular use at the time, referred to the coterie of finance monopolists
based on Wall Street. It il}cluded, among others, Rockefeller, Morgan, Warburg, and Schiff.
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Discovery, we knew, simply must not happen, or else all our time
and effort would be wasted."

After the Jekyll Island meeting, Senator Aldrich proposed the plan
to Congress. His connections to the banking establishment raised
enough suspicion that the Aldrich bill did not pass, but a similar
measure, under another name, was subsequently pushed through.
The Federal Reserve became law in December 1913. Ostensibly, the
system was to act as guardian of reserves for banks; it was granted
control over interest rates and the size of the national money supply.
The public was induced to accept the Fed by claims that, given these
powers, it would stabilize the economy, preventing further panics
and bank runs. It did nothing of the kind. Not only has our nation
suffered through the Great Depression and numerous recessions,
but inflation and federal debt - negligible problems before the Fed
came into existence - have plagued America ever since.
Congressman Lindbergh was one of the most forthright opponents
of the Federal Reserve Act. He warned the Congress:
This act establishes the most gigantic trust on earth .... When the
President signs this act the invisible government by the money power,
proven to exist by the Money Trust investigation, will be legalized ....
The money power overawes the legislative and executive forces of
the Nation and of the States. I have seen these forces exerted during
the different stages of this bill ....
This is the Aldrich bill in disguise ... 9

Later, Congressman Louis McFadden, who chaired the House
Committee on Banking and Currency from 1920 to 1931, would
declare:
When the Federal Reserve Act was passed, the people of these
United States did not perceive that a world banking system was being
set up here.
A super-state controlled by international bankers and international
industrialists acting together to enslave the world for their own pleasure.
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Every effort has been made by the Fed to conceal its powers but
the truth is - the Fed has usurped the government.lO

The average American probably does not know - or even think
- very much about our Federal Reserve System, but a few things
should be noted about it.
• Although it is called "Federal," it is privately owned.
• It has never received a meaningful audit from an independent
source.
• It makes its own policies and is not subject to the President or
the Congress. Private banks within the system select two-thirds of
the directors of the twelve Federal Reserve banks; the Federal Reserve Board chooses the rest.
• As to the Federal Reserve Board itself, its members are appointed
by the President and approved by the Senate, but, once in office,
they serve fourteen-year terms. Fed Chairmen have routinely come
from the New York banking community, on its recommendations,
and the great majority have been members of the CFR. Paul Warburg was appointed to the original board, and Benjamin Strong of
the Morgan interests, who had been at Jekyll Island with him,
headed the New York Fed, the system's nucleus.
How did the Federal Reserve benefit the financiers who secretly
designed it? First, in its capacity as overseer and supplier ofreserves,
it gave their banks access to public funds in the U.S. Treasury,
enhancing their capacity to lend and collect iI?-terest.
Furthermore, by staffing the Federal Reserve's management with
themselves or their associates, the international bankers gained
effective control over the nation's money supply and interest rates
- and thus over its economic life. Indeed, the Fed is authorized to
create money - and thus inflate - at will. According to the Constitution, only Congress may issue money or regulate its value. The
Federal Reserve Act, however, placed these functions in the hands
of private bankers - to their perpetual profit. Congressman Lindbergh explained:
The new law will create inflation whenever the trusts want inflation.
It may not do so immediately, but the trusts want a period of inflation,
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because all the stocks they hold have gone down ... Now, if the trusts
can get another period of inflation, they figure they can unload the
stocks on the people at high prices during the excitement and then
bring on a panic and buy them back at low prices ....
The people may not know it immediately, but the day of reckoning
is only a few years removed. 11

That day of reckoning, of course, came in 1929, and the Federal
Reserve has since created an endless series of booms and busts by
the strategic tightening and relaxation of money and credit.
Finally, the Fed was empowered to buy and sell government securities, and to loan to member banks so that they might themselves
purchase such securities, thus greatly multiplying the potential for
government indebtedness to the banking community.
However, if Washington was to incur debts, it had to have some
means of paying them off. The solution was income tax. Prior to
1913, there was no income tax in America (except during the War
Between the States and early Reconstruction period). The U.S. government survived on other revenue sources, such as tariffs and excise taxes. As a result, it could neither spend nor borrow heavily.
Because income tax had been declared unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court in 1895, it had to be instituted by constitutional
amendment. The man who brought forward the amendment in Congress was the same senator who proposed the plan for the Federal
Reserve - Nelson Aldrich.
Why did the American people consent to income tax? Initially, it
was nominal: a mere one percent ofincome under $20,000 - a figure
few made in those days. Naturally, there were assurances that it
would never increase!
Another pitch used to sell the tax was that, being graduated, it
would "soak the rich." But Senator Aldrich's backing of the amendment implied that "the rich" desired it. America's billionaire elite,
of course, are notorious for sidestepping the IRS. The Pecora hearings of 1933, for example, revealed that J. P. Morgan had not paid
any income tax in 1931-32. When Nelson Rockefeller was being
confirmed as Vice President under Gerald Ford, the fact arose that
he had not paid any income tax in 1970.
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One of the leading devices by which the wealthy dodge taxes is
the channeling oftheir fortunes into tax-free foundations. The major
foundations, though commonly regarded as charitable institutions,
often use their grant-making powers to advance the interests oftheir
founders. The Rockefeller Foundation, for example, has poured millions into the Council on Foreign Relations, which in turn serves as
the Establishment's main bridge of influence to the U.S. government.
By the time the income tax became law in 1913, the Rockefeller and
Carnegie foundations were already operating.
Income tax didn't soak the rich, it soaked the middle class. Because
it was a graduated tax, it tended to prevent anyone from rising into
affluence. Thus it acted to consolidate the wealth of the entrenched
interests, and protect them from new competition.
The year 1913 was an ominous one - there now existed the means
to loan the government colossal sums (the Federal Reserve), and the
means to exact repayment (income tax). All that was needed now
was a good reason for Washington to borrow.
In 1914, World War I erupted on the European continent. America
eventually participated, and as a result her national debt soared
from $1 billion to $25 billion.
Many historians would have us believe that this trio of events the income tax, the Federal Reserve, and the war - was a coincidence. But too often history has been written by authors financed
by foundations, in books manufactured by Establishment publishing
houses.
Many more "coincidences" were yet to trouble the American people
in this century.
Wilson and House
In 1913, Woodrow Wilson became President. His book, The New
Freedom, was published that same year. In it, he wrote:
Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of something. They know that there
is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better not speak above
their breath when they speak in condemnation of it.!2
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Wilson knew this force - intimately.
His predecessor, Republican President William Howard Taft, had
been against a central bank, saying he would veto a bill proposing
one. For this reason, the international bankers sought to replace
Taft with a submissive candidate. Woodrow Wilson was rocketed
from president of Princeton University to governor of New Jersey
in 1911, to the Democratic Presidential nominee in 1912. Among
his weighty financial backers were Cleveland Dodge of the Rockefellers' National City Bank; Jacob Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb; and Bernard Baruch.
According to one eyewitness, Baruch brought Wilson to Democratic Party headquarters in New York in 1912, "leading him like
one would a poodle on a string." Wilson received an "indoctrination
course" from the leaders convened there, during which he agreed,
in principle, to do the following if elected:
• support the projected Federal Reserve;
• support income tax;
• lend an ear to advice should war break out in Europe;
• lend an ear to advice on who should occupy his cabinet.13
Polls showed incumbent President Taft as a clear favorite over
the stiff-looking professor from Princeton. So, to divide the Republican vote, the Establishment put money behind Teddy Roosevelt on
the Progressive Party ticket. J. P. Morgan and Co. was the financial
backbone of the Roosevelt campaign.14
The strategy succeeded. Republican ballots were split between
Taft and Roosevelt, and Woodrow Wilson became President with
only forty-two percent of the popular vote.
During his White House terms, Wilson was continuously guided
by a front man for the international banking community, Colonel
Edward M. House (House did not serve in the military; his title was
strictly honorary). The President's top advisor, he was called "Assistant President House" by Harper's Weekly.
So close was the relationship between the two that Wilson said of
House:
Mr. House is my second personality. He is my independent self. His
thoughts and mine are one. If I were in his place I would do just as
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he suggested .... If anyone thinks he is reflecting my opinion by
whatever action he takes, they are welcome to the conclusion.'5
Under House's watchful eye, Wilson paid off as arranged. House
was reported to have handpicked his cabinet. At Wilson's first cabinet meeting, Franklin K. Lane introduced himself, saying: "My
name is Lane, Mr. President. I believe I am the Secretary of the
Interior."16
Wilson's first year in office, 1913, saw institution of both income
tax and the Federal Reserve, although the former slightly preceded
his inauguration.
According to Charles Seymour, House's biographer, the Colonel
was "the unseen guardian angel" of the Federal Reserve Act. He
was regularly in touch with Paul Warburg while the legislation was
being written and maneuvered through Congress.
In light of President Wilson's dependence on his advisor, it is
instructive to know something about House's convictions. According
to another of his biographers, Arthur D. Howden Smith, House believed that
the Constitution, product of eighteenth-century minds and the quasiclassical, medieval conception of republics, was thoroughly outdated;
that the country would be better off if the Constitution could be
scrapped and rewritten. But as a realist he knew that this was impossible in the existing state of political education.'7
House wrote a novel, published

anonymously

in 1912, entitled

Philip Dru: Administrator. Later, he acknowledged the book as his
own. The novel's hero, Philip Dru, rules America and introduces a
variety of radical changes. Among these are a graduated income tax
and a central bank.
George Viereck, in The Strangest Friendship in History (1932),
wrote of Philip Dru:
Out of this book have come the directives which revolutionized our
lives ... The Wilson administration transferred the Colonel's ideas
from the pages of fiction to the pages of history.'"
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What may seem surprising is that the character Philip Dru was
attempting to install what he called "Socialism as dreamed of by
Karl Marx." This becomes less incongruous when one realizes that
income tax and central banking were both called for by Marx in his
Communist Manifesto, which laid out a ten-plank plan for establishing a Communist state. Plank two was "A heavy progressive or
graduated income tax." Plank five was "Centralization of credit in
the hands of the State, by means of a national bank with state capital
and an exclusive monopoly."
Thus, in 1913, America adopted two of Marx's precepts. This is
certainly not to imply that House and Wilson were Communists;
however, it does once again demonstrate that finance capitalism has
a great deal in common with the ideology that is supposedly its
opposite.

World War I and the League of Nations
Another objective specified in Philip Dru was a "league of nations."
This, of course, was precisely the name given to the world body
created at Woodrow Wilson's suggestion during the 1919 Paris Peace
Conference. Just as the 1907 Panic was employed to justify a central
bank, so was World War I used to justify world government.
It is certainly true that a number of America's money barons,
including Wilson campaign backers, profited from the war. The President appointed Bernard Baruch head of the War Industries Board,
a position never authorized by Congress. As such, Baruch became
the economic czar of the United States, having dictatorial power
over the nation's businesses. He, like the Rockefellers, is said to
have reaped some $200 million from the war.19 Top Wilson backer
Cleveland Dodge shipped munitions to the allies, and J. P. Morgan
supplied them with hundreds of millions in loans - which, of course,
U.S. entry into the war helped protect.
But profit was not the only evident motive behind our participation
in the conflict. Well before our declaration of war, the idea of a world
government to ensure peace was being promoted in America.
In the 1950's, U.S. government investigators examined old records
ofthe powerful Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a longtime promoter of globalism. They discovered that, several years be29
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fore the outbreak of World War I, Carnegie trustees had hoped to
involve the United States in a general war to set the stage for world
government.20

Prior to 1917, America had stayed clear of European wars. George
Washington, in his Farewell Address, had warned the nation against
entangling foreign alliances. This counsel was heeded only too happily by the American people, millions of whom had come to this
country to escape oppression overseas. And naturally, no one wanted
to fight in a war of dubious origins.
It was therefore necessary to devise an incident that would supply
provocation. This occurred when a German submarine sank the British ocean liner Lusitania, on its way from New York to England.
128 Americans on board perished, and this tragedy, more than any
other event, was used to arouse anti-German sentiment in the
United States.
Certain facts, however, were denied the public. Thanks to the work
of British author Colin Simpson in his book The Lusitania, much of
the truth is known today.
The Lusitania was transporting six million rounds of ammunition,
plus other war munitions, to Britain, which is why the Germans
sank it (internal explosions caused the ship to go down in just eighteen minutes after a single torpedo hit21). This information was suppressed at subsequent hearings that investigated the sinking. Woodrow Wilson ordered the ship's original manifest - which listed the
munitions - to be hidden away in Treasury archives.22
Even more pertinent is evidence that the ship was deliberately
sent to disaster. Before the incident, Winston Churchill- then head
of the British Admiralty - had ordered a report done to predict the
political impact if a passenger ship was sunk carrying Americans.23
And the following conversation took place between Colonel House
and Sir Edward Grey, the British Foreign Minister.
Grey: What will America do if the Germans sink an ocean liner
with American passengers on board?
House: I believe that a flame of indignation would sweep the United
States and that by itself would be sufficient to carry us into the war.24
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The British had cracked Germany's naval code and knew the approximate whereabouts of all V-boats in the vicinity of the British
Isles. According to Commander Joseph Kenworthy, then in British
Naval Intelligence: "The Lusitania was deliberately sent at considerably reduced speed into an area where a V-boat was known to be
waiting and with her escorts withdrawn."25
It should be noted that the Germans had taken out large ads in
the New York papers in an effort to dissuade Americans from boarding the Lusitania. Their navy was attempting to stop war supplies
from reaching England - just as the British navy was doing to
them! Who was the real aggressor in the war is a matter of debate.
Had America not participated, the belligerents of Europe would
probably have reached a settlement, as those nations had been doing
for centuries.
Woodrow Wilson was reelected in 1916 on the slogan "He kept us
out of war," but those words proved short-lived. Colonel House, in
England, had already negotiated a secret agreement committing us
to join the conflict.26When war was declared, propaganda went full
tilt: all Huns were fanged serpents, and all Americans against the
war were traitors. The V.S. mobilization broke the battlefield stalemate, leading to Germany's surrender.
The Paris Peace Conference of 1919 settled the aftermath of the
war. It resulted in the Versailles Treaty, which required Germany
to pay the victors severe reparations - even the pensions of allied
soldiers. This devastated the German economy in the 1920's and
paved the way for Adolph Hitler's rise.
Woodrow Wilson brought to the conference his famous "fourteen
points." It was the fourteenth point that carried the payload: a proposal for a "general association of nations." From this sprang the
League of Nations. It was the first step toward the ultimate goal of
the international bankers: a world government - supported, no
doubt, by a world central bank.
The concept of the league did not originate with Wilson. Ray Stannard Baker, Wilson's official biographer, said that "practically nothing - not a single idea - in the Covenant of the League was original
with the President." It was Colonel House who had written the
Covenant. According to Charles Seymour, President Wilson "ap31
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proved the House draft almost in its entirety, and his own rewriting
of it was practically confined to phraseology."27In 1917, House had
assembled a group in New York called "the Inquiry," consisting of
about one hundred men. Under the direction of House's brother-inlaw, Sidney Mezes, they developed plans for the peace settlement.
Some twenty members of the Inquiry went with Wilson to Paris in
1919, as did House and bankers Paul Warburg and Bernard Baruch.
The League of Nations was successfully instituted; a number of
countries that enrolled had powerful internationalist forces operating within them. But the United States could not join unless the
Versailles Treaty received Senate ratification - a condition that the
U.S. Constitution stipulates for any treaty.
The Senate balked. It was clear that the League couldn't guarantee peace any more than marriage guarantees that spouses won't
quarrel. For the League to be strong enough to enforce world security, it would also have to be strong enough to threaten our national sovereignty - and freedom-loving Americans wanted none of
that. They had done their part to help win the war, and saw no
reason why they should further entwine their fate with the dictatorships and monarchies of the Old World.
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John D. Rockefeller in 1911

The elder J. P. Morgan in 1904

Charles Lindbergh, Sr.,
an outspoken opponent
of the Federal Reserve

Nelson Aldrich was among
those to attend the secret
Jekyll Island meeting.
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The original Federal Reserve Board. Paul Warburg (top left)
was willing to forfeit an annual salary of $500,000 to secure
a position on it. Frederic Delano is at bottom right.

Although Woodrow Wilson ran as an opponent of the Money Trust,
his 1912 campaign was financed by Wall Street bankers
such as Jacob Schiff (above with wife at Wilson inaugural).
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The doomed Lusitania

President Wilson, Mrs. Wilson, and "Colonel"

House
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Chapter 3

The Council's Birth And Early
Links To Totalitarianism

Well before the Senate's vote on ratification, news of its resistance
to the League of Nations reached Colonel House, members of the
Inquiry, and other U.S. internationalists gathered in Paris. It was
clear that America would not join the realm of world government
unless something was done to shift its climate of opinion. Under
House's direction, these men, along with some members of the British delegation to the Conference, held a series of meetings. On May
30, 1919, at a dinner at the Majestic Hotel, it was resolved that an
"Institute of International Mairs" would be formed. It would have
two branches - one in the United States, one in England.
The American branch became incorporated in New York as the
Council on Foreign Relations on July 29, 1921.
As a note of interest, the British branch became known as the
Royal Institute of International Mairs (RIIA). Its leadership was
controlled by members of the Round Table - a semi-secret internationalist group headquartered in London. The RIIA is the CFR's
counterpart, and has been dominant in British politics for over half
a century. Were it the subject of this book, a great deal could be said
about it. The CFR and RIIA were originally intended to be affiliates,
but became independent bodies, although they have always maintained close informal ties.
In 1922, the Council stated its purpose as follows:
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The Council on Foreign Relations aims to provide a continuous
conference on the international aspects of America's political, economic and financial problems .... It is simply a group of men concerned in spreading a knowledge of international relations, and, in
particular, in developing a reasoned American foreign policy.'

This self-description is quite similar to many others the Council
has issued over the years - invariably conveying the idea that the
CFR is merely a chatty foreign affairs club whose aims are innocuous
and whose outlook is blandly impartial. If this is all the Council
amounts to, it is curious that the Establishment has expended tens
of millions of dollars on it.
One does not have to look very hard to determine that the CFR
in the 1920's was very unobjectively lobbying for American participation in the League of Nations. An article in the first issue of
Foreign Affairs was entitled "The Next American Contribution to
Civilization." Can we all guess what that was to be?
Our government should enter heartily into the existing League of
Nations, take a sympathetic share in every discussion broached in the
League, and be ready to take more than its share in all the responsibilities which unanimous action of the nations constituting the
League might impose.2

Of course, not every article in Foreign Affairs openly boosted world
government, which would have overstated the case. But typically
the journal printed one or two that did, mixed in with dry dissertations on a variety of international topics. No conspiracy lurked
behind such titles as "Singapore's Mineral Resources" or "The Soya
Bean in International Trade." However, many of the particularized
articles did present solutions pointing toward globalism.
Colonel House, of course, was one of the CFR's founding members.
As to the others, Robert D. Shulzinger, in The Wise Men of Foreign
Affairs: The History of the Council on Foreign Relations, noted that
"nearly all of them were bankers and lawyers."3This stereotype was
unchanged fifty years later. John Franklin Campbell wrote in New
York magazine in 1971 that membership in the CFR "usually means
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that you are a partner in an investment bank or law firm - with
occasional 'trouble shooting' assignments in government."4 This
raises a question: Why should foreign affairs lie almost exclusively
in the province of these two professions?
The CFR's founders were specialized in yet another way: association with J. P. Morgan and Company. Dr. Carroll Quigley, referred
to earlier, had unique insight into the Council's founding. He was
very close to members of the Round Table, which was the core of
the CFR's counterpart group in Britain. In the early 1960's, he was
allowed to inspect its secret records. Quigley termed the CFR "a
front group for J. P. Morgan and Company in association with the
very small American Round Table Group."5
The founding president of the CFR was John W. Davis, who was
J. P. Morgan's personal attorney and a millionaire in his own right.
Founding vice-president was Paul Cravath, whose law firm also
represented the Morgan interests. Morgan partner Russell Leffingwell would later become the Council's first chairman. A variety of
other Morgan partners, attorneys and agents crowded the CFR's
early membership rolls.
Conscious of such uniformity, the Council's steering committee
moved to distinguish the roster by adding college professors. However, most of these had been members of Colonel House's Inquiry.
Furthermore, they hailed from campuses beholden to J. P. Morgan.
As Dr. Quigley observed: "The Wall Street contacts with these professors were created originally from Morgan's influence in handling
large academic endowments."6

Bolshevik Connections
Another denominator common to many of the early CFR members
was support - material or moral - for the Bolsheviks in Russia.
A revolution, like any other substantive undertaking, cannot succeed without financing. The 1917 Russian Revolution was no exception. It is now well known that the Germans helped Lenin - who
had been exiled by the Czar - into Russia in a sealed train, carrying
some $5 million in gold. The Germans, of course, had an ulterior
motive: Czarist Russia was fighting them on the side of the Allies,
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and a successful revolution would mean one less adversary for Germany to contend with.
Less widely known is the U.s. contribution. Probably the best
reference on this is Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution by
Antony Sutton, former fellow at Stanford Uniyersity's Hoover Institution. It is based on assiduous research, including a deep probe
into State Department files. While Sutton's focus is not on the CFR,
comparing his findings with the Council's early rosters proves revealing indeed. His book was actually part of a trilogy, the other
two volumes examining Wall Street's links to Franklin D. Roosevelt
and to Nazi Germany.
Just when American patronage of the Bolsheviks began is probably unknown. But an excerpt from Colonel House's prophetic Philip
Dru is not a bad place to start the story.
Sometimes in his day dreams, Dru thought of Russia in its vastness,
of the ignorance and hopeless outlook of the people, and wondered
when her deliverance would come. There was he knew, great work for
someone to do in that despotic land.7
Leon Trotsky, who was living in New York City at the time Czar
Nicholas abdicated, was able to return to Russia only because Woodrow Wilson intervened to secure him an American passport.8 On
November 28, 1917, with the Bolsheviks newly in power, House
cabled Wilson that any newspaper accounts describing Russia as a
new enemy should be "suppressed."9 On that same day, Wilson declared there should be no interference with the revolution. Although
the Bolsheviks' atrocities prevented the U.S. from officially recognizing their new government, Wilson continued to express his support for them, to the shock of many people.
Jacob Schiff, the head of Kuhn, Loeb and Co., heavily bankrolled
the revolution. This was reported by White Russian General Arsene
de Goulevitch in his book Czarism and the Revolution. The New York
Journal-American
stated on February 3, 1949:
Today it is estimated even by Jacob's grandson, John Schiff, a prominent member of New York Society, that the old man sank about
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$20,000,000 for the final triumph of Bolshevism in Russia. Other New
York banking firms also contributed.

Schiff died before the CFR's incorporation, but his son Mortimer,
and his partner, Federal Reserve architect Paul Warburg, both became founding Council members.
By "founding member" we refer to anyone who appeared on the
Council's original 210-man membership roll in 1922. Examination
of that list unveils a rogues' gallery of Bolshevik supporters .
• In the summer of 1917, to the city of Petrograd - nerve center
of the Russian Revolution - came one of the strangest Red Cross
missions in history. It consisted of fifteen Wall Street financiers and
attorneys, led by Federal Reserve director William BoyceThompson,
plus a small contingent of doctors and nurses. The medical team,
discovering that they were but a front for political activities, returned home in protest after one month. The businessmen remained
in Petrograd.10
The mission supplied financing, first for the socialist regime of
Aleksandr Kerensky, and then for the Bolsheviks who supplanted
him. In his biography of William Boyce Thompson, Hermann Hagedorn produced photographic evidence that J. P. Morgan cabled
Thompson $1 million through the National City Bank branch in
Petrograd - the only bank in Russia the Bolsheviks did not nationalize.
What became ofthe $1 million? The Washington Post of February
2,1918, supplies the answer. Under the headline "GIVES BOLSHEVIK! A MILLION," it noted:
William B. Thompson, who was in Petrograd from July until November last, has made a personal contribution of $1,000,000 to the
Bolsheviki for the purpose of spreading their doctrine in Germany
and Austria.
Mr. Thompson had an opportunity to study Russian conditions as
head of the American Red Cross Mission, expenses of which also were
largely defrayed by his personal contributions ....
Mr. Thompson deprecates American criticism of the Bolsheviki. He
believes they have been misrepresented ... "
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Thompson also authored a pamphlet praising the Soviets that was
published in the United States.
Three of the Wall Streeters in the Petrograd Red Cross mission
- Thompson, Alan Wardwell, and Robert Barr - went on to become
founding members of the CFR; three others - Henry Davison,
Thomas Thacher, and Harold Swift - joined the Council in subsequent years.
• In May 1918, Thompson helped found the American League to
Aid and Cooperate with Russia. Three of the group's executives Oscar Straus, Charles Coffin, and Maurice Oudin - became CFR
founding members. The League's president, Frank Goodnow, entered the Council in 1925.
• In June 1918, the State Department received a memorandum from
a committee of the War Trade Board advocating "closer and more
friendly commercial relations between the United States and Russia."12 The committee consisted of three individuals: Thomas
Chadbourne (CFR founder), John Foster Dulles (CFR founder),
and Clarence Woolley (CFR 1925). State Department files reveal
that later in 1918, Chadbourne was instrumental in securing
$10,000 for George Lomonossoff, a Soviet emissary sent to the
United States.13
Among the other Bolshevik abettors in the CFR's original membership were the following:
• Morgan partner Thomas Lamont, who helped persuade the British government to accept the new Soviet regime, and whose family
became a financial backer of extreme left-wing organizations, including the Communist Party;
• Paul Cravath, the aforementioned vice president of the CFR, who
urged recognition of the Bolsheviks in Foreign Affairs,14 and whose
law firm helped make that goal an eventual reality;15 and
• Ivy Lee, the public relations man who spruced up the Soviets'
image in the USA.
In 1923, the Council signed on Averell Harriman. A pioneer in
trading with the Russian Communists, Harriman formed a joint
shipping firm with them, obtained a multi-million dollar concession
from them to operate the manganese mines of the Caucasus Mountains, and nearly swung a deal to float $42 million in Bolshevik
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bonds - until the U.S. government stepped in.16 Years later, he
would become our ambassador to the Soviet Union and a confidante
of its rulers.
We should not overlook Archibald Cary Coolidge, editor of Foreign
Affairs. In the periodical's first issue, he wrote an article about Russia, under the simple pseudonym "K," which chided the United
States for being "coldly aloof, haughtily refusing to recognize the
Soviet government or to have any dealings with it except in dispensing charity."
Coolidge acknowledged the brutality of the Bolsheviks, but reasoned:
Shall we refuse to sell sorely needed farm instruments to the Russian peasants because we dislike the MoscowSoviet? To recognize the
government of a country does not imply that we admire it ...

Despite claims to the contrary, it is evident that Wall Street and
the CFR enjoyed an early love affair with the Bolsheviks. Perhaps
the best testimony came from one of Moscow's own representatives
- Ludwig Martens of the Soviet Bureau in New York. In 1919, he
was brought before a Senate committee investigating Soviet influence in America. The New York Times reported:
According to Martens, instead of carrying on propaganda among
the radicals and the proletariat he has addressed most of his efforts
to winning to the side of Russia the big business and manufacturing
interests of this country .... Martens asserted that most of the big
business houses of the country were aiding him in his effort to get the
government to recognize the Soviet governmenty

The Strange Partnership
More than once, this book has noted the alignment ofWall Street's
highest circles with Communism. This, of course, is hardly the orthodox outlook. We have always been told that Marxists and capitalists are sworn enemies. But this is frequently contradicted by
their record.
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Probably no name symbolizes capitalism more than Rockefeller.
Yet that family has for decades supplied trade and credit to Communist nations. After the Bolsheviks took power, the Rockefellers'
Standard Oil of New Jersey bought up Russian oil fields, while Standard Oil of New York built the Soviets a refinery and made an
arrangement to market their oil in Europe. During the 1920's the
Rockefellers' Chase Bank helped found the American-Russian
Chamber of Commerce, and was involved in financing Soviet raw
material exports and selling Soviet bonds in the U.S.18
The Rockefeller perspective in more recent years hasn't changed.
The New York Times ofJanuary 16,1967 carried the headline "Eaton
Joins Rockefellers To Spur Trade With Reds." The ensuing story
noted that the Rockefellers were teaming up with tycoon Cyrus
Eaton, Jr., who was financing for the Soviet bloc the construction of
a $50 million aluminum plant and rubber plants valued at over $200
million. During the 1970's, American technology helped the Soviets
construct the $5 billion Kama River truck factory. It is the world's
largest producer ofheavy trucks and has been successfully converted
by the Kremlin to military purposes, such as the manufacture of
vehicles for the war on Afghanistan. The Soviets built the factory
mostly on loans from the U.S.; the chief private source ofthis credit
was the Chase Manhattan Bank, chaired by David Rockefeller. The
Chase, which maintains a branch office at 1 Karl Marx Square in
Moscow, has gained notoriety for financing projects behind the Iron
Curtain.
We note parenthetically that while the J. P. Morgan interests
dominated the CFR in its early days, the center of influence gradually shifted to the Rockefellers. Indeed, David Rockefeller was
chairman of the CFR from 1970 to 1985.
Now the question that must arise is why this unexpected - and
unpublicized - harmony exists between the super-rich and the
Reds. If the Communists were obedient to their creed, they would
be spitting at the "capitalist bosses," not climbing in bed with them.
The explanation materializes when we define, or perhaps redefine,
certain concepts. Communism, in practice, is a system where government has total power - not only political power, but power over
the economy, education, communications, etc. Socialism is essen43
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tially a lesser form - a little brother - of Communism: the government controls the means of production and distribution, but is
not as pervasive in its authority.
The American free enterprise system, as originally set up, was
much the opposite of Communism. The Constitution forced the government to remain "laissez faire"; it could exert virtually no influence on business, education, religion, and most other features of
national life. These were left in the private hands of the people.
It is natural enough to suppose that rich capitalists, who made
their fortunes through the free market, would be proponents of that
system. This, however, has not been the case historically. Free enterprise means competition: it means, in its purest form, that everyone has an equal opportunity to make it in the marketplace. But
John D. Rockefeller, J. P. Morgan, and other kingpins of the Money
Trust were powerful monopolists. A monopolist seeks to eliminate
competition. In fact, Rockefeller once said: "Competition is a sin."
These men were not free enterprise advocates.
Their coziness with Marxism (it is well to remember that Marx's
coauthor, Friedrich Engels, was a wealthy businessman) becomes
more comprehensible when we realize that Communism and socialism are themselves forms of monopoly. The only difference is
that in this case, the monopoly is operated by the government. But
what if an international banker, through loans to the state, manipulation of a central bank, campaign contributions, or bribes, is able
to achieve dominion over a government? In that case, he would
find socialism welcome, for it would serve him as an instrument
to control society.
Frederick C. Howe laid out the strategy of utilizing government
in his book Confessions of a Monopolist (1906):
This is the story of something for nothing - of making the other
fellow pay. This making the other fellow pay, of getting something for
nothing, explains the lust for franchises, mining rights, tariff privileges, railway control, tax evasions. All these things mean monopoly,
and all monopoly is bottomed on legislation.'9

Howe further explained:
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These are the rules ofbig business. They have superseded the teachings of our parents and are reducible to a simple maxim: Get a monopoly; let society work for you; and remember that the best of all
business is politics, for a legislative grant, franchise, subsidy or tax
exemption is worth more than a Kimberly or Comstock lode, since it
does not require any labor, either mental or physical, for its exploitation.20

Robber barons of the nineteenth century, such as Jay Gould and
Cornelius Vanderbilt, grew rich partly by bribing government officials. "Regulation," traditional scourge of the businessman, has another face: it can be used to acquire exclusive monopolies and feed
on tax revenues. The early railroad magnates were able to get public
funds to foot the bill for constructing their lines. The very first U.S.
regulatory agency - the Interstate Commerce Commission - was
created at the petition of railroad owners, not railroad users. When
the Federal Reserve was under consideration in 1912, J. P. Morgan
partner Henry Davison (later a CFR member) told Congress: "I
would rather have regulation and control than free competition."21
Antony Sutton, in Wall Street and FDR, reviews a succession of
corporate notables who have espoused socialism in speeches and
books.
A modern illustration of how big business uses government for its
own ends is the Export-Import Bank. This federal bank was established to "promote trade." Here is how it can work. An American
manufacturer wants to sell his products to, say, Poland - but the
Poles have no cash to put up. So the Export-Import Bank theoretically loans Poland money to buy the goods. We say "theoretically"
because in practice this step is cut out as unnecessary - the money
goes straight to the manufacturer. The Poles then payoff the ExportImport Bank in installments - but at a low rate subsidized by
American taxpayers. And what if the Poles default? We taxpayers
pick up the whole tab! The manufacturer makes the transaction at
no risk to himself, through the medium of a federal agency.
There is nothing on earth more powerful than government, a fact
long ago recognized by international bankers. Regulation, socialism,
and Communism are simply different gradations of monopoly. Who
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I. G. Farben also supplied forty-five percent of the election funds
used to bring the Nazis to power in 1933.27
What is particularly odious is that certain American companies
did robust business with I. G. Farben, which hired Ivy Lee (CFR)
to handle its public relations in the u.s. In 1939, on the eve of
blitzkrieg, the Rockefellers' Standard Oil of New Jersey sold $20
million in aviation fuel to the firm.28 I. G. Farben even had an
American subsidiary called American I. G. Among the directors of
the latter were the ubiquitous Paul Warburg (CFR founder), Herman
A. Metz (CFR founder), and Charles E. Mitchell, whojoined the CFR
in 1923 and was a director of both the New York Federal Reserve
Bank and National City Bank. There were also several Germans on
the board of American I. G.; after the war, three of them were found
guilty of war crimes at the Nuremburg trials. But none of the Americans were ever prosecuted.
This story of American ties to German fascism has been avoided
like the plague by the major UB. media. However, several books on
the subject have appeared in recent years. Of these, Sutton's Wall
Street and the Rise of Hitler probably remains the definitive study.
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Founding CFR president John W. Davis (right) was J. P. Morgan's
personal attorney. Above, Morgan and Davis confer during Senate
inquiry into the banking practices of the Morgan corporation. Thomas
Lamont, Morgan partner and founding Council member, is at left.

Morgan partner Russell Leffingwell (at right, leaving Senate
hearing chamber with Morgan) was the CFR's first chairman.
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Attorney Paul Cravath,
who also represented the
Morgan interests, was the
Council's first vice-president.

"'

Kuhn, Loeb's Jacob Schiff
helped bankroll the
Russian Revolution.
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Antony C. Suttqn
documented Wall Street's early
ties to the Soviet Union.

William Boyce Thompson, a
founding CFR member, was
leader of the odd Red Cross
mission to Petrograd.
photo.

1920

At ceremonies marking the opening of the Council's East 65th Street
headquarters in 1930, speakers included (left to right) secretarytreasurer Edwin F. Gay, honorary president Elihu Root, and president
John W. Davis. Root stated in his address that, to attain its
objectives, the Council would have to emulate the brick-by-brick
construction of the building, engaging in "steady, continuous, and
unspectacular labor."

The rise of Adolph Hitler and the Nazis depended
largely on I. G. Farben - and the Dawes plan.
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L....
Averell Harriman (above, between Churchill and Stalin),
one of many Council members who, although
wealthy capitalists, enjoyed high harmony with the Bolsheviks.
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The platitude that capitalists and Communists are archenemies has
long been discredited, however quietly, by figures such as the
Rockefellers. Above, Nelson Rockefeller greets Soviet premier Nikita
Khrushchev in 1959.
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Chapter 4

The CFR And FDR
The Council on Foreign Relations exerted only limited influence
on Washington during the 1920's. The American people had wearied
of Wilsonian policy, with its attendant war, debt, taxation, and inflation. In 1920, Republican Warren Harding was elected President
with over sixty percent of the popular vote. A resolute opponent of
both Bolshevism and the League of Nations, Harding was anathema
to the CFR and international bankers, a factor that should not be
overlooked when considering the evil reputation some historians
have assigned him.
Under Harding and his successor, Calvin Coolidge, the United
tates enjoyed unprecedented prosperity in an atmosphere of world
peace. It was a happy era of spirited accomplishments, remembered
for the introduction of radio and talkies, Lindbergh's transatlantic
Oight, and Babe Ruth's home runs. Some eight billion dollars were
ven sliced off the federal deficit accrued under Wilson. This atmosphere was apparently not to the liking of the Money Trust. They
Houghtto oust the new Republican dynasty from the White House
Hud install someone more cooperative - Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Ever since his first Presidential campaign, FDR has been touted
liS a "man of the little people," a knight on a white horse who stood
up to Wall Street. This image is just that - an image.
Roosevelt was himself a prototypic Wall Streeter. His family had
been involved in New York banking since the eighteenth century.
II is uncle, Frederic Delano, was on the original Federal Reserve
Board. FDR had a customary Establishment education, attending
(l roton and Harvard. During the 1920's he pursued a career on Wall
Htreet, working as a bond writer and corporate promoter, and or53
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ganizing speculation enterprises. He was on the board of directors
of eleven different corporations. 1
In 1928, millionaire John Raskob, vice president of both Du Pont
and General Motors, became chairman of the Democratic National
Committee. He approached Roosevelt, whose family name carried
distinction and political clout, about running for governor of New
York - a traditional stepping stone for Presidential candidates.
Roosevelt declined, explaining that he owed $250,000 in connection with his polio resort at Warm Springs, Georgia. However,
after Raskob and other men of wealth wrote out checks liquidating
the debt, he agreed to run, and was elected New York's governor
that year.2
We mentioned earlier the maxim that what appears in Foreign
Affairs today becomes foreign policy tomorrow. It would be an exaggeration to say that we can predict who the next President will
be by noting which politicians are writing in Foreign Affairs, but
history suggests that, at strategic times, the candidates favored by
the Establishment, or who at least seek its favor, contribute to the
journal.
In the July 1928 Foreign Affairs, some two months before Raskob
approached him, FDR had published a piece entitled "Our Foreign
Policy: A Democratic View." In it, he recalled how Woodrow Wilson
''brought home to the hearts of mankind the great hope that througn
an association of nations the world could in the days to come avoid
armed conflict and substitute reason and collectiveaction for the ageold appeal of the sword." He gave clear signals to the Establishment
that he was ready to play ball in the game of world government:
The United States has taken two negative steps. It has declined to
have anything to do with either the League of Nations or the World
Court ....
Even without full membership we Americans can be generous and
sporting enough to give the League a far greater share of sympathetic
approval and definite officialhelp than we have hitherto accorded ....
The time has come when we must accept not only certain facts but
many new principles of a higher law, a newer and better standard in
international relations.
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FDR's bonds to the Council were affirmed by his son-in-law, Curtis
Dall. Dall, a regular visitor at the Roosevelt home, eventually wrote
a book entitled FDR: My Exploited Father-In-Law. He wrote therein:
For a long time I felt that FDR had developed many thoughts and
ideas that were his own to benefit this country, the U.S.A. But, he
didn't. Most of his thoughts, his political "ammunition," as it were,
were carefully manufactured for him in advance by the CFR-One
World Money group. Brilliantly, with great gusto, like a fine piece of
artillery, he exploded that prepared "ammunition" in the middle of
an unsuspecting target, the American people - and thus paid offand
retained his internationalist political support.3

In 1929 the Council on Foreign Relations purchased new quarters
for itself at 45 East 65th Street in New York City. By a remarkable
"coincidence," this address was next door to the house of Franklin
D. Roosevelt, who had just become governor of the state. Thus,
throughout the years preparatory to his White House tenure, FDR
lived literally under the CFR's shadow.
The '29 Bust: FDR's Boom
Tragedy is the mother of new directions. The Panic of 1907
Bpawned the Federal Reserve, the sinking of the Lusitania led us
toward World War I, and the war itself nearly brought us into the
League of Nations. What happened in late October of 1929 would
ulso rechart our destiny.
Establishment historians present the '29 stock market crash as
they do most events: an accident, evolved from erroneous policies,
not from deliberate planning. We have all heard how foolish speculation bid stock prices high, but that the bubble finally burst, plunging brokers out of windows and America into the Depression.
That version is correct enough, but has several missing parts. The
free enterprise system has been the traditional scapegoat for the
rash. In reality, however, the Federal Reserve prompted the speculation by expanding the money supply a whopping sixty-two per;ont between 1923 and 1929. When the central bank became law in
1913, Congressman Charles Lindbergh had warned: "From now on,
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depressions will be scientifically created."4 Like two con men working
a mark, the Fed made credit easy while Establishment newspapers
hyped what riches could be made in the stock market.
Louis McFadden, chairman of the House Banking Committee, declared of the Depression: "It was not accidental. It was a carefully
contrived occurrence .... The international bankers sought to bring
about a condition of despair here so that they might emerge as rulers
of us all."5
Curtis Dall, himself a syndicate manager for Lehman Brothers,
was on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange on the day of the
Crash. He said of the calamity:
Actually, it was the calculated "shearing" ofthe public by the WorldMoney powers triggered by the planned sudden shortage ofcall money
in the New York money market.6
It must be understood that an expedient existed on the New York
exchange called a "24 hour broker call loan." In those days, one could
purchase stock on extensive credit. He could lay down, say, $100,
and borrow $900 from a bank through his broker, to purchase $1000
in securities. If the stock increased just ten percent in value, he
could sell it, repay the loan, and walk away with his original investment doubled.
The only problem was that such a loan could be called at any time
- and if it was, the investor had to pay it off within twenty-four
hours. For most, the only way to do so was to sell the stock. One
can imagine the impact on the market if a great multitude of these
loans were called simultaneously.

In The United States' Unresolved Monetary and Political Problems, William Bryan explains what occurred during the '29 Panic:
When everything was ready, the New York financiers started calling
24 hour broker call loans. This meant that the stock brokers and the

customers had to dump their stock on the market in order to pay the
loans. This naturally collapsed the stock market and brought a banking collapse all over the country because the banks not owned by the
oligarchy were heavily involved in broker call claims at this time, and
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bank runs soon exhausted their coin and currency and they had to
close. The Federal Reserve System would not come to their aid, although they were instructed under the law to maintain an elastic
currency. 7

Plummeting stock prices ruined small investors, but not the top
"insiders" on Wall Street. Paul Warburg had issued a tip in March
of 1929 that the Crash was coming.s Before it did, John D. Rockefeller, Bernard Baruch, Joseph P. Kennedy, and other money barons
got out of the market. According to John Kenneth Galbraith in The
Great Crash, 1929, Winston Churchill appeared in the visitors' gallery ofthe New York Stock Exchange during the frenzy ofthe panic.9
It has been said that Bernard Baruch brought him there, perhaps
to show him the power of the international bankers.
Early withdrawal from the market not only preserved the fortunes
of these men: it also enabled them to return later and buy up whole
companies for a song. Shares that once sold for a dollar now cost a
nickel. Joseph P. Kennedy's worth reportedly grew from $4 million
in 1929 to $100 million in 1935.10 Not everyone was selling apples
during the Depression!
FDR now rode an open highway to the Presidency, fueled by such
men as Bernard Baruch. The latter's assistant, Hugh Johnson, said
of the campaign: "Every time a crisis came, B. M. [Baruch] either
gave the necessary money, or went out and got it."ll In the meantime,
the Republicans were issued a death sentence. Newspapers blamed
President Herbert Hoover for the Crash and Depression. The Federal
Reserve, instead of moving to stimulate growth and recovery, contracted the money supply by more than one third between 1929 and
1933, thus sustaining the Depression and giving no relief to the
thousands of banks dying from runs.
President Hoover had a plan to bailout the banks, but he needed
backing from the Democratic Congress. Mter losing the 1932 election, the lame duck President appealed to Roosevelt: Would he issue
a statement encouraging Congressional support, and thus help end
the crisis? FDR gave no reply, later claiming that he had written
one, but that due to an oversight it was not sent.12 The banks were
allowed to go on collapsing right until his inauguration, thus at57
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taching maximum stigma to the Republican Party. Ironically, when
the new President announced emergency banking measures, he used
the very plan drawn up by Hoover's Treasury Secretary.I3
Roosevelt in the White House
FDR did much to indulge his mentors. In his first year in office,
he granted recognition to the Soviet Union, fulfilling an objective
long promulgated by Foreign Affairs.
In 1934, he took America off the gold standard, setting the stage
for unrestrained expansion of the money supply, leading to decades
of inflation - and decades of credit revenues for his friends in finance. With his Treasury Secretary, Henry Morgenthau, Jr. (the son
of a founding CFR member), he arbitrarily jacked up the price of
gold from $20 per ounce to $35, yielding untold profits for the international banking community. *
FDR is probably best remembered for the New Deal, with its vast
tangle of tri-Iettered bureaus and agencies. Of course, since a large
portion of the work force was unemployed, there was not enough
tax revenue to pay for these programs. So the government turned
to its other source - borrowing. In effect, the international bankers,
having created the Depression, now loaned America the cash to
recover from it. Naturally, the interest on these loans would be borne
on the backs of taxpayers for years to come. But many impoverished
Americans were only too ready to accept the money dangled by FDR,
without any deep contemplation of its origins or consequences.
While thousands went hungry, the President's Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) paid farmers to destroy their crops
and livestock to "raise prices." Even a child could see the madness
of these actions, which demonstrated the dangers inherent in granting excessive power to government. What the New Deal really gave
America was a thick dose of socialism, or government monopoly.
This, of course, was precisely what the international bankers sought.
To this day, many Americans do not perceive that when they accept
federal aid, they almost invariably surrender a degree of freedom
* For a detailed account of the results of this maneuver, see Martin A. Larson, The Federal Reserve
and our Manipulated Dollar (Old Greenwich, Conn.: Devin-Adair, 1975).
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or control. Sunsets may be an exception to the old saw, "You can't
Het something for nothing," but government benefits are not.
Top Wall Streeters were pleased with the creation of the ExportImport Bank in 1934, but the New Deal agency they probably liked
most was the National Recovery Administration (NRA), which was
designed to regulate the country's businesses.
The essence of the plan for the NRA was laid out by Bernard
Baruch in a speech on May Day in 1930. As chairman of the War
Industries Board during World War I, Baruch had possessed govIlrnment-granted
autocratic power over America's businesses. He
!lOW savored the idea of the same arrangement
in peacetime. RooHcvelt appointed Baruch's protege, Hugh Johnson, to run NRA. AsHisting Johnson were Gerard Swope, president of General Electric
IInd a member of the CFR; Walter Teagle, chairman of the board of
Htandard Oil of New Jersey and a director of!. G. Farben's American
ubsidiary; and Louis Kirstein, vice president of Filene's of Boston.
'''hus the bureau was administered by the captains of industry t.he very people who, myopic historians tell us, regarded the New
Deal as a dreaded scourge. It is notable that when FDR operated
on Wall Street, his office had been at the same address as the offices
of'Baruch and Swope - 120 Broadway.l4
The NRA collaborated with business to set prices, wages, and
working conditions. The trick was that the largest companies had
t.he most say. For example, in establishing NRA guidelines for the
rOn and steel industry, U.S. Steel was allotted 511 votes, while
Allegheny Steel, a small firm, had only seventeen; Continental Steel
had but sixteen. This meant that giant corporations could dictate
t.he operating standards in their respective fields, strangling small
('ompetitors out of existence. In the iron and steel industry alone,
there were more than sixty complaints of such oppression in early
1934.15

This book is not intended to vindicate Herbert Hoover, who someUmes compromised with the international bankers, and even joined
t.he CFR in 1937. But it should be observed that Wall Street had
Ilttempted to force NRA on him while he was President. He refused,
Hnd paid for it. In his memoirs, Hoover wrote:
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Among the early Roosevelt fascist measures was the National Industry Recovery Act (NRA) ... The origins of this scheme are worth
repeating. These ideas were first suggested by Gerard Swope ... Following this, they were adopted by the United States Chamber of Commerce. During the campaign of 1932, Henry I. Harriman, president
of that body, urged that I agree to support these proposals, informing
me that Mr. Roosevelt had agreed to do so. I tried to show him that
this stuff was pure fascism; that it was merely a remaking of Mussolini's "corporate state" and refused to agree to any of it. He informed
me that in view of my attitude, the business world would support
Roosevelt with money and influence. That for the most part, proved
true.I6

The police-state power ofNRA was perhaps best illustrated by the
case of Jack Magid, a New Jersey tailor. Magid pressed a suit for
thirty-five cents, whereas the NRA code for tailors stipulated forty
cents. For this "crime," Magid was fined and thrown in jail.
Luckily for America, the Supreme Court ruled the NRA and AAA
unconstitutional.
Roosevelt retaliated by sending a bill to Congress
that would enable him to appoint as many as six additional Supreme
Court justices. This became known as the famous "court-packing"
scheme. But even the President's friends on Capitol Hill could not
stomach such an assault on the checks and balances of power, and
the measure failed.
The Council on Foreign Relations played a significant role in the
Roosevelt administration,
although its influence did not peak until
World War II. Mter being nominated at the 1932 Democratic convention, FDR traveled to Colonel House's home to pay his respects.
House had an article published in the January 1933 Foreign Affairs
laying out what some of the new Washington regime's aims should
be. Among the officials Roosevelt drew from the ranks of the CFR
were Secretary of State Edward Stettinus (former board chairman
of U.S. Steel and the son ofa Morgan partner), Assistant Secretary
of State Sumner Welles, and War Secretary Henry Stimson. Wall
Street banker Norman H. Davis, who served as the Council's president from 1936 to 1944, was FDR's close friend and went on missions
abroad for him. James P. Warburg (CFR), the son of Paul Warburg,
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became a member of the President's "brain trust." It was James
Warburg who would later tell a Senate committee: "We shall have
world government whether or not you like it - by conquest or consent." Other CFR men held various positions in the Roosevelt government.
The Establishment also sought control of the Republican Party,
which the Crash had broken. The Republican Presidential nominee
in 1940 was Wendell Willkie. Certainly no one could call Willkie a
party traditionalist. Until the year he ran, he had been a registered
Democrat. A rabid internationalist, he wrote a book entitled One
World and later became a CFR member. Seven weeks before the
nominating convention, a poll showed that only three percent of
Republicans favored Willkie. But thanks to some mass media magic,
he emerged as "the" candidate. Congressman Usher Burdick had
this to say about it before the House:
We Republicans in the West want to know if Wall Street, the utilities, and the international bankers control our party and can select
our candidate?
I believe I am serving the best interests of the Republican Party by
protesting in advance and exposing the machinations and attempts
of J. P. Morgan and the New York utility bankers in forcing Wendell
Willkie on the Republican Party ....
There is nothing to the Willkie boom for President except the artificial public opinion being created by newspapers, magazines, and
the radio. The reason back of all this is money. Money is being spent
by someone, and lots of ity

Wendell Willkie lost the election, but that was of no concern to
the insiders of Wall Street; they were supporting both candidates.
Willkie soon became an international emissary for FDR.
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Wall Street district during the Crash of '29.
Conventional accounts have some missing pieces.

Franklin D. Roosevelt publicly decried Wall Street, but turned to
banking insider Bernard Baruch for campaign financing. Above,
the President-elect poses with Baruch following their conference
in Warm Springs, Georgia in January 1933.
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Baruch with his lieutenant, Hugh
Johnson, leaving the White
House in 1934. The President
made Johnson head of the NRA.

Roosevelt's relationship to the
Council was described by his
son-in-law, Curtis Oall. Above,
Oall leaves the White House
after a visit with FOR in 1939.

Wendell Willkie (with arms outstretched),
the "instant" Republican.
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Chapter 5

A Global War With Global Ends

In September 1939, Hitler's troops invaded Poland. Britain and
France declared war on Germany; World War II had begun.
Less than two weeks later, Hamilton Fish Armstrong, editor of
Foreign Affairs, and Walter Mallory, the CFR's executive director,
met in Washington with Assistant Secretary of State George Messersmith. They proposed that the Council help the State Department
formulate its wartime policy and postwar planning. The CFR would
conduct study groups in coordination with State, making recommendations to the Department and President. Messersmith (a Council member himself) and his superiors agreed.l The CFR thus succeeded, temporarily at least, in making itself an adjunct of the
United States government. This undertaking became known as the
War and Peace Studies Project; it worked in secret and was underwritten by the Rockefeller Foundation. It held 362 meetings and
prepared 682 papers for FDR and the State Department. Consultation, however, soon became encroachment. Harley Notter, assistant chief of the division of special research in the State Department,
wrote a letter of resignation to his superior (a CFR member), explaining that his dissatisfaction stemmed from
relations with the Council on Foreign Relations. I have consistently
opposed every move tending to give it increasing control ofthe research
of this Division, and, though you have also consistently stated that
such a policy was far from your objectives, the actual facts already
visibly show that Departmental control is fast losing ground.2
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While the Council was digging a niche in our government, FDR,
like Woodrow Wilson, was basing his reelection campaign on pledges
to stay out of war. In a speech on October 30, 1940, he declared, "I
"ave said this before, but I shall say it again and again and again:
Your boys are not going to be sent into any foreign wars."3
But Roosevelt was planning just the opposite. It is noteworthy
that when the Lusitania went down, Winston Churchill was head
of" the British admiralty,
and FDR - his distant cousin - Assistant
Hecretary of the U.S. Navy. This conjured up a haunting sense of
deja uu twenty-five years later, as the two men, now heads of state,
(·onferred. In 1940, at the American embassy in London, a code clerk
lIumed Tyler Kent discovered secret dispatches between Churchill
"nd FDR, revealing the latter's intention to bring the U.S. into the
war. Kent tried to smuggle some of the documents out of the emlltlssy, hoping to alert the American people, but he was caught and
('onfined to a British prison for the duration of the war.4
The President's closest advisor was Harry Hopkins, who lived in
j,he White House and enjoyed a relationship
with him that some
"live likened to the House-Wilson kinship. According to Winston
Uhurchill in The Grand Alliance, Hopkins visited him in January
I H41 and said, "The President is determined that we shall win the
war together. Make no mistake about it. He has sent me here to tell
you that at all costs and by all means he will carry you through, no
Illatter what happens to him .... "5 William Stevenson noted in A
Man Called Intrepid that American-British military staff talks beHlln that same month under "utmost secrecy," which, he clarified,
"Illeant preventing disclosure to the American public."6 Even Robert
Hhorwood, the President's friendly biographer, once said: "If the
t1olationists had known the full extent of the secret alliance between
Iho United States and Britain, their demands for the President's
IlIpeachment would have rumbled like thunder through the land."7
CFR members were interested in exploiting the Second World War
as they had the first - as a justification for world government.
'I'his, of course, later became reality in the crude form of the United
NIlUons, which was predominantly their creation. However, to involve America in such a body would first require involving it in the
Will'itself. Foreign Affairs preached rearmament; in 1940, a group
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of Council members wrote an appeal that ran in newspapers across
the nation asserting that "the United States should immediately
declare that a state of war exists between this country and Germany."8 The globalists hoped to use the Axis threat to force the U.S.
and England into a permanent Atlantic alliance - an intermediate
step toward world government. Ads in Foreign Affairs pushed Clarence Streit's book Union Now, while the journal's contributors hailed
the same objective. In the last issue before Pearl Harbor, the lead
article typically maintained:
[H]opefor the world's future - the only hope -lies in the continued
collaboration of the oceanic Commonwealth of Free Nations.
To the overwhelming majority of Englishmen, and to very many
thousands ofAmericans, this recognition by both nations oftheir common needs and common responsibilities is the great good that is coming out of the war, just as for their fathers (and the thought is a
warning) the League of Nations was the offset that could be made
against the misery of the last war. 9

However, a 1940 Gallup poll found eighty-three percent of Americans against participation in the European conflict. The U.S. wasn't
about to go to war - unless there was an incident even more insufferable than the Lusitania affair.
While there is no denying the belligerence and atrocities of the
Axis powers, it is certainly true that FDR dealt them incitements
to attack. Despite our neutrality, and without Congressional approval, he shipped fifty destroyers to Great Britain. This idea originated with the Century Group, an ad hoc organization formed by
CFR members.lO Roosevelt also sent hundreds of millions of ammunition rounds to Britain; ordered our ships to sail directly into
the war zone; and closed all German consulates. The U.S. occupied
Iceland and depth-charged V-boats. But the Germans avoided retaliation, knowing that America's entry into the war would turn the
tide against them, as it had in 1917.
Provocation was also given Japan. Henry Stimson, War Secretary
and a patriarch of the CFR, wrote in his diary after meeting with
the President: "We face the delicate question of the diplomatic fenc66
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ing to be done so as to be sure Japan is put into the wrong and
makes the first bad move - overt move."ll Mter a subsequent meeting, he recorded: "The question was how we should maneuver them
I the Japanese] into the position of firing the first shot ... "12 The
ouncil's War and Peace Studies Project sent a memorandum to
Roosevelt recommending a trade embargo against Japan, which he
ventually enacted.13 In addition, Japan's assets in America were
frozen, and the Panama Canal closed to its shipping. On November
26, 1941 - just eleven days before Pearl Harbor - the U.S. government sent an ultimatum to the Japanese demanding, as prerequisites
to resumed trade, that they withdraw all their troops from China and
£ndochina,and in effect abrogate their treaty with Germany and Italy.
Ii'orTokyo, that proved to be the final slap in the face.
Double Infamy at Pearl Harbor
Over the years, a number ofbooks have documented that Franklin
I). Roosevelt had foreknowledge of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. Of these, the most recent and authoritative is Infamy: Pearl
Harbor and Its Aftermath (1982) by Pulitzer-Prize winner John Toland.

The author of The Shadows of Power summarized at length the
details of this matter in the December 8, 1986 issue of The New
American. We review them here briefly.
American military intelligence had cracked the radio code Tokyo
used to communicate with its embassies. As a result, Japanese diplomatic messages in 1941 were known to Washington, often on a
Harne-daybasis. The decoded intercepts revealed that spies in Hawaii were informing Tokyo of the precise locations of the U.S. warHhipsdocked in Pearl Harbor; collectively, the messages suggested
un assault would come on or about December 7. These intercepts were
routinely sent to the President and to Army Chief of Staff General
George Marshall. In addition, separate warnings about the attack with varying specificityas to its time - were transmitted to these two
men by or through various officials,including Joseph Grew, our ambassador to Japan; FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover;Senator Guy Gillette,
who was acting on a tip from the Korean underground; Congressman
Martin Dies; Brigadier General Elliot Thorpe, the U.S. military ob67
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server in Java; Colonel F. G. L. Weijerman, the Dutch military attache
in Washington; and other sources. Captain Johan Ranneft, the Dutch
naval attache in Washington, recorded that U.S. naval intelligence
officers told him on December 6 that Japanese carriers were only
400 miles northwest of Honolulu.14
Despite all of this, no alert was passed on to our commanders in
Hawaii, Admiral Husband Kimmel and General Walter C. Short.
Kimmel's predecessor, Admiral Richardson, had been removed by
FDR after protesting the President's order to base the Pacific Fleet
in Pearl Harbor, where it was quite vulnerable to attack. Roosevelt
and Marshall stripped the island of most of its air defenses shortly
before the raid, and allotted it only one third of the surveillance
planes needed to reliably detect approaching forces. Perhaps to preserve his station in history, Marshall sent a warning to Hawaii that
arrived a few hours after the attack, which left over two thousand
Americans dead, and eighteen naval vessels sunk or heavily damaged.
FDR appointed a commission to investigate what had happened.
Heading it was Supreme Court justice Owen Roberts, an internationalist friendly with Roosevelt. Two of the other four members
were in the CFR. The Roberts Commission absolved Washington of
blame, declaring that Pearl Harbor had been caught off guard due
to "dereliction of duty" by commanders Kimmel and Short. The two
officers long sought court-martials so they might have a fair hearing.
This was finally mandated by Congress in 1944. At the court-martials, attorneys for the defendants dug up some of Washington's
secrets. The Roberts verdict was overturned: Kimmel was exonerated; Short received a small reprimand; and the onus of blame was
fixed squarely on Washington. But the Roosevelt administration
suppressed these results, saying public revelation would endanger
national security in wartime. It then conducted "new" inquiries in
which several witnesses were persuaded to change their testimony.
Incriminating memoranda in the files of the Navy and War departments were destroyed. The court-martial findings were buried in a
forty-volume government report on Pearl Harbor, and few Americans ever learned the truth.
We noted introductively that the CFR has been accused of fondness for Communism and globalism. In light of this, it may be in68
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structive to observe that these two systems were the prime beneficiaries of World W~r II.
Gains for Communism
When World War I ended, millions of French, German, British,
and American soldiers lay dead. What was it all for? What was truly
won for their great sacrifice? Although the war had supposedly been
fought "to make the world safe for democracy," it did not achieve
that. But one group did profit significantly - the Communists. They
used the chaos of the war to enflame Russia with revolution, and
captured the largest country on earth.
World War II had a similar denouement. Millions of French, German, British, and American soldiers again lay dead. And for what?
Yes, the threat of fascism had been valorously eliminated, but this
was gain in the negative sense. Only the Communists acquired something from World War II: Eastern Europe, and a foothold in Asia.
The war had a commonly overlooked irony. It was begun to save
Poland from conquest by Germany. Yet when it was over, Poland
had been conquered anyway - by the Soviets. This brought no tears
from CFR men like John Scott, who wrote in 1945: "When Russia
disappoints us, as in Poland, we must not indulge our tendency to
moralize and say that we cannot deal with the Bolsheviks."15
During World War II, the United States and USSR were allies.
Ostensibly this was an expedient forced by the threat of Hitler. But,
as we have already seen, the growth of German fascism and armed
might were made possible by the Dawes plan, a brainchild of the
international bankers that had the CFR's blessing.
Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin was a strange choice for an ally. Like
Hitler, he had slaughtered millions ofhis own people, including some
six million during the Ukrainian genocide (1932-33) alone. And like
Hitler, Stalin was an international aggressor. Few recall that the
1939 invasion of Poland was a joint venture by the Germans and
Soviets, who had signed a pact that year. In 1939-40, Stalin also
invaded Finland, occupied the Baltic States of Lithuania, Latvia,
and Estonia, and annexed part of Romania. Nevertheless, FDR
called him "Uncle Joe," and the American press built him up as an
anti-fascist hero after Germany attacked Russia in 1941. And more
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than adulation was offered in support. During the war, America
bestowed over $11 billion in lend-lease aid on the USSR.
Overseeing these shipments was FDR's top advisor, Harry Hopkins, a zealous admirer of the Bolsheviks. Not everything Hopkins
sent was for the record. Mter the war, two Congressional hearings
examined evidence that he had also given Moscownuclear materials
and purloined blueprints for the atomic bomb. Hopkins didn't face
charges - he was dead. But the facts of the case were chronicled
and preserved by George Racey Jordan, a lend-lease expediter, in
his book From Major Jordan's Diaries.
Under lend-lease, the Soviets received, among other things, 14,000
aircraft; almost half a million tanks, trucks, and other vehicles; and
over 400 combat ships.16Without this massive infusion of materiel,
it is doubtful that they could have turned back the German military.
America thus saved from extinction what is today regarded as its
greatest threat - Soviet Communism.
The U.S. government also cooperated in Stalin's territorial aggrandizement. At the "Big Three" conferences attended by Stalin,
Churchill, and Roosevelt, FDR made concession after concession to
the Red ruler. At Teheran, it was agreed that armies of the Western
allies would strike at Germany through France - not the Balkans
- which preserved Eastern Europe for Soviet engulfment. It was
agreed that Stalin would control eastern Poland, liberate Prague,
and maintain possession of the Baltic states. And it was agreed that
all would support Tito in Yugoslavia, rather than the anti-Communist Draja Mihailovich.
At the Yalta Conference, an ailing President Roosevelt brought
along as advisor Alger Hiss, the Soviet spy who was later discovered
and convicted. Hiss, a member of the CFR, claimed that "it is an
accurate and not immodest statement to say that I helped formulate
the Yalta agreement to some extent."17 At Yalta, it was conceded
that the Soviets would have three votes in the General Assembly of
the United Nations (which has been the official reality since the UN
started operating - all other countries have only one vote). In the
Pacific theater, the Soviets were given control of the Kurile Islands,
the southern half of Sakhalin Island, and the Manchurian ports of
Dairen and Port Arthur. And it was agreed that all Russians "dis70
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placed" by the war - that is, who had fled from Stalin's tyranny
westward into Europe - would be repatriated by the Allies. This
plan was in fact carried out: after the war, at least two million
Russian nationals were rounded up by reluctant American and British army units and forced into boxcars that returned them to the
Soviet Union, where they faced brutal reprisals. Many committed
suicide rather than go. This outrage was suppressed from the American public's knowledge and has become better known only recently,
thanks to such books as Julius Epstein's Operation Keelhaul. It is
little wonder that William C. Bullitt, former U.S. ambassador to the
Soviet Union, said of the Yalta agreement: "No more unnecessary,
disgraceful and potentially disgraceful document has ever been
signed by a President of the United States."18

Gains for Globalism
Most Americans believe the UN was formed after World War II
as a result of international revulsion at the horrors of the war.
Actually, it originated in CFR intellects, and the term "United Nations" was in use as early as 1942.
In January 1943, Secretary of State Cordell Hull formed a steering
committee composed of himself, Leo Pasvolsky, Isaiah Bowman,
Sumner Welles, Norman Davis, and Myron Taylor. All of these men
- with the exception of Hull - were in the CFR. Later known as
the Informal Agenda Group, they drafted the original proposal for
the United Nations. It was Bowman - a founder of the CFR and
member of Colonel House's old "Inquiry" - who first put forward
the concept. They called in three attorneys, all CFR men, who ruled
that it was constitutional. They then discussed it with FDR on June
15,1944. The President approved the plan, and announced it to the
public that same day.19
The UN founding conference took place in San Francisco in 1945.
More than forty of the American delegates attending were CFR
members. Preeminent among them was Soviet agent Alger Hiss,
who was Secretary-General of the conference and helped draft the
UN Charter.
The Senate had rejected the League of Nations largely because
the legislators had been able to study the issue before it came to a
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vote. This time, however, no chances were taken. Alger Hiss flew
directly from San Francisco to Washington with the Charter locked
in a small safe. After glib assurances from delegates to the conference, the Senate ratified the document without significant pause for
debate. Senator Pat McCarran later said: "Until my dying day, I
will regret voting for the UN Charter."
But the United Nations was now law, and America, for the first
time, part of a world govemment. Using an $8.5 million gift from
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., the UN purchased land on New York's East
River for its headquarters.
In the meantime, the CFR found a new home of its own, moving
into the Harold Pratt House on East 68th Street, where it remains
to this day. Curiously, the Soviets established their United Nations
mission in a building across the street.
Since the United Nations' founding, the CFR and its mouthpiece
Foreign Affairs have consistently lobbied to grant that world body
more power and authority. That this has not been meaningfully
achieved is not from lack of effort on their part; it is thanks to
counter-efforts by distrustful Americans who have valued national
self-determination.
Toward More Centralized Banking
If the key to controlling a nation is to run its central bank, one
can imagine the potential of a global central bank, able to dictate
the world's credit and money supply. The roots for such a system
were planted when the Intemational Monetary Fund (lMF) and
World Bank were formed at the Bretton Woods Conference of 1944.
These UN agencies were both CFR creations. The idea for them
hatched with the Economic and Finance Group, one of the units of
the Council's War and Peace Studies Project. This group proposed
the IMF and World Bank in a series of increasingly sophisticated
memos to the President and State Department during 1941-42.After
Bretton Woods, the two institutions were touted in Fa-reign Affairs.
A. K. Chesterton, the distinguished British author, declared: "The
final act of Bretton Woods, which gave birth to the World Bank and
Intemational Monetary Fund ... and many similar assemblies of
hand-picked functionaries were not incubated by hard-pressed Gov72
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ernments engaged in waging war, but by a Supra-national Money
Power which could afford to look ahead to the shaping of a post-war
world that would serve its interest."2o
The IMF was ostensibly set up to control international exchange
rates and "stabilize currencies," but is the framework for a central
bank of issue. It is noteworthy that at Bretton Woods, Federal Reserve Board governor Mariner Eccles observed: "An international
currency is synonymous with international government."21 John
Maynard Keynes, the leading British figure at the Conference, proposed a world currency which he called bancor, but this plan was
rejected as too radical to gain international acceptance. However,
this goal has not been abandoned. Dr. Johannes Witteveen, former
head of the IMF, said in 1975 that the agency should become "the
exclusive issuer of official international reserve assets."22In the Fall
1984 Foreign Affairs, Richard N. Cooper laid out a modern plan for
international currency. He wrote:
A new Bretton Woods conference is wholly premature. But it is not
premature to begin thinking about how we would like international
monetary arrangements to evolve in the remainder of this century.
With this in mind, I suggest a radical alternative scheme for the next
century: the creation of a common currency for all the industrial democracies, with a common monetary policy and a joint Bank of Issue
to determine that monetary policy. (Emphasis in the original.)

Given the prophetic tendency of Foreign Affairs, and the increasing uniformity of Europe's currencies, we must regard Cooper's proposal as having more than trivial significance.
The IMF's sister, the World Bank, was supposedly established to
help postwar reconstruction and development. It is an international
lending agency, but what it lends more than anything else is dollars
from the U.S. taxpayer.
Who is the ultimate beneficiary? The World Bank hierarchy has
traditionally been closely linked to the Rockefellers' Chase Manhattan Bank. As Congressman John Rarick once explained: "[A]id
to the poor countries usually ends up as seed money or loans to the
wealthy industrialists from the developed countries to further their
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overseas operations in competition with the people whose country
they claim to represent."23 The Los Angeles Times elaborated in 1978:
"Ostensibly to encourage agriculture and rural development, World
Bank loans go overwhelmingly to build an infrastructure - from
roads to dams - that enriches local and foreign contractors and
consultants."24 Barron's put it succinctly that same year: "There's a
saying that the Bank takes tax money from poor people in rich
nations to give to rich people in poor nations." And, Barron's noted:
"To make matters worse, many of the social reforms that the Bank
is funding involve fostering the spread of socialism and Communism."25
Perhaps no one has summarized the strategy of the international
bankers better than Senator Jesse Helms, who stated in 1987:
[I]t is no secret that the international bankers profiteer from sovereign state debt. The New York banks have found important profit
centers in the lending to countries plunged into debt by Socialist regimes. Under Socialist regimes, countries go deeper and deeper into
debt because socialism as an economic system does not work. International bankers are sophisticated enough to understand this phenomenon and they are sophisticated enough to profit from it.
Because the public debt is sovereign debt, the bankers have calculated that they will always be able to collect. If there is too much
risk in the private debt side, it is a simple matter to get Socialist
governments to nationalize banks, industrial enterprises, and agricultural holdings. In this way, private debt is converted to sovereign
state debt which the bankers have believed will always be collectable.
The New York banks find the profit from the interest on this sovereign debt to be critical to their balance sheets. Up until very recently,
this has been an essentially riskless game for the banks because the
IMF and World Bank have stood ready to bail the banks out with our
taxpayer's money.26

Bretton Woods marked neither the first nor last time that the
international bankers would devise a means of using other people's
money to obtain profits - both monetary and political - in the
name of humanitarianism.
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Foreign Affairs editor Hamilton
Fish Armstrong helped build
bridges between the Council and
Washington.

Henry Stimson: "The question
was how we should maneuver
them into the position of firing
the first shot ... "
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In his 1982 best seller Infamy, historian John Toland (left)
enumerated the numerous warnings Washington received about
Pearl Harbor through such individuals as Senator Guy Gillette (right).
Earlier books that dealt with the controversy included: Pearl Harbor
by George Morgenstern; Perpetual War for Perpetual Peace, edited
by Harry Elmer Barnes; The Final Secret of Pearl Harbor by Admiral
Robert Theobald; and Admiral Kimmel's Story by Husband Kimmel.
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Admiral Kimmel (left) and General Short (right) were made
scapegoats after the attack, which sank or heavily damaged eighteen
naval vessels, destroyed 188 planes, and left over two thousand
dead.
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The Roberts Commission.
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At the "Big Three" conferences, Stalin won
a steady stream of concessions.
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1943: Major George Racey Jordan (right) is decorated by Colonel A.
N. Kotikov, head of USSR lend-lease mission. Jordan and other
witnesses later testified that Presidential advisor Harry Hopkins had
shipped the Soviets uranium as well as the secret plans for the
atomic bomb.

Harry Hopkins
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Isaiah Bowman

Of the American delegates at the founding UN conference in
San Francisco, more than forty belonged to the CFR. Above,
Hamilton Fish Armstrong proposes an amendment, June 15, 1945.
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Alger Hiss shakes hands with Harry Truman at UN founding
conference. Hiss, a Council member later exposed as a
Soviet spy, was Sec,retary-General __
ofthe conference.

March 1947: John D. Rockefeller III, on behalf of his father, presents
UN Secretary-General Trygve Lie with an $8.5 million
check to purchase land for the UN's headquarters.
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Chapter 6

The Truman Era
Franklin D. Roosevelt died on April 12, 1945, and was succeeded
by Vice President Harry Truman. Truman, a former senator from
Missouri, had risen in politics through the backing of the notorious
Pendergast machine, which was later extensively prosecuted for vote
fraud.
The acclaimed new book The Wise Men, by Walter Isaacson and
Evan Thomas, centers on six statesmen whose careers peaked during
the Truman era. They were: Dean Acheson (a Truman Secretary of
State), Robert Lovett (Under Secretary of State and later Secretary
of Defense), Averell Harriman (various positions), John McCloy
(High Commissioner to Germany), George Kennan (State Department advisor and Ambassador to the Soviet Union) and Charles
Bohlen (State Department advisor). The book calls these men "architects of the American century" who "left a legacy that dominates
American policy to this day." As chance would have it, all six were
members of the CFR, and their backgrounds, for the most part, were
typically Establishment.
Harry Truman did not fit their mold by breeding; he did not hail
from Harvard, Wall Street, or the CFR. Mter Roosevelt's death, some
of the "wise men" descended on the White House and began what
Isaacson and Thomas call "the education of Harry Truman."!
The Marshall Scam
Certainly one of the foremost highlights of the eventful Truman
years was the Marshall Plan, a massive package of economic aid the
U.S. bestowed on Western Europe. General George Marshall, who
was now Secretary of State, proposed it in a Harvard commencement
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speech in 1947. Conventional history presumes Marshall initiated
the concept, which, not surprisingly, had its actual birth at the
Council on Foreign Relations.
In their study of the CFR, Imperial Brain Trust, Laurence Shoup
and William Minter reported:
In 1946-1947 lawyer Charles M. Spofford headed a [CFR study]
group, with banker David Rockefeller as secretary, on Reconstruction
in Western Europe; in 1947-1948 that body was retitled the Marshall
Plan. The Council's annual report for 1948 explained that even before
Secretary of State George C. Marshall had made his aid to Europe
proposal in June 1947, the Spofford group had "uncovered" the necessity for aid to Europe and "helped explain the needs for the Marshall Plan and indicated some of the problems it would present for
American foreign policy. Moreover, a number of members of the 19471948 group, through their connections with ... governmental bodies
were in constant touch with the course of events,"2
/

Originally, it was to be called the Truman Plan, but this was
scrapped because it was felt that the name of Marshall - who was
Chief of Staff during the war - could elicit more bipartisan Congressional support.3 Thus was Marshall selected to introduce the proposal publicly.
The Marshall Plan, overseen by the Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA), transferred $13 billion from the U.S. taxpayers to
Western Europe. But where did the dollars end up? In 1986, Tyler
Cowen observed in Reason magazine: "[A]ll of the aid channeled
through the ECA was linked to purchases of particular US goods
and services. In this regard, the Marshall Plan subsidized some US
businesses at the expense of the American taxpayer."4 Cowen entitled his article "The Great Twentieth-Century Foreign-Aid Hoax."
Firms that could not get Americans to buy their products now forced
them to pay through surrogate European consumers. Some of the
goods sent were overstocked, overpriced, or inferior in quality - but
the Europeans took what the ECA stipulated. And why not? For
them, it was free.
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The Marshall Plan was originally presented as a humanitarian
undertaking.
But many U.S. congressmen, whose approval was
needed to secure the appropriations, were turning thumbs down.
Some called it a "New Deal for Europe." So a different marketing
appeal was used: the aid, it was said, would prevent Soviet aggression.
Isaacson and Thomas quote John McCloy:
"People sat up and listened when the Soviet threat was mentioned,"
he later said. It taught him a valuable lesson: One way to assure that
a viewpoint gets noticed is to cast it in terms of resisting the spread
of Communism."
"Acheson," they relate, "concluded that the anti-Communist rhetoric was necessary to win support for the British package."6
Harry Truman had set the pace in March 1947, when he enunciated the so-called Truman Doctrine: that America would support
democracies around the world against aggression.
The Wise Men claims, however, that "Truman did not really mean
what he said":7
"It seemed to General Marshall and me that there was a little too
much flamboyant anti-Communism in that speech," Bohlen later recalled. Marshall and Bohlen sent a cable back to Washington asking
that it be toned down. The reply came back from Truman: without
the rhetoric, Congress would not approve the money.8
Each of the six CFR "wise men" played unique roles in instituting
the Marshall Plan: Harriman became the program's administrator
in Europe; Bohlen was PR man; Lovett testified daily to Congress
about the Soviet menace; Acheson, on temporary leave from public
service, formed the Citizens' Committee for the Marshall Plan;
John McCloy became president of the Wodd Bank, floating loans
to Europe.
George Kennan - wittingly or not - supplied the intellectual
rationale when he authored the most famous article ever to appear
in Foreign Affairs. Called "The Sources of Soviet Conduct" and anon83
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ymously bylined "X," it was partially reprinted in Life and Reader's
Digest. In it, Kennan submitted that the U.S. should "contain" Communism, an idea which became the keystone of American Cold War
strategy. Foreign Affairs ran the piece in July 1947, the month following Marshall's address. Kennan had summarized his thoughts
in a speech at Pratt House, after which editor Hamilton Fish Armstrong asked him for a written essay. Not insignificantly, the same
issue carried a lead article by Armstrong suggesting aid to Europe.
Given a hard sell in terms of prohibiting Soviet expansionism,
Congress now approved the plan - even Joe McCarthy voted for it.
But insiders knew the score. Charles L. Mee, in his book The Marshall Plan, quoted Pierre Mendes-France, French executive director
of the World Bank:
"The Communists are rendering a great service. Because we have
a 'Communist danger,' the Americans are making a tremendous effort
to help us. We must keep up this indispensable Communist scare."-

None of
subjugated
that when
have often

this means there was no Soviet threat ---"I Stalin had
half of Europe. What it does help confirm, however, is
CFR members have professed anti-Communism, they
done so for ulterior motives.

NATO and Other Alliances
It was Winston Churchill who first warned of the "iron curtain"
in a speech at Fulton, Missouri in 1946. What is not well remembered, however, is the solution he advocated: a "fraternal association
of the English-speaking peoples."
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), formally established in 1949, has always been explained to Americans as an antiCommunist alliance. But the CFR's definition is far less narrow. It
regards all regional organizations as building blocks of world government. This frame of reference was expressed in Foreign Affairs
as early as 1926, when Eduard Benes wrote:
Locarno [a European collective security agreement] represents an
attempt to arrive at the same end by stages, - by treaties and local
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regional pacts which are permeated with the spirit of the Geneva
Protocol, - these to be constantly supplemented, until at last, within
the framework of the League of Nations, they are absorbed by one
great world convention guaranteeing world security and peace by the
enforcing of the rule of law in inter-state life. 10

In April 1948, when Under Secretary of State Robert Lovett was
secretly arranging the NATO alliance, Foreign Affairs noted:
[A] regional organization of nations, formed to operate within the
framework of the United Nations, can only strengthen that organization.ll

Shortly after American entry into NATO was ratified by the U.S.
Senate, in a pamphlet called "The Goal is Government of All the
World," Elmo Roper of the CFR mused:
But the Atlantic Pact (NATO) need not be our last effort toward
greater unity. It can be converted into one more sound and important
step working toward world peace. It can be one of the most positive
moves in the direction of One World.12

For NATO, then, as for the Marshall Plan, anti-Communism was
apparently just a selling point. The original plan called for Western
Europe to consolidate her forces into one army, but this was rejected
by the nations themselves - an alliance such as NATO was as far
as they would go. The pressure for European unity, however, has
never ceased. Through such associations as the Common Market
(established in 1957) and the European Parliament (which held its
first popular elections in 1979), Europe has become an increasingly
collective global unit.
NATO, of course, is not unique. In 1964, in his Foreign Affairs
article "The World Order in the Sixties," Roberto Ducci explained:
Pending the formation of such wider and more responsible political
units, encouragement should be given to regional organizations, of
the type recognized by the U.N. Charter. They should be strengthened
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so as to make them able to keep the peace in their respective areas:
NATO in the North Atlantic and the Council of Europe in the European regions, O.A.S. in the Americas, O.A.U. in Africa, SEATO in
Southeast Asia.'"

For decades, the CFR pushed this ascending approach to world
government, with Foreign Affairs carrying such titles as "Toward
European Integration: Beginnings in Agriculture," "Toward Unity
in Mrica," "Toward a Caribbean Federation," and so on.
Within the North Atlantic context, both the Marshall Plan and
NATO may be understood as facets of the attempt to use the threat
of Soviet Communism to push America and Europe into a binding
alliance, as a halfway house on the road to world order. The Marshall
Plan created the economic footing for this alliance, while NATO
represented the military component. The political bond - the final
and most crucial stage - was supposed to come to life in an Atlantic
commonwealth the globalists whimsically dubbed "Atlantica." An
organization called the Atlantic Union Committee, dominated by
CFR members, was formed to promote this concept. It d,id so diligently during the 1950's and 60's, and through the lobbying efforts
of it and its successor, the Atlantic Council, several resolutions were
actually brought before Congress that would have authorized a convention to lay the foundations of an Atlantic union. These, however,
were consistently rejected by the elected representatives of the
American people.
The Fall of China
In 1949, the Communists took over the most populous nation on
earth. An intense controversy erupted over this in the United States.
Substantial evidence, now all but forgotten, implicated American
diplomacy in the debacle.
The story began with the Yalta Conference, when it was arranged
that the Russians would march into China, presumably to battle the
Japanese forces there. Stalin had maintained a nonaggression treaty
with Tokyo during the war, but said he would break it - provided
that we equip his army for the job. Roosevelt consented. Without
consulting the Chinese, it was also promised that the Soviets would
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receive control of the Manchurian ports of Dairen and Port Arthur,
as well as joint operation of Manchuria's railways with the Chinese.
This agreement was disgraceful for at least two reasons: first,
Japan's defeat was already imminent, nullifying any need to invite
Stalin - a known aggressor - into the Pacific theater; second,
Roosevelt had no right to cede the territory of a sovereign nation to
a third country.
The Russians entered the Pacific war, all right - just days before
it ended. The atomic bomb had already pounded Hiroshima. The
Soviets confiscated Japan's surrendered munitions in Manchuria,
collecting the spoils without expending the effort. They then turned
these, as well as American lend-lease supplies, over to China's Communist rebels, led by Mao Tse-tung.
For the next four years, the land was ablaze as Mao fought to
overthrow the Nationalist regime of Chiang Kai-shek. Chiang, a
faithful ally of the United States, was trying to establish a constitutional republic. He had been criticized in Foreign Affairs as far
back as 1928, shortly after his struggle with the Communists had
begun.
In late 1945, President Truman dispatched General Marshall to
China as a special ambassador to mediate the conflict.Marshall had
been an obscure colonel until the reign of FDR, who boosted him
past dozens of senior officers to Chief of Staff. Marshall was never
listed on the CFR's roster, but he was chronically in the company
of its members, and once wrote the introduction to the Council's
annual volume, The United States in World Affairs.
In China, Marshall demanded that Chiang accept the Communists
into his government or forfeit U.S. support. He also negotiated truces
that saved the Reds from imminent defeat, and which they exploited
to regroup and seize more territory. Finally, Marshall slammed a
weapons embargo on the Nationalist government, as the Communists had been urging him to do.
He returned home and was appointed Secretary ofState. It became
the officialline ofthe CFR-dominated State Department that Chiang
Kai-shek was a corrupt reactionary and that Mao Tse-tung was not
a Communist but an "agrarian reformer." This propaganda was extensively disseminated to the public by the now-defunct Institute of
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Pacific Relations (IPR). The CFR was the parent organization of the
IPR, which had no less than forty Council members in its ranks.
The Institute, like the Council, was heavily funded by Establishment
foundations.
An FBI raid on the offices of Amerasia, a magazine produced by
IPR's leaders, uncovered 1800 stolen government documents. Later,
the Institute was investigated by the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, which declared in 1952:
The Institute of Pacific Relations was a vehicle used by the Communists to orient American Far Eastern policies toward Communist
objectives. Members of the small core of officials and staff members
who controlled IPR were either Communist or pro-Communist ... '4

The situation in China became desperate. Thanks to the U.S.
embargo, the Nationalists were running out of ammunition, while
the Communists remained Soviet-supplied. In 1948, Congress voted
$125 million in military aid to Chiang. But the Truman administration held up implementation for nine months with red tape, while
China collapsed.15 In contrast, after the Marshall Plan had passed,
the first ships set sail for Europe within days.
Chiang and the Nationalists fled to Taiwan. The IPR myth that
he was the heavy and Mao the hero fell apart: Taiwan emerged as
a bastion of freedom, and out-produced the world trade ofthe entire
mainland; Mao, on the other hand, instituted totalitarian Communism, and slaughtered tens of millions of Chinese in purges lasting
over two decades.
On January 25, 1949, a young congressman declared before the
House of Representatives: "Mr. Speaker, over this weekend we have
learned the extent of the disaster that has befallen China and the
United States. The responsibility for the failure of our foreign policy
in the Far East rests squarely with the White House and the Department of State. The continued insistence that aid would not be
forthcoming, unless a coalition government with the Communists
were formed, was a crippling blow to the National Government." He
reaffirmed this in a speech five days later, concluding: "This is the
tragic story of China, whose freedom we once fought to preserve.
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What our young men had saved, our diplomats and our President
have frittered away."16The young congressman was John F. Kennedy.
The Strange War in Korea
The Second World War and Vietnam have overshadowed the war
sandwiched between them. The Korean conflict, like the loss of
China, had roots in World War II diplomacy. When Harry Hopkins
visited Stalin in May 1945, they agreed that Korea, a protectorate
of Japan, should be ruled by a postwar international trusteeship. A
Foreign Affairs article had proposed this in April 1944, recommending that
a trusteeship for Koreawill be assumed not by a particular country,
but bya groupofPowers,say,the United States, GreatBritain, China
and Russia.17
In fact, Korea was divided in half, its disposition similar to Germany's. The U.S. occupied the South below the 38th parallel, and
the Soviets the North, which they converted into a Marxist satrapy
under Kim II Sung. It is not unreasonable to say that there never
would have been a Communist regime in North Korea, nor would
there ever have been a Korean War, had American negotiations and
lend-lease shipments not brought the USSR into the Pacific theater.
The Soviets trained a 150,000-man North Korean army, supplying
it with tanks and fighter planes. But when the U.S. evacuated the
South, we left only a constabulary force of 16,000 Koreans equipped
with small arms. General Albert C. Wedemeyer, sent by Truman to
evaluate the military situation in the Far East, reported that North
Korea represented a distinct military threat to the South, which he
recommended arming; but his warning was ignored, and his report
suppressed from public knowledge. (Dismayed by the negligence that
led to the war, Wedemeyer became an outspoken critic of American
foreign policy after retiring from active service in 1951; his revealing
book, Wedemeyer Reports!, was widely read.)
In January 1950, Kim II Sung proclaimed in a New Year's Day
statement that this would be Korea's "year of unification," and called
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for "complete preparedness for war." What was the U.s. reponse to
this saber-rattling? Two weeks later, Dean Acheson, now Truman's
Secretary of State, declared that South Korea lay outside the "defensive perimeter" of the United States. This gave a clear signal to
Kim, who invaded the South that June under Soviet auspices.
Like Pearl Harbor, the invasion shocked the average American;
but it is hard to believe that it shocked Truman, Acheson, or other
high foreign policy officials who had watched these events unfolding.
To review the war's course very concisely, the North Koreans had
initial success. But General Douglas MacArthur's troops, after a
brilliant landing at Inchon, drove them back across the 38th parallel,
liberating nearly all of Korea up to the Yalu River, which marks the
border of China. At this point, Communist Chinese armies entered
the fray, pushing MacArthur's forces back. The war finally ended in
stalemate, with the North-South frontier remaining close to what it
had been.
The war, like its prelude, had a number of anomalies. First, American soldiers were fighting as part of a UN police force (even though
they made up ninety percent of it).
Constitutionally, only the U.S. Congress is authorized to declare
war. But in the case of Korea, the President by-passed declaration
of war. We had ratified the UN Charter and were subject to its
statutes.
In 1944, the CFR had prepared a confidential memorandum for
the State Department that prophetically anticipated this circumstance. It noted:
[A] possible further difficulty was cited, namely, that arising from
the Constitutional provision that only Congress may declare war. This
argument was countered with the contention that a treaty would override this barrier, let alone the fact that our participation in such police
action as might be recommended by the international security organization need not necessarily be construed as war.18

One of the remarkable ironies of the Korean episode was that the
Soviets, by simple exercise of their veto in the Security Council,
could have easily prevented the UN's intervention on behalf of South
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Korea. But they staged a walkout, allegedly over the failure of the
UN to seat Red China. They did not return until after the Korea
vote, even though UN Secretary General Trygve Lie expressly invited them to attend. Why would the Soviets pass up a conspicuous
opportunity to protect their surrogate operation in Korea? This
raises the possibility that their "blunder" was intentional.
No less strange than the Soviets' conduct was Washington's prosecution of the war. American armed forces were required to fight
under restrictions never before known in military annals.
Establishment historians have always faulted General MacArthur
for China's entry into the war, saying that the field commander's
cockiness caused him to underestimate the risks of pushing to the
Yalu. They ignore the consequences of the declaration issued by
Harry Truman, two days after the North Koreans' invasion:
... I have ordered the Seventh Fleet to prevent any attack on Formosa. As a corollary of this action, I am calling upon the Chinese
Government on Formosa to cease all air and sea operations against
the mainland. The Seventh Fleet will see that this is done.19

During the war, under the pretext of not inciting Peking, the U.S.
Navy was ordered to protect the mainland from Chiang Kai-shek's
troops on Taiwan (Formosa). This freed up the Communist Chinese
armies for their strike across the Yalu. Chiang also offered us his
men for direct use on the Korean front. As a member of the UN,
Taiwan presumably had a perfect right to partake in this UN action.
But the proposition was rejected by General Marshall (whom Truman had now appointed Secretary of Defense).
To halt the Chinese Communists' advance across the Yalu,
MacArthur ordered the river's bridges bombed. Within hours, his
order was countermanded by General Marshall. MacArthur said of
this:
I realized for the first time that I had actually been denied the use
of my full military power to safeguard the lives of my soldiers and the
safety of my army. To me, it clearly foreshadowed a future tragic
situation in Korea, and left me with a sense of inexpressible shock.20
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was to validate NATO."23 Validating the UN was probably more to
the point. In 1952, Foreign Affairs ran a lead article entitled "Korea
in Perspective," in which the author summed up thus:
The burden of my argument, then, based on the meaning of our
experience in Korea as I see it, is that we have made historic progress
toward the establishment of a viable system of collective security.24
CFR members had already used anti-Communist pretenses to manipulate the United States into the Marshall Plan and NATO. A fair
question then arises - in light of all the strange policies that induced
the Korean conflict and governed its progress - if the war was a
sick-minded contrivance to "prove" that the UN (world government)
could effectively prevent aggression and should thus be granted more
power. If so, it was a sorry joke on the American and Korean people.
Men may be willing to die for their country, they may be willing
to die for freedom, but who - as author James Burnham askedwants to die for "containment"? One man who comprehended this
was Douglas MacArthur. In April 1951, Truman fired him without
a hearing, supposedly because his dissent with Washington had been
made public, but more probably because he was determined to win
rather than settle for stalemate. Replacing MacArthur in Korea was
General Matthe~ Ridgway, whom David Halberstam called "a military extension of Kennan," and who later joined the CFR.
The dismissal outraged Americans. Within forty-eight hours,
125,000 telegrams were sent to the White House. MacArthur returned home to the largest ticker tape parades in U.S. history. Before
Congress he declared that there is "no substitute for victory."
The Truman administration was finished.
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Harry Truman with two of his "wise men,"
John McCloy (center) and Dean Acheson (right)

More than twenty years later, Acheson and McCloy would still
be advising the White House. Above, they flank President
Richard Nixon. Figure closest to camera is Henry Kissinger.
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George Marshall and Robert Lovett testify before Congress about the
need for the Marshall Plan. Only by addressing the Soviet threatarousing the anti-Communist instincts of a Christian America could the billions sought be obtained. This posturing helped give the
Establishment its illusive veneer of conservatism.

H. J. RES.606

JOINT RESOLUTION

George Kennan in June 1947

One of the many Atlantic
Union resolutions brought before
Congress. All were rejected.
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Literature promoting the Atlantic Union

The Marshall Mission aided the Communist victory in China. Left to
right: Chou En-Iai, Marshall, Chu Teh, Cheng Kai-min, Mao Tse-tung.
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As Marshall looks on, Chou En-Iai signs the cease-fire
agreement he does not intend to honor.

The Chinese Communists

executed millions.
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The Forrestal Case
Truman tapped former CFR member James Forrestal to be Defense
Secretary. Forrestal stunned the Establishment, however, with overtly
anti-Communist activities. His initiative was largely responsible for
preventing a Communist takeover in Italy in 1948. Discerning the true
intent of Establishment foreign policy, he stated with revulsion:
"Consistency has never been a mark of stupidity. If the diplomats
who have mishandled our relations with Russia were merely stupid,
they would occasionally make a mistake in our favor." He resolveq to
counteract treason within the government. Truman fired him in March
1949. Forrestal then planned to buy the New York Sun and convert it
into an anti-Communist citadel - an undertaking sure to mean
steamy revelations about Washington. He never had the chance.
Five days after his dismissal, he was taken to Bethesda Naval
Hospital (for "fatigue"), where he was heavily drugged and held
incommunicado for seven weeks. All visitors except immediate family
were denied. Forrestal's diaries - undoubtedly explosive - were
meanwhile confiscated by the White House. His priest, Monsignor
Maurice Sheehy, finally prevailed upon Navy Secretary John Sullivan
to authorize his release. On May 22, 1949, Forrestal was scheduled
for discharge. But at 2 AM that morning, he fell from a window near
his sixteenth-floor room. His bathrobe cord was found knotted around
his neck. The death was declared suicide. Forrestal's brother Henry
called it murder. The tragedy, subsequent cover-up, and
contradictions in the "suicide" verdict were canvassed by Cornell
Simpson in his 1966 book The Death of James Forrestal.
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Chinese soldiers crossed the
Yalu under Washington's aegis,
without which Chinese general
Un Piao (above) acknowledged
he would not have attacked.

U.S. fighters hunt for MIGs over
North Korea. American pilots in
Korea operated under restraints
unheard of in war.

..The determined anti-Communism of Douglas MacArthur and Chiang
Kai-shek brought the wrath of the American Establishment on both.
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Chapter 7

Between Limited Wars
Eisenhower and the CFR
It was clear in 1952 that the Republicans would return to the
White House. Harry Truman had more problems than the Alger
Hiss scandal. "Containment" was simply not working. Since the
concept's origination, hundreds ofmillions ofpeople had fallen under
Communist domination. Americans sensed the need for a strong new
leader who could stand up to the Soviets. The favorite of the GaP's
rank and file was Senator Robert Taft of Ohio, the son of the former
President, and an outspoken foe ofCommunism. Douglas MacArthur
openly supported Taft, who entertained plans to make the general
his running mate. It was the Establishment's aversion to this candidacy that brought Dwight D. Eisenhower forward.
In 1941, the year we went to war, Eisenhower, or "Ike," was a
lieutenant colonel who had never seen a battle in his life. Yet by
late 1943 he had become a four-star general and supreme commander of Allied forces in Western Europe. Eisenhower's meteoric
rise has been popularly ascribed to his performance in Louisiana
war maneuvers, and his efficiency as General Marshall's chief of
operations in Washington. But Robert Welch, in his critical biography The Politician, noted that the extraordinary rash of promotions was preceded by a dinner in Seattle where Ike met FDR's
daughter Anna, leading to a White House interview.1
After the war, Eisenhower commanded U.S. occupation forces in
Germany. He returned home to become U.S. Chief ofStaff. According
to Ike's adulatory biographer, Stephen Ambrose, "The elite of the
Eastern Establishment moved in on him almost before he occupied
his new office."2The general and his wife, says Ambrose,
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spent their evenings and vacation time with Eisenhower's new,
wealthy friends. When they played bridge in the thirties, it was with
other majors and their wives; in the forties, it was with the president
of CBS, or the chairman of the board of U.S. Steel, or the president
of Standard Oil.3

Bernard Baruch became a close acquaintance. Although he had
no academic background, Eisenhower was made president of Columbia University in 1948. He joined the Council on Foreign Relations, was on the editorial advisory board of Foreign Affairs, and
chaired a Council study group on aid to Europe. Joseph Kraft, in
Harper's, quoted one CFR member as saying: "Whatever General
Eisenhower knows about economics, he learned at the study group
meetings."4 In 1950 he was appointed supreme commander of the
globalists' baby, NATO.
The Establishment knew that to divest Taft and MacArthur of the
Republican nomination, they would have to present a candidate who
looked credibly tough and anti-Communist. General Eisenhower,
who was still wearing an aura of World War II glory, became their
choice.
By no stretch of the imagination was Ike a Republican traditionalist. In fact, until he ran, he had no party affiliation. The Democrats
tried to draft him in 1948, and Harry Truman had even approached
him about running on the same ticket.5 Nonetheless, when Eisenhower beckoned to GOP ears during the 1952 campaign, he began
mouthing the same things Taft and MacArthur were saying. He
condemned the Yalta agreement, even though it was Ike himself
who had executed a number of its provisions: during the war, he
held his troops back, allowing the Soviets to conquer Prague and
Berlin; and as commander of postwar occupation forces, he authorized Operation Keelhaul, repatriating at least two million Soviet
nationals to the USSR against their will.6
The Establishment machine worked at full throttle for Eisenhower. Even the New York Times modestly noted:
There is some degree of similarity between the Willkie drive and
the movement to nominate General of the Army Dwight D. Eisen-
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hower. The same financial and publishing interests or their counterparts are behind the Eisenhower movement.7
Human Events (January 23, 1952) told how certain bankers ap-

plied pressure
on businessmen who favor Taft but have the misfortune to owe money
to these Eastern bankers. We have, on investigation, spotted several
cases in which businessmen ... have received communications from
their New York creditors, urging them to join pro-Eisenhower committees and to raise or contribute funds thereto.8

At the Republican nominating convention, "dirty tricks"
abounded. The rules for selecting delegates were changed; Taft delegations from Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas were thrown out and
replaced by Eisenhower supporters.
Here is how Taft himself explained the lost nomination:
First, it was the power of the New York financial interests and a
large number of businessmen subject to New York influence, who
selected General Eisenhower as their candidate at least a year ago....
Second, four-fifths of the influential newspapers in the country were
opposed to me continuously and vociferously and many turned themselves into propaganda sheets for my opponent.9

In the lead article of the October 1952 Foreign Affairs, McGeorge
Bundy exulted over the nominations of Ike and his Democratic opponent, Adlai Stevenson (also a member of the CFR). Once again,
the Establishment had succeeded in controlling both parties. Bundy
candidly acknowledged:
Contemplating this remarkable result, many were tempted simply
to thank their lucky stars; but it was not all luck. These two nominations were not accidental. ...
The fundamental meaning of the Eisenhower candidacy can best be
understood by considering the nature of the forces he was drafted to
stop - for fundamentally he was the stop-Taft candidate ...
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As President, Eisenhower drew his staff from the Establishment's
club. His first choice for Secretary of State was John McCloy, who
had served in the Roosevelt and Truman administrations. McCloy,
however, declined - he was busy in 1953, becoming chairman of
both the Council on Foreign Relations and Chase Manhattan
Bank.
Winding up as Secretary of State was John Foster Dulles. Dulles
had been one ofWoodrow Wilson's young proteges at the Paris Peace
Conference. A founding member of the CFR, he had contributed
articles to Foreign Affairs since its first issue. He was an in-law of
the Rockefellers, and chairman of the board of the Rockefeller Foundation. He was also board chairman of the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, where his choice for president of that body had
been Alger Hiss.lO An inveterate internationalist, he had been a
delegate to the founding UN conference. Also a member of Truman's
State Department, he had none of the earmarks one would expect
of a Republican. Nevertheless, before the election, he began to parrot
conservative slogans, just as Eisenhower did. So great was the disparity between Dulles' words and his personal reality that one of
his biographies was entitled The Actor.
Dulles died in 1959. Eisenhower replaced him with Christian
Herter, who had also been with Wilson at the Paris Peace Conference. Herter married into the Standard Oil fortune, and joined the
CFR in 1929. A rabid proponent of the Atlantic Union, he wrote a
book entitled Toward an Atlantic Community, and elaborated his
views in a Foreign Affairs article called "Atlantica."ll
For CIA director, Ike selected Allen Dulles, John Foster's brother.
He, too, had been at the Paris Peace Conference. He joined the CFR
in 1926 and later became its president.
Among the other administrators that Eisenhower drew from the
Council were: Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson; Commerce Secretary Lewis Strauss; National Security Adviser Gordon Gray; HEW
Under Secretary Nelson Rockefeller; Under Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs, Douglas Dillon; and many others who held lesser
positions.
Of course, Ike's choice for Vice President was Richard Nixon, about
whom we will say more later.
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The Eisenhower Years
The Eisenhower Presidency was what one would expect from a
CFR administration .
• Ike did not reverse the Democratic trend of big spending and big
government. His cumulative deficits were nearly five times greater
than Harry Truman's, and the giant Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was added to the federal bureaucracy .
• In 1953, a measure known as the Bricker Amendment was introduced in Congress. It stipulated that no treaty signed by the U.S.
could override the Constitution or infringe on the rights guaranteed
Americans. It was born out of the painful retrospect of Yalta and
the UN Charter. Foreign Affairs, that great paragon of "hospitality
to divergent views," ran a 19-page denunciation of the Bricker
Amendment as its lead article for October 1953. President Eisenhower toed the CFR line, calling the amendment's backers "nuts
and crackpots."12Biographer Ambrose writes: "Eisenhower used all
his persuasive powers - in stag dinners, at meetings, in private, in
correspondence, even on the golf course - to kill the amendment."13
And killed it was .
• Also in 1953, Congress established the Reece Committee to investigate tax-free foundations. For what was probably the first and
last time, the CFR came under official scrutiny.
The Committee's findings stated:
In the international field, foundations, and an interlock among some
of them and certain intermediary organizations, have exercised a
strong effect upon our foreign policy and upon public education in
things international. This has been accomplished by vast propaganda,
by supplying executives and advisers to government and by controlling
much research in this area through the power of the purse. The net
result of these combined efforts has been to promote "internationalism" in a particular sense - a form directed toward "world government" and a derogation of American "nationalism."l4

The report also observed that major foundations "have actively
supported attacks upon our social and government system and financed the promotion of socialism and collectivist ideas." The Com105
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confidante Paul Hoffman (CFR) and White House Chief of Staff
Sherman Adams, to pressure Congress to censure the senator. Anyone who really believes McCarthy made wild accusations should read
his expose of George Marshall, America's Retreat From Victory, in
which he scrupulously documented every charge, or read James J.
Drummey's informative catechism about McCarthy in the May 13,
1987 issue of The New American.*
• In 1955, Eisenhower became the first President to attend a peacetime summit with the Soviets. While the meeting accomplished nothing for the West, it was a propaganda coup for the USSR. Photos of
Eisenhower clinking cocktail glasses with Soviet leaders would be
useful to demoralize the captive citizens of Eastern Europe, who
looked to the U.S. as their hope for liberation.
These people, however, trusted in Eisenhower's anti-Communist
rhetoric, which was occasionally broadcast over Radio Free Europe
and expressed support for their cause.
The Poles revolted in June 1956, but were subdued by tanks. In
late October of that year, the Hungarians succeeded in driving out
the Soviets, and rejoiced in freedom for five days. Then the Soviets
returned to the Hungarian border with 2,000 tanks, and the world
looked to see if Eisenhower would act.
Ohio Congressman Michael Feighan later explained what happened next:
Then the State Department, allegedly concerned about the delicate
feelings ofthe Communist dictator Tito, sent him the followingcabled
assurances of our national intentions in the late afternoon of Friday,
November 2, 1956: ''The Government of the United States does not
look with favor upon governments unfriendly to the Soviet Union on
the borders of the Soviet Union."
It was no accident or misjudgment of consequences which led the
imperial Russian Army to reinvade Hungary at 4 a.m. on the morning
of November 4, 1956. The cabled message to Tito was the go ahead
*The Drummey article factually corrects numerous distortions and falsehoods about Senator
McCarthy that were spread to discourage further inquiry into the true nature of the Establishment. The article is highly commended and is available in reprint fonn for $2.00 from: Reprints,
The New American, Post Office Box 8040, Appleton, Wisconsin 54913.
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signal to the Russians because any American school boy knows that
Tito is Moscow's Trojan Horse. It took less than 48 hours for him to
relay this message of treason to his superiors in the Kremlin. All the
world knows the terrible consequences of that go ahead signal. 19

The Hungarians radioed: "Help us, not with advice, not with
words, but with action! With soldiers and arms! Our ship is sinking,
the light vanishes, the shades grow darker." Eisenhower, however,
only gave them :words.
A group of heroic Spanish pilots wanted to fly supplies to the
freedom fighters. This plan required refueling in West Germany.
Prince Michel Sturdza, former foreign minister of Romania, wrote
in his book Betrayal by Rulers: "The Eisenhower government intervened immediately in Madrid and Bonn, with all the means of pressure at its command, demanding that the German government cancel the authorization already granted ... "20 The planes did not get
through.
Soviet rule was bloodily restored to Hungary. Rebellion then died
out in Eastern Europe for many years. Some commentators said it
was because the USSR had liberalized its grip, and the people were
now happy. Quite to the contrary, their spirit of rebellion was broken
because they now knew that the West would never help them .
• Perhaps the greatest shame of the Eisenhower administration
was allowing Fidel Castro to transform Cuba into the Soviets' first
outpost in the Western Hemisphere. Despite reasonable evidence,
some of the President's apologists long contended that Castro had
not been a Communist when he originally took power. The controversy was ultimately dispelled by the dictator himself in his 1977
interview with Barbara Walters, when he said that he had been a
Communist since his university days.
Of course, no hint of this was communicated to the American
people. In 1957, Herbert L. Matthews (CFR) made the rebel Castro
out to be the George Washington of Cuba in a series of New York
Times articles that began with the front page of a Sunday edition.
Castro also received plenty of favorable coverage and interviews on
prime time TV. The public was given the "Chiang and Mao" treatment all over again. Cuban President Fulgencio Batista was sud108
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denly depicted as a corrupt tyrant, while Castro was - in Matthews'
words - "a man of ideals" with "strong ideas ofliberty, democracy,
social justice ... "21
Former U.S. Ambassador to Cuba Earl E. T. Smith stated in a
letter published in the New York Times in 1979:
To the contrary, Castro could not have seized power in Cuba without
the aid of the United States. American Government agencies and the
United States press played a major role in bringing Castro to
power.... As the U.S. Ambassador to Cuba during the Castro-Communist revolution of 1957-59, I had first-hand knowledge of the facts
which brought about the rise of Fidel Castro .... The State Department consistently intervened - positively, negatively, and by innuendo - to bring about the downfall of President Fulgencio Batista,
thereby making it possible for Fidel Castro to take over the Government of Cuba.22
While Castro's supporters overseas sent him modern military supplies, the U.S. government embargoed arms to Batista, whose troops
fought with obsolescent weapons - many of them dating to World
War 1. On December 17, 1958, Ambassador Smith, acting on instructions from the Eisenhower State Department, asked Batista to
step down.23 He abdicated two weeks later.
In 1959, Castro, the new ruler of Cuba, was a guest speaker at
Pratt House. Those who warned that he was a Communist were
scoffed at. But three years later, he had Soviet missiles pointing at
the USA.

JFK and the CFR
In 1960, John F. Kennedy was elected President.
long flirted at the outskirts of the Establishment.
inger, Jr. noted in A Thousand Days:

His family had
Arthur Schles-

The New York Establishment had looked on Kennedy with some
suspicion. This was mostly because of his father, whom it had long
since blackballed as a maverick in finance and an isolationist in foreign
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policy .... Now that he was President, however, they were prepared
to rally round ... 24

The Kennedys' relationship with the Establishment was loosely
fictionalized in Captains and the Kings, Taylor Caldwell's novel
about an Irish immigrant who seeks to make his son the first Catholic President. The book, which was dramatized as a TV miniseries,
depicted a secret, conspiratorial power clique it called the "Committee for Foreign Studies." It is worth reading the book's somber
foreword, in which Caldwell warned that the Committee really exists, under another name.
Whether or not Kennedy belonged to the CFR has been disputed.
As a senator, he stated that he was a member - yet, strangely, his
name never appeared on the Council's official roster.
Like Franklin D. Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy was given an Establishment education, attending prep school and then Harvard.
And, like Roosevelt,he made an apparent play for Establishment favor
by writing an article for Foreign Affairs (October 1957) with a similar
title to FDR's: "A Democrat Looks at Foreign Policy." In it, Kennedy
referred to "distinguished individuals" who had served under Harry
Truman. Amongthose he named were John McCloyand Robert Lovett.
These were the two men whom Schlesinger, in A Thousand Days,
specified as the "present leaders" of "the American Establishment. "25
As David Halberstam relates in the opening pages of The Best
and the Brightest, it was Lovett that President-elect Kennedy turned
to for counsel on his cabinet selection. In fact, JFK wanted Lovett
himself, offering him his choice of Secretary of State, Treasury, or
Defense. The aging "wise man" declined, but advised Kennedy on
who should fill the three positions. Without exception, Lovett's recommendations materialized in Kennedy's actual cabinet.
JFK spoke of a "New Frontier," but that term did not apply to his
administration. Some of the faces were new to Washington, but they
were dredged up from the same old breeding place - the Council
on Foreign Relations.
Like Eisenhower, Kennedy chose for Secretary of State the chairman of the Rockefeller Foundation - now Dean Rusk. Rusk had
not only been suggested by Lovett and Dean Acheson, but he had
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written an article for the April 1960 Foreign Affairs on how a President should conduct foreign policy. That, presumably, just about
cinched it. An old protege of George Marshall in the Truman State
Department, Rusk had been in the CFR since 1952.
The Council would dominate Rusk's staff. Anthony Lukas reported
in the New York Times:
Of the first 82 names on a list prepared to help President Kennedy
staff his State Department, 63 were Council members. Kennedy once
complained, "I'd like to have some new faces here, but all I get is the
same old names."26

Some of the other CFR members Kennedy appointed to high stations were:
Douglas Dillon, Secretary of the Treasury
McGeorge Bundy, National Security Adviser
Walt Rostow, Deputy National Security Adviser
John McCone, CIA Director
Roswell Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of Defense
Paul Nitze, Assistant Secretary of Defense
Henry Fowler, Under Secretary of the Treasury
George Ball, Under Secretary of State
Averell Harriman, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs
Arthur ScWesinger, Jr., Special Assistant to the President
Jerome Wiesner, Special Assistant to the President
Angier Duke, Chief of Protocol
John McCloy, Chief of U.S. Disarmament Administration

John Kenneth Galbraith said: "Those of us who had worked for
the Kennedy election were tolerated in the government for that
reason and had a say, but foreign policy was still with the Council
on Foreign Relations people."27
The Kennedy Years
Cuba was almost thematic to Kennedy's Presidency; it even
seemed to haunt him at death, as investigators of his assassination
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have periodically stumbled across links to Cuba, consequential or
not. The Caribbean island marked what is usually regarded as Kennedy's greatest failure (the Bay of Pigs) and his greatest triumph
(the Missile Crisis). But a degree of mythology has gathered around
both of these events. The first was characterized by "blunder" and
the second by "coincidence," the two favorite words ofEstablishment
historiography.
The Bay of Pigs invasion (April 1961) was an attempt by a group
of expatriate Cubans to return to their homeland and liberate it.
They had been trained into an efficient brigade by the U.S. military.
The mission ended in grievous defeat - owing to eleventh-hour
decisions in Washington.
The operation had two parts. First, there were to be three preliminary air strikes by Cuban pilots, based in Nicaragua, flying old B26 bombers. The air raids were designed to destroy the Communists'
small air force. Thanks to superb U.s. reconnaissance photos, the
location of every Castro plane was known. There were to be three
raids, and a total of forty-eight sorties.28
However, orders from the White House eventually reduced this
to one raid with eight sorties. This inflicted some damage, but still
left Castro with a viable air force.
Kennedy did not cancel the last of the air strikes until the brigade
had already set sail, accompanied by the U.S. Navy. He made the
decision at the urging of his CFR advisors (Rusk, Bundy, Adlai
Stevenson)29and over the objections of his military consultants, who
warned it would doom the mission. The official reason later given
for the cancellations was that the bombings demonstrated too much
U.S. "involvement" and might adversely affect "world opinion."
The invaders landed before dawn, and announced to rejoicing inhabitants that they had come to free Cuba. They penetrated far
inland. The better part of a Communist militia regiment defected
to their side. Then, to their shock and dismay, Castro's jets appeared
in the sky, blasting away with guns and rockets. Two ofthe brigade's
offshore supply vessels were sunk, and the others were forced to
withdraw.
Kennedy could still have salvaged the mission by ordering nearby
aircraft carriers to intervene. Richard Bissell (CIA) and Admiral
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Arleigh Burke urged him to do so, but the Rusk group again prevailed.30 The President did nothing.
Mter the Kennedy era, two books emerged as the authorities on
that period: Ted Sorenson's Kennedy and Schlesinger's A Thousand
Days. Both authors had been Kennedy advisors, both joined the CFR.
And their books both downplayed the significance of the aborted
bombing strikes, which in fact had been the crux of the invasion
plan's success.
As in Hungary, anti-Communist freedom fighters were abandoned. And as in Korea, civilian advisors overruled the military in
the conduct of warfare - with catastrophic results.
The Cuban Missile Crisis (October 1962) has been called JFK's
"finest hour." We are told of how, after U.S. reconnaissance planes
spotted Soviet missiles in Cuba, Kennedy blockaded the island, stood
up to the Russians and made them back down.
Of course, there never would have been a missile crisis if the Bay
of Pigs invasion had gone offunhindered. This and a few other points
have been commonly overlooked.
Nineteen Soviet ships passed the vaunted blockade unimpeded.3!
Only one vessel was ever halted and inspected - the Marcula, an
American-built ship of Lebanese registry, sailing under Soviet
charter.
Little attention has been given to the concessions Kennedy made
to get the nuclear weapons out of Cuba. Columnist Walter Lippmann
- a founding member of the CFR who had been in Colonel House's
old "Inquiry" - suggested that the United States dismantle its missile bases in Turkey as an exchange. Two days later, Soviet dictator
Nikita Khrushchev made the same proposal. In the end, the United
States removed all of its intermediate-range missiles, not only from
Turkey, but from England and Italy as well. The public was told
that this was a coincidence, that the weapons were obsolete and due
for withdrawal anyway. General Curtis LeMay, former head of the
Strategic Air Command, sharply contradicted this in his book America Is in Danger, pointing out that the missiles had just become
operational!
A further concession made by Kennedy was a pledge of no more
invasion attempts against Cuba. The White House ordered that anti113
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Castro militants in the U.S. be rounded up, and their guns and boats
confiscated.
The President originally demanded on-site UN inspection of the
Soviet missile withdrawal, but later backed down, settling for Moscow's promise. To this day, no one knows with certainty if the missiles were really evacuated or simply shifted into caves and underground facilities.
Kennedy's "finest hour" was, on balance, a greater triumph for
the Soviets: it set the stage for the strategic nuclear superiority they
would later enjoy in Europe, and it guaranteed the preservation of
their Cuban colony.
In handling the crisis, Kennedy relied not only on his usual staff,
but called upon the services of Lovett, McCloy, and Acheson. The
final agreement was worked out by McCloyat his home in Stamford,
Connecticut, where he hosted the Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister,
Vasily Kuznetsov.32
Whatever we may say about John F. Kennedy, he remains one of
the most esteemed U.S. Presidents. A man with an independent
streak, he was apparently never a true "insider." Some have even
speculated that his assassination, still clothed in mystery, may have
resulted from an attempt to break with the Establishment. Though
it may have no significance, both McCloy and Allen Dulles - the
chairman and former president of the CFR - served on the Warren
Commission investigating the President's death.
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The Establishment's

fear of Robert Taft

(at right, with Representative Fred Hartley)
generated the candidacy of Dwight Eisenhower.

Nixon and Eisenhower exult at
the 1952 Republican National Convention.
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Ike with Bernard Baruch

The President with a ,few of the many CFR men in his administration.
Left to right, Eisenhower, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles,
Security Adviser Dillon Anderson Goined the Council subsequent to
appointment), and Commerce Secretary Lewis Strauss.
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October 31, 1956: Hungarian freedom fighters
take aim at Communist secret police.
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Former Ambassador to Cuba Earl E. T. Smith (left) recounted
the U.S. help given Castro (right) during his climb to power.

Lovett and President-elect
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Kennedy after their meeting

Kennedy's Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara (left),
and Secretary of State, Dean Rusk (center),
were both chosen on Lovett's recommendation.

Bay of Pigs invaders were denied
the critical air support they had been promised.
Above, captured invaders are marched off to prison in Havana.
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Chapter 8

The Establishment's
War In Vietnam

The Vietnam War is a dismal remembrance to its veterans, many
of whom still ask why we went and why we lost. No single event
has brought America more social transformation. We are prone to
accept that transformation as the unintended by-product of a war
that was a blunder. But as we have seen, historical "blunders," from
the Great Crash to Pearl Harbor to Cuba, have a convenient ,lty of
serving the interests ofthe backstage globalists who run our cOl.l\ntry.
French control of Indochina ended in 1954. CFR chronicler Robert
Shulzinger notes that the Council's "study groups on Southeast Asia,
meeting in 1953-54, prepared the ground for the United States to
take over France's role as the outside power waging war against
local leftist insurrection."l The groups stressed the importance of
Southeast Asia to American interests.
After the Geneva Conference artificially divided Vietnam into
North and South, the U.S. government helped depose Emperor Bao
Dai - symbol of Vietnamese unity - and backed Ngo Dinh Diem
as the South's prime minister. Eventually Washington turned on
Diem as well; the Kennedy administration's collusion in the coup
that overthrew him (and ultimately resulted in his brutal murder)
is now widely documented.
In Vietnam, as in Korea, we engaged in war without declaring it.
C. L. Sulzberger stated in the New York Times in 1966:
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Dulles fathered SEATO with the deliberate purpose, as he explained
to me, of providing the U. S. President with legal authority to intervene
in Indochina. When Congress approved SEATO it signed the first of
a series of blank checks yielding authority over Vietnam policy."

Later, President Lyndon Baines Johnson obtained the power to
escalate the war from Congress through the Tonkin Gulf Resolution.
This transpired after an alleged assault on U.S. destroyers by North
Vietnamese torpedo boats - an incident whose authenticity many
later questioned. Doubts intensified after it was revealed that the
Johnson administration had drafted the resolution before the skirmish took place.
The matter has since been settled rather decisively by Admiral
James Stockdale, a former navy fighter pilot, in his 1984 book In
Love & War. Stockdale, a Congressional Medal of Honor winner who
spent more than seven years as a POW in North Vietnam, had been
on the scene during the supposed Tonkin Gulf attack. Although both
destroyers were firing rounds, Stockdale did not detect any Vietnamese boats in the vicinity during an hour and a half of overflight.
It was now the nuclear age. At a televised dinner of the Council
on Foreign Relations (January 12, 1954), John Foster Dulles had
declared that, thanks to our nuclear arsenal, we could deter Soviet
aggression with the threat of "massive retaliation." But this new
trend in UB. policy had a corollary: if we exasperated the Soviets,
it was claimed, they too might push the button. Wars against Communism would therefore have to be limited and not aimed at winning. Thus, in Establishment dogma, the idea of victory in war was
now not only an anachronism: it was a liability.
As James E. King, Jr. wrote in Foreign Affairs in 1957:
Moreover, we must be prepared to fight limited actions ourselves.
Otherwise we shall have made no advance beyond "massive retaliation," which tied our hands in conflicts involving less than our survival.
And we must be prepared to lose limited actions. No limitation could
survive our disposition to elevate every conflict in which our interests
are affected to the level of total conflict with survival at stake. Armed
conflict can be limited only if aimed at limited objectives and fought
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with limited means. If we or our enemy relax the limits on either
objectives or means, survival will be at stake, whether the issue is
worth it or not." (First emphasis added.)

In Korea, where the Establishment's interest was in accrediting
the UN's police powers, stalemate had been considered an acceptable
substitute for victory; now that we were outside of a UN context,
however, defeat itself was acceptable. This was not explained to the
brave Americans who fought and bled in Vietnam. They found out
the hard way.
Mismanaging the War
In Vietnam, as in Korea, extraordinary restrictions were placed
on the U.S. military. These, known as the "rules of engagement,"
were not declassified until 1985, when twenty-six pages in the
Congressional Record were required to summarize them.
• The Air Force was repeatedly refused permission to bomb those
targets that the Joint Chiefs of Staff deemed most strategic.
• U.S. troops were given a general order not to fire at the Vietcong
until fired upon.
• Vehicles more than two hundred yards off the Ho Chi Minh Trail
could not be bombed. (Enemy supply trucks, forewarned of approaching U.S. planes, had only to temporarily divert off the trail
to escape destruction.)
• A North Vietnamese MIG could not be struck if spotted on a
runway; only if airborne and showing hostile intent.
• Surface-to-air missile sites could not be bombed while under construction; only after they became operational.
• Enemy forces could not be pursued if they crossed into Laos or
Cambodia. This gave the Communists a safe sanctuary just fifty
miles from Saigon. Even the brief incursion into Cambodia that
Richard Nixon authorized in 1970 was hamstrung by a variety of
rules and regulations authored in Washington.
Lieutenant General Ira C. Eaker observed:
Our political leaders elected to fight a land war, where every advantage lay with the enemy, and to employ our vast sea and air
superiority in very limited supporting roles only.
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Surprise, perhaps the greatest of the principles of war ... was deliberately sacrificed when our leaders revealed our strategy and tactics
to the enemy ....
The enemy was told ... that we would not bomb populated areas,
heavy industry, canals, dams, and other critical targets - and thus
sanctuaries were established by us along the Chinese border and
around Haiphong and Hanoi. This permitted the enemy to concentrate
antiaircraft defenses around the North Vietnamese targets that our
Air Force was permitted to attack - greatly increasing our casualities.
Missiles, oil and ammunition were permitted to enter Haiphong harbor unmolested and without protest .•

Such restrictions were equaled in perfidy by the indirect support
the United States provided North Vietnam by boosting trade with
the Soviet Bloc (which furnished some eighty percent of Hanoi's war
supplies).
This commerce was one of the Establishment's pet projects. Zbigniew Brzezinski, writing in Foreign Affairs, had called for economic
aid to Eastern Europe as early as 1961.5 The journal even featured
an article by Ted Sorenson bluntly titled "Why We Should Trade
with the Soviets."6
The actualization of such trade seems to have begun with David
Rockefeller's trip to Moscowin 1964. The Chicago Tribune reported
on September 12 of that year:
David Rockefeller, president of Chase Manhattan bank, briefed
President Johnson today on his recent meeting with Premier Nikita
S. Khrushchev of Russia.
Rockefeller told Johnson that during the two-hour talk, the Red
leader said the United States and the Soviet Union "should do more
trade." Khrushchev, according to Rockefeller, said he would like to
see the United States extend long-term credits to the Russians.

On October 7, 1966 - with the war now at full tilt - Johnson
stated:
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We intend to press for legislative authority to negotiate trade agreements which could extend most-favored-nation tariff treatment to European Communist states ...
We will reduce export controls on East-West trade with respect to
hundreds of non-strategic items.7

Six days later the New York Times told its readers:
The United States put into effect today one of President Johnson's
proposals for stimulating East-West trade by removing restrictions
on the export of more than four hundred commodities to the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe.

Among the "non-strategic items" cleared for export were: petroleum, aluminum, scrap metal, synthetic rubber, tires, air navigation
equipment, ground and marine radar, rifle cleaning compounds, diethylene glycol (used in the manufacture of explosives), computers,
electric motors, rocket engines, diesel engines, diesel fuel, and various truck and automobile parts.8 Almost anything short of a weapon
itself was classified "non-strategic." In times of war, however, few
commodities are truly not strategic - even food, seemingly innocuous, is vital for an army to prosecute war.
Did the Johnson administration's easing of restrictions influence
the flow of goods from Warsaw Pact nations to Hanoi? Two weeks
after the announcement, the New York Times reported (October 27,
1966):
The Soviet Union and its allies agreed at the conference of their
leaders in Moscow last week to grant North Vietnam assistance in
material and money amounting to about one billion dollars.

Bombing the Ho Chi Minh Trail to interdict the enemy's supplies
made no sense when we were enriching the source of those supplies.
Trade that would have been labeled "treason" in World War II was
called "building bridges" during the Vietnam War. This, along with
the self-destructive restrictions on the military, were two of the
reasons why we could not defeat tiny North Vietnam, whereas it
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had taken us less than four years to overcome the combined might
of the German and Japanese empires.
Why Did We Go to Vietnam?

Analysts such as David Halberstam believe John F. Kennedy increased our commitment in Vietnam as an antidote to humiliation:
that after the Bay of Pigs and a bullying Khrushchev gave JFK in
Vienna, the President wanted to show the Russians - if not his
right-wing critics - that he had backbone.
But if Kennedy really wanted to atone for the Bay of Pigs, he
didn't have to go to Vietnam - all he had to do was send our armed
forces against Fidel Castro, and it is doubtful that the tin-pot dictator's fledgling regime would have lasted another day.
If you wanted to fight Communism, Vietnam was a terrible place
to pick. Our supply lines had to stretch halfway around the world.
There were no fronts; the enemy was nearly invisible, not only due
to the jungle terrain, but because the Vietcong, who wore no uniforms, looked like ordinary villagers. A glance at the map shows
Vietnam is a narrow country whose extensive border with Laos and
Cambodia always ensured the Communists of nearby refuge. The
French had not been able to hold out there with 300,000 troops,
which hardly imbued the enterprise with optimism. And the government of South Vietnam, thanks in part to U.S. meddling, was
unstable, fraught with coups and corruption. No, Vietnam was not
a utopian battlefield on which to confront Communism.
In dissecting the Establishment psyche that produced our Vietnam entanglement, it should first be noted that the Establishment
was, in the early 1960's, under heavy fire. Traditionally, the American people seem to be more wary of the loyalty ofour public servants
during Democratic administrations. Under Truman, there was an
uproar concerning the State Department. Not long after Alger Hiss's
conviction, Joe McCarthy made his famous Wheeling, West Virginia
speech. Four months later, however, Truman sent U.S. soldiers to
battle the North Koreans. This tended to deflect, temporarily at
least, criticism that his administration was soft on Communism.
From 1953 to 1961, the Oval Office housed a Republican - albeit
a nominal one - and conservatives' scrutiny of Washington became
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largely inert. But, after the reinstatement of the Democrats under
Kennedy, the American right experienced a renaissance.
• In 1961, the largest anti-Communist rally in American history
was held at the Hollywood Bowl, and J. Edgar Hoover's Masters of
Deceit hit the best-seller list.
• In 1962, three exposes of the Council on Foreign Relations were
published: The Invisible Government, by former FBI man Dan
Smoot; The Welfare Staters, by Colonel Victor J. Fox; and America's
Unelected Rulers: The Council on Foreign Relations, by Kent and
Phoebe Courtney.
• Also in 1962, the American Legion passed a resolution condemning the CFR "as being actively engaged in destroying the Constitution and sovereignty of the United States of America," and the
Daughters of the American Revolution adopted a resolution petitioning Congress to investigate the Council.
• American Mercury magazine was regularly blasting both the CFR
and the international bankers linked to it.
• The recently formed John Birch Society was using its educational
program to counteract Communism and its Establishment sympathizers.
• And the Goldwater movement was picking up, striving to restore
the GOP to its tradition.
Newsweek and the New York Times may have ignored it, but Americans were at war with the Establishment, especially those figures
in the Kennedy administration. The decision to go to Vietnam took
much of the steam out of these movements. Those who hated Communism were now given a war against it - but it was an endless,
no-win war, one that would be dragged out until the nation at large
renounced ever fighting Communism again.

The Manipulators
We have noted a number of times in this book that the Establishment is not "conservative," despite PR to the contrary. In The
Strawberry Statement: Notes of A College Revolutionary, James Kunen quoted a fellow student radical's report about a 1968 SDS convention:
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Also at the Convention, men from Business International Roundtables - the meetings sponsored by Business International - tried
to buy up a few radicals. These men are the world's leading industrialists and they convene to decide how our lives are going to go....
They offered to finance our demonstrations in Chicago.
We were also offered Esso (Rockefeller) money. They want us to
make a lot of radical commotion so they can look more in the center
as they move to the left.9

Yet it was members of this same Establishment who were at the
helm during the Vietnam War. All of our ambassadors to Saigon
from 1963 to 1973 - Henry Cabot Lodge, Maxwell Taylor, and Ellsworth Bunker - were members of the Council. LBJ sought John
McCloy for that particular job, but he turned it down.
One of the chief engineers of the Vietnam fiasco was Walt Rostow,
chairman of the State Department's policy planning council from
1961 until 1966, when he became National Security Adviser. The
Washington Post of August 10, 1966, called him "the Rock of Johnson's Viet Policy." But was Rostow a hawk? A conservative rightwinger? Like his equally prominent brother, Eugene Victor Debs
Rostow (named for the Socialist Party leader Eugene Debs), Walt
Rostow had been a member of the CFR since 1955. He was rejected
for employment in the Eisenhower administration three times because he could not pass security checks. In 1960, in his book The
United States in the World Arena, Rostow declared that:
it is a legitimate American national objective to see removed from all
nations - including the United States - the right to use substantial
military force to pursue their own interests. Since this residual right
is the root of national sovereignty and the basis for the existence of
an international arena of power, it is, therefore, an American interest
to see an end to nationhood as it has been historically defined.1O

Not exactly the words of a die-hard patriot. Rostow called for
unilateral disarmament and an international police force. In 1962,
there was a stir in Washington when Congress learned of a secret
State Department report Rostow had produced entitled "Basic Na127
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tional Security Policy." It discussed our "overlapping interests" with
Communist nations, called for recognition of Red China and East
Germany, and said we should bar assistance to freedom fighters
behind the Iron Curtain.
Robert Strange McNamara, who was Secretary of Defense during
the first half of the war, was hardly a militarist. Schlafly and Ward,
in their book The Betrayers, summarized McNamara's impact on
U.S. defense capabilities. By the time he left office in 1968 he had:
· .. reduced our nuclear striking force by 50% while the Soviets had
increased theirs by 300%.
· .. caused the U.S. to lose its lead in nuclear delivery vehicles.
· .. scrapped 3f. of our multimegaton missiles.
· .. cut back the originally planned 2,000 Minutemen to 1,000.
· .. destroyed all our intermediate and medium-range missiles.
· .. cancelled our 24-megaton bomb.
· .. scrapped 1,455 of 2,710 bombers left over from the Eisenhower
Administration.
· .. disarmed 600 of the remaining bombers of their strategic nuclear
weapons.
· .. frozen the number of Polaris subs at 41, refusing to build any more
missile-firing submarines.
· .. refused to allow development of any new weapons systems except
the TFX (F-11l).
· .. cancelled Skybolt, Pluto, Dynasoar and Orion [missile systems].

It was aptly noted that McNamara, who even called for the abolition of our armed forces reserves, had inflicted more damage on
America's defenses than the Soviets could have achieved in a nuclear
first strike! He continually exasperated the Joint Chiefs on Vietnam
policy, forbidding sorties against strategic targets and keeping our
troops in short supply. Mter resigning, he stated, "I am a world
citizen now," and was appointed president ofthe World Bank. During
his tenure there, the Bank's annual lending grew from $1 billion to
$11.5 billion; in 1978 he oversaw a $60 million loan to Communist
Vietnam. More recently, CFR member McNamara has been appearing on television as a peacenik, and has coauthored articles for
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Foreign Affairs opposing the construction of SDI (the Strategic De-

fense Initiative).
Averell Harriman served as Kennedy's Assistant Secretary of
State for Far Eastern Affairs, and was later chief negotiator at the
Paris peace talks. Harriman, as we have noted, was a trailblazer of
trade with the Bolsheviks. He was instrumental in bringing the
Communists to power in Romania.ll Soviet Ambassador Anatoly
Dobrynin customarily attended Harriman's birthday parties, and
even vacationed with him in Florida.12
Another critical Establishment figure was William Bundy, appointed Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs in 1964,
the same year he became a director of the CFR. The Pentagon Papers
later exposed him as a major architect of our Vietnam policy. It was
he who "prematurely" drafted the Tonkin Gulf Resolution. And it was
his brother, McGeorgeBundy (CFR)who, as National Security Adviser,
oversaw the mission that resulted in the Tonkin incident. McGeorge
went on to become president of the Ford Foundation.
William Bundy was certainly no flag-waving anti-Communist. He
had once donated $400 to the Alger Hiss defense fund.13 In 1972,
David Rockefeller chose him as the new editor of Foreign Affairs,
replacing Hamilton Fish Armstrong, who was retiring after fifty
years of service. Under Bundy's guidance, Foreign Affairs began to
repudiate Cold War attitudes. J. Robert Moskin, writing in Town &
Country, notes that "Bundy surprised his critics by publishing articles in Foreign Affairs that questioned the wisdom of American
intervention in Southeast Asia."14
Thus a grand paradox crystallized. Bundy had helped get us into
the no-win war; now he edited a journal suggesting that Vietnam
proved the futility of challenging Communism. His apologists believe
that he was being penitent after realizing his errors in Vietnam.
But there remains another possibility: that it was planned this way.
Further insight can be derived by tracing the career of Bundy's
father-in-law - Dean Acheson.
Acheson and the "Wise Men"
Acheson, like Bundy, attended Groton, Yale, and Harvard Law
School. At the latter he became a protege of the leftist professor
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Felix Frankfurter, who got him a job in Washington. Even before
the Soviet Union was recognized by the U.S., Joseph Stalin hired
Acheson to represent Bolshevik interests in America. During the
Roosevelt and Truman administrations,
he alternated between private law practice and public service. In 1945, he told a Madison
Square Garden rally ofthe Soviet-American Friendship Society: "We
understand and agree with the Soviet leaders that to have friendly
governments along her borders is essential both for the security of
the Soviet Union and for the peace of the world."15 This attitude was
reflected in Acheson's diplomacy. While Under Secretary of State,
he approved a $90 million loan for Poland, even though our ambassador to that country, Arthur Bliss Lane, protested because of the
Communist government's severe human rights abuses. To secure
the loan, the Poles had retained Acheson's law firm, which made
over $50,000 on the deap6
Donald Hiss, brother of Soviet spy Alger Hiss, was Acheson's law
partner. In the State Department, Acheson helped Alger himself, as
well as several other men later identified as spies or security risks
(John Stewart Service, John Carter Vincent, Lauchlin Currie) to
high positions. He promoted Service even after the FBI had caught
him passing secrets to Communist agents. It was this Acheson clique
that helped push China into Mao Tse-tung's hands, causing a furor
in the U.S. When Ambassador Lane heard that Acheson had been
appointed Secretary of State, he said: "God help the United States!"17
Acheson became a byword to many Americans. On December 15,
1950, the Republicans in the House of Representatives
resolved
unanimously that he be removed from office.
He was - by the voters' repudiation of the Truman administration
in 1952. And many breathed a sigh of relief. But although his public
career was over, his influence was not. Acheson's law offices were
strategically located across Lafayette Park from the White House.
He became an unofficial advisor to the Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon
administrations.
Nixon even had a phone installed in Acheson's winter home in Antigua. 18
Acheson had a crucial role in bringing about the Vietnam escalation. The meaning of this must be weighed in light of his past,
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even though some claimed his views on Communism hardened in
old age.
Lyndon Baines Johnson, it should be noted, had inherited the
Presidency after John F. Kennedy's death in 1963. He also inherited
Kennedy's Establishment advisors, with whom he did not harmonize
well. Unlike JFK, he had little in common with these men. He was
not a Harvard-CFR intellectual. A graduate of Southwest Texas
State Teacher's College, he had risen to prominence in Congress.
Kennedy chose him as his running mate in 1960 for his capacity to
win Southern votes and his influence within the Senate. When Johnson sought to retain the Presidency in the 1964 election, the Establishment backed him to the hilt: Barry Goldwater was the Republican nominee and, as such, was the first GOP Presidential candidate
in decades it had not controlled. Indeed, Goldwater represented
nearly everything the Establishment was against. For that reason,
the mass media was arrayed against him, and he was falsely characterized as a fanatic who would start a nuclear war and snatch
social security checks from the elderly. These scare tactics sufficed
to give Johnson a landslide victory. Nevertheless, relations remained
shaky between LBJ and the Establishment administrators surrounding him. He resented their arrogance, but also admired their
intellects. In any case, he probably trusted that they would not do
anything deliberately contrary to America's interests.
During the Vietnam War, Johnson met periodically with an advisory group he himself called "the Wise Men" - fourteen VIP's,
twelve ofwhom were CFR members. Acheson was chief among these.
McCloy, Lovett, and Harriman were included in the gatherings.
In 1965, Johnson was reluctant to heighten our role in Vietnam
any further, and explained his reasons before the assembled patriarchs. The Isaacson and Thomas book, The Wise Men, which is intended as a tribute to some of these men, relates:
Acheson fidgeted impatiently as he listened to Johnson wallow in
self-pity. Finally, he could stand it no longer. "I blew my top and told
him he was wholly right on Vietnam," Acheson wrote [to Truman],
"that he had no choice except to press on, that explanations were not
as important as successful action."
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Acheson's scolding emboldened the others. "With this lead my colleagues came thundering in like the charge of the Scots Greys at
Waterloo," Acheson exulted to the former President. "They were fine;
old Bob Lovett, usually cautious, was all out."19

In effect, the Wise Men seized Johnson by the collar, kicked his
butt, and told him to escalate. They were almost unanimous in this
exhortation. William Bundy said that this was the occasion when
"America committed to land war on the mainland of Asia. No more
critical decision was made."20
Each year, as the war intensified, Johnson consulted the Wise
Men, who told him to push on.
But in private they felt differently. Halberstam notes: "As early as
May 1964 Dean Acheson stopped a White House friend at a cocktail
party and said he thought Vietnam was going to turn out much
worse than they expected, that it was all much weaker than the
reports coming in ... "21And Acheson's correspondence from that
period demonstrates pessimism about the war he did not share with
the President.
Averell Harriman played the hawk for Johnson, so much that he
received a scolding from former Kennedy aide Arth\lr Schlesinger.
Harriman brought Schlesinger to his hotel room, took a stiff drink,
and told him confidentially that he was against the war.22
William Bundy wrote in a memoir that he had misgivings about
the pro-escalation advice the elder statesmen had given the President, but he did not so advise Johnson.
Referring to Acheson, Lovett, and McCloy, The Wise Men asks:
Even in 1965, they harbored serious doubts about committing U.S.
troops to the defense of the government of South Vietnam. Why did
they fail to convey those doubts to the President?23

That, of course, is the $64,000 question! But Isaacson and Thomas
supply no satisfying answer.
In March 1968, in Science & Mechanics, a dozen top U.S. military
officers made individual statements concerning Vietnam. They summarized how the restrictions on the armed forces had prolonged the
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war, and asserted that the U.S. could win in a few months if only
it would adopt realistic strategy, which they outlined. Such views
were considered extremely dangerous in Establishment circles.
That same month, Johnson was scheduled to see the Wise Men
again. He expected that, as usual, he would be patted on the back
and told to continue the war. But before the conference, the Wise
Men received negative briefings about the war from three individuals
whom the wily Acheson had been consulting over the previous
month.
The next morning, Johnson sat down with the Wise Men, and
received the shock of his life. Based on that single set of briefings,
they had been wondrously transformed from hawks to doves: the
war, they said, was a rotten idea after all. Acheson, seated next to
the President, bluntly informed him that thoughts of victory were
illusory, and that the time had come for the disengagement process.24
The Wise Men tells us:
General Maxwell Taylor was appalled and "amazed" at the defection. ''The same mouths that said a few months before to the President,
'You're on the right course, but do more,' were now saying that the
policywas a failure," recalled Taylor. He could think ofno explanation,
except that "my Council on Foreign Relations friends were living in
the cloud of The New York Times."25

Johnson hit the roof.
When the meeting broke up, he grabbed a few of the stragglers and
began to rant. "Who the hell brainwashed those friends of yours?" he
demanded of George Ball. He stopped General Taylor. "What did those
damn briefers say to you?"

This, then, is the picture that now appears to be emerging. For
years, the Wise Men had prodded LBJ deeper into Vietnam, until
he had committed over a half million combat troops. Now, in effect,
they said: "It's all a mistake - sorry about that," and left him holding
the bag. It was he, not they, who bore the fury of a rebelling America.
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Johnson briefly entertained thoughts of defiantly pushing for victory, but realized he would receive no support from the political
infrastructure surrounding him. LBJ's March 1968 meeting with
the Wise Men was his last. According to Townsend Hoopes, then
Under Secretary ofthe Air Force, "The President was visibly shocked
by the magnitude of the defection."26One aide reported that it left
him "deeply shaken."27Five days later, a broken man, he announced
on television: " ... I shall not seek, and I will not accept, the nomination of my party for another term as your President." A surprised
nation was left to conclude that this had been prompted by the good
showing Bobby Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy were making in the
Democratic primaries.
Ultimately, culpability for the war would be focused on the military. In 1971, Louisiana Congressman John Rarick declared:
The My Lai massacre, the sentencing of Lt. Calley to life imprisonment, "The Selling of the Pentagon," and the so-called Pentagon
papers are leading examples of attempts to shift all the blame to the
military in the eyes of the people.
But no one identifies the Council on Foreign Relations - the CFR
- a group of some 1400 Americans which includes as mrmbers almost
every top level decision and policy maker in the Vietnam War.
CBS tells the people it wants them to know what is going on and
who is to blame. Why doesn't CBS tell the American people about the
CFR and let the people decide whom to blame for the Vietnam fiasco
- the planners and top decision makers of a closely knit financialindustrial-intellectual aristocracy or military leaders under civilian
control who have had little or no voice in the overall policies and
operations and who are forbidden by law to tell the American people
their side.
The My Lai incident, "The Selling of the Pentagon," and the Pentagon papers have not scratched the surface in identifying the responsible kingmakers of the new ruling royalty, let alone in exposing
the CFR role in Vietnam. Who will tell the people the truth if those
who control "the right to know machinery" also control the government?28
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The war in Vietnam was not created by conservative "hawks." It
was created by luminaries of the CFR - whose globalism and tolerance of Communism is a matter of record. As in the world wars,
it was these two systems that emerged as the victors. At home,
nationalism - the anathema of the CFR - hit an all-time low, as
embittered young Americans lost faith in their country. And on the
other side of the world, little North Vietnam, like North Korea and
Cuba before it, was allowed prestigious triumph against the mighty
USA. Furthermore, thanks in part to the war's sapping of the Defense budget, the Soviets, militarily inferior at the war's outset, had
reached parity with us by its end.
The Vietnam War is a mystery only if seen through the accumulated myths surrounding it - such as that it resulted from blunder, or from overconfident jingoism. Viewed, however, as an exercise
in deliberate mismanagement, it ceases to mystify, for its outcome
fulfilled precisely the goals traditional to the CFR.
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1968: President Johnson consults with advisors on forthcoming Vietnam peace talks. What's wrong with the picture?
Everyone in it, except Johnson, was a member of the CFR. Left to right: Andrew Goodpaster, Averell Harriman,
Cyrus Vance, Maxwell Taylor, Walt Rostow, Richard Helms, William Bundy, Nicholas Katzenbach, Dean Rusk,
Johnson. (Helms was not a Council member at the time, but later joined.)

The Establishment has frequently exploited the native antiCommunism of the American people to inveigle them into destructive
circumstances. In Vietnam, the "rules of engagement," not
.
declassified until 1985, precluded a U.S. victory.

David Rockefeller's 1964 trip to Moscow helped
pave the way for wartime trade with the Soviet bloc.
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Admiral James Stockdale
Barry Goldwater's Presidential
run worried the Establishment.

made a shocking revelation
about Tonkin Gulf.

Dan Smoot (left), former assistant to J. Edgar Hoover,
and Congressman John Rarick (right) were
among those who sought to expose the CFR.
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Robert Strange McNamara

The Bundy brothers -

Walt Rostow

McGeorge (left), William (right)
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Johnson, stunned by the about-face of "the Wise Men,"
prepares speech announcing he will not seek reelection.

Were they meant to lose?
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Chapter 9

The Unknown Nixon

In 1968, the American voters were looking for an escape hatch
from Vietnam. Richard Nixon won the Presidential election, partly
because his Democratic opponent, Hubert Humphrey (CFR), had
been Johnson's Vice President, and already bore the war's stigma
by association. Liberals wanted an immediate pullout from Vietnam;
conservatives wanted a swift, decisive victory. Nixon gave them neither. Instead, four more years of protracted warfare widened America's divisiveness.
Richard Nixon, like Harry Truman and Lyndon Johnson, was not
a member of the Establishment by birth and breeding, but his political career became inextricably linked to it. In 1946, Nixon was a
small-town lawyer who had never held any elected office, not even
town dogcatcher. Yet six years later he was Vice President-elect of
the United States. His supersonic success compared to that of his
running mate, Dwight Eisenhower.
Nixon's political odyssey began with a race for the House seat of
California's 12th District. In the election, he faced Democrat Jerry
Voorhis, a ten-year veteran of Congress. Voorhis was an enemy of
the banking establishment; he had introduced a bill calling for the
dissolution of the Federal Reserve System, and had denounced deficit spending and the international bankers who profit from it in his
book Out of Debt, Out of Danger.
It was reported that New York financing began to support the
Nixon campaign. William Costello, in The Facts About Nixon (1960),
noted:
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The congressman

[Voorhis] said the representative

of a large New

York financial house made a trip to California in October 1945, about
the time the Committee of One Hundred was picking Nixon, and called
on a number of influential people in Southern California. The emissary
"bawled them out" for permitting Voorhis, whom he described as "one
of the most dangerous men in Washington," to continue to represent
a part of California in the House. As a consequence, Voorhis said,
"many of the advertisements
which ran in the district newspapers
advocating my defeat came to the papers from a large advertising
agency in Los Angeles, rather than from any source within the Twelfth
District. "1

Nixon won the Congressional seat. Then in 1950 he was elected
to the Senate after a dirty campaign that earned him the nickname
"Tricky Dick." Nixon had a hand in exposing Alger Hiss, and although his contribution has been somewhat exaggerated,2 it gave
him an impressive anti-Communist
credential that helped the Eisenhower ticket supplant Taft and MacArthur in 1952.
Certainly Nixon was not an "Old Guard" Republican. He was an
internationalist
with a yen for foreign aid. Congressman Nixon traveled with Christian Herter to Europe as part of the committee that
laid the groundwork for the Marshall Plan. In 1947, he brought
forward a resolution in the House calling for "a General Conference
of the United Nations pursuant to Article 109 for the purpose of
making the United Nations capable of enacting, interpreting, and
enforcing world law to prevent war."3 He introduced a similar resolution in 1948.
Nixon served two full terms as Eisenhower's Vice President, rubbing shoulders with CFR members and getting to know the Establishment. In 1960, he was the GaP's candidate for the Presidency,
opposing John F. Kennedy.
New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller had also sought the Republican nomination in 1960; he even observed ritual by having an
article entitled "Purpose and Policy" published in Foreign Affairs
that April. Rockefeller was an archetypal Establishment globalist.
Speaking at Harvard, he declared that "the nation-state, standing
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alone, threatens in many ways to seem as anachronistic as the Greek
city-state eventually became in ancient times."4
Rockefeller could not win the support of enough grass roots party
members to secure the nomination. But he did have the power to
influence Nixon. Before the Republican National Convention took
place in Chicago, the GOP platform committee was working out a
conservative program. But as Theodore White said in The Making
of the President, 1960: "Whatever honor they might have been able
to carry from their services on the platform committee had been
wiped out. A single night's meeting of the two men in a millionaire's
triplex apartment in Babylon-by-the-Hudson,
eight hundred and
thirty miles away, was about to overrule them ... "5 Nixon flew to
New York to see Rockefeller at his Fifth Avenue apartment. The
result was a new platform to Rockefeller's liking.
Barry Goldwater called this tryst "the Munich of the Republican
Party." Edith Kermit Roosevelt commented:
It was not as a Standard Oil heir, but as an Establishment heir, a
man of "world good will," that Nelson Rockefeller forced the Republicans
to rewrite their platform. Thus the Republican platform was in effect a
carbon copy of the Democratic platform drawn up by Chester Bowles,
CFR member and former trustee of th~ Rockefeller Foundation. 6

Since the Establishment again had de facto control of both parties'
candidates, Nixon's defeat that November did not worry them. Ultimately, it didn't bother Nixon either, since he had only to wait for
his ship to come in.
In 1961, Nixon joined the Council on Foreign Relations. * In 1962,
a conservative, Joe Shell, was bidding to become the Republican
nominee for California's governorship. One week after Shell told Nelson Rockefeller he would not support him for President in 1964, he
learned that Nixon had entered the gubernatorial race.7 The former
VP defeated Shell in the primary, but lost the election. It was then
conventionally regarded that Nixon was washed up in politics.
* In 1965 he dropped his CFR membership,
race.

which had become an issue in the 1962 gubernatorial
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But auspiciously, he went to New York and joined the firm of
Nelson Rockefeller's personal attorney, John Mitchell (whom Nixon
later appointed Attorney General ofthe U.S.). In New York, he lived
in the very apartment at 810 Fifth Avenue where he and Rockefeller
had revamped the 1960 platform.s The building was owned by Rockefeller, who still lived there, but in a different unit. It would not be
going overboard to say that during the years before his '68 Presidential run, Nixon was Rockefeller's neighbor, tenant, and employee.
His net worth increased substantially over this period.
In 1968, Nelson Rockefeller made his third consecutive bid for the
Gap nomination, logging another article in Foreign Affairs ("Policy
and the People"). The press characterized him as Nixon's liberal
"rival," but they were patently allies. If you can't be President, the
next best thing is to have influence over the man who is.
Nixon gave the Establishment his own signals by writing an article
for the October 1967 Foreign Affairs. Called "Asia After Vietnam,"
it hinted that the door could be opened to Communist China - a
long-time CFR goal that became reality during his Presidency. The
article also showed that Nixon was wise to globalist strategy. He
wrote of the Asian disposition "to evolve regional approaches to
development needs and to the evolution of a new world order."9 A
"new world order" was precisely what Nelson Rockefeller was calling
for in his 1968 campaign.

Nixon's CFR Administration
Between 1970 and 1972, the Establishment
was rocked by the
release of new exposes. These included The Naked Capitalist by
former FBI official W. Cleon Skousen, and None Dare Call It Conspiracy by Gary Allen. The latter, even though it sold over five million
copies, was ignored by the mass media. However, some defense of
the Council on Foreign Relations began appearing in the press. Anthony Lukas in the New York Times and John Franklin Campbell
in New York magazine wrote feature articles suggesting that the
CFR was a has-been collection of foreign-policy fossils, no longer
welcome in Washington with the "right-wing" Nixon in office. Campbell even titled his article "The Death Rattle of the American Establishment. "
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This was far from the truth. Richard Nixon broke all records by
giving more than 110 CFR members government appointments. As
under Eisenhower, GOP regulars were by and large excluded from
the search for administration personnel. Once again, the faces were
mostly new, but the ideology was not.
John F. Kennedy's choice for National Security Adviser was
McGeorge Bundy, who had been teaching a course at Harvard called
"The United States in World Affairs." Nixon's choice for National
Security Adviser was the professor who succeeded Bundy in teaching
that course: Henry Kissinger.
Kissinger, who advised Bundy during the Kennedy years, was
undoubtedly the most powerful figure in the Nixon administration.
As Shoup and Minter point out in Imperial Brain Trust:
Diplomatic superstar Henry A. Kissinger was a Council protege who
began his career in foreign affairs as a rapporteur for a Council study
group. Kissinger later told Council leader Hamilton Fish Armstrong,
who had played a key role in Kissinger's rise to power, "You invented
me."lO

The professor authored many articles for Foreign Affairs, including one in January 1969 on how the Vietnam peace talks should be
conducted. Not surprisingly, he later became our chief negotiator in
Paris.
The Rockefellers' intimacy with Kissinger equaled that of the
Council's. J. Robert Moskin notes:
It was principally because of his long association with the Rockefellers that Henry Kissinger became a force in the Council. The New
York Times called him "the Council's most influential member," and
a Council insider says that "his influence is indirect and enormous much of it through his Rockefeller connection."l1

Beforejoining Nixon's staff, Kissinger had been Nelson Rockefeller's chief advisor on foreign affairs. He dedicated his memoir White
House Years to Rockefeller, and in the book called him "the single
most influential person in my life."12How did Nixon happen to select
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Kissinger? U.s. News & World Report commented in 1971: "It was
on the advice of Governor Rockefeller, who described Mr. Kissinger
as 'the smartest guy available,' that Mr. Nixon chose him for his top
adviser on foreign policy."13
Nixon twice offered David Rockefeller the Treasury Secretary
post.14 He rejected it. This is not surprising, since it has been said
that, for him, even the Presidency would be a demotion.
Nixon named as Commerce Secretary Peter G. Peterson (CFR),
who went on to replace David as the Council's chairman in 1985.
Among Nixon's other CFR recruitments: Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Arthur Burns; HEW Secretary Elliot Richardson; Housing Secretary James Lynn; foreign policy consultant George Ball;
chief economic aide Dr. Paul McCracken; UN Ambassador Charles
Yost; NATO Ambassador Harlan Cleveland; Ambassador to the Soviet Union Jacob Beam; and the director of the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, Gerard Smith. Other Nixon appointees, such
as Defense Secretary Melvin Laird, and Treasury secretaries David
Kennedy and George Shultz, joined the Council in later years. Nixon's pick for the highly visible Vice Presidency was Spiro Agnew,
who, although not a member ofthe CFR, had been national chairman
of the Rockefeller for President Committee in 1968.

Was Nixon a Conservative?
Although liberals detested Richard Nixon, whose rhetoric was often conservative, the record demonstrates that his policies were
constructed on the design of the Establishment, not the traditional
right.
Nationally syndicated columnist Roscoe Drummond observed in
1969:
The most significant political fact of the hour is now so evident it
can't be seriously disputed:
President Richard M. Nixon is a "secret liberal" ....
Lyndon Johnson initiated and Congress approved the largest volume of social legislation of any president in history. And Nixon prepares to carry forward every major Johnson measure.
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During the eight Eisenhower years 45 new welfare programs were
passed. During the five Johnson years some 435 welfare programs
were passed and Nixon is not proposing to dismantle them. He is
proposing to build on them and his goal is to make sure they achieve
their purposes more effectively.15

By 1970, syndicated
wrote:

columnist James Reston (CFR) agreed. He

It is true that Nixon rose to power as an anti-Communist, a hawk
on Vietnam, and an opponent of the New Deal, but once he assumed
the responsibilities of the presidency, he began moving toward peace
in Vietnam, coexistence with the Communist world of Moscow and
Peking, and despite all his political reservations, even toward advocacy of the welfare state at home.'6

By 1971, Reston exclaimed:
The Nixon budget is so complex, so unlike the Nixon of the past, so
un-Republican that it defies rational analysis .... The Nixon budget
is more planned, has more welfare in it, and has a bigger predicted
deficit than any other budget in this centuryY

President Nixon shocked newscaster Howard K. Smith by telling
him "1 am now a Keynesian in economics." Keynes, of course, was
the master advocate of government intervention in the marketplace.
Nixon, it is to be recalled, instituted wage and price controls when
inflation was a mere four percent. Such measures are pure socialism:
a conservative ideologist would not even consider them. Nixonjacked
federal spending to unprecedented levels, upped foreign aid, and
proposed the Family Assistance Plan (FAP), which would have guaranteed a minimum annual income to every family in America.
Even the very liberal John Kenneth Galbraith was impressed. He
wrote in New York magazine in 1970:
Certainly the least predicted development under the Nixon administration was this great new thrust to socialism. One encounters people
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who still aren't aware of it. Others must be rubbing their eyes, for
certainly the portents seemed all to the contrary. As an opponent of
socialism, Mr. Nixon seemed steadfast ... '8

Nixon was no more conservative on foreign policy than domestic.
It was his administration that permitted the Soviets to discharge
their $11 billion World War II debt at less than ten cents on the
dollar, and then receive millions of tons of our grain at subsidized
rates. It also opened up forty U.S. ports to their ships, and pushed
Congress to grant the USSR most-favored-nation trade status.
Even though the Chinese Communists had been killing literally
millions in the Cultural Revolution, Richard Nixon began a new era
of friendly relations with them, fulfilling a step long called for by
CFR study groups and publications.
The Nixon administration was somewhat less restrictive than its
predecessor with the use offorce against North Vietnam, but it also
concluded an undependable peace settlement. This bizarre agreement allowed Hanoi to keep all of its troops in place in South Vietnam (estimated at 150,000 by Washington, 300,000 by Saigon) while
requiring the U.S. to remove all armed forces. President Thieu of
South Vietnam refused to sign, calling it a "surrender document,"19
but acquiesced when the Nixon administration told him it would
sign with or without him. The presence of North Vietnam's armies,
coupled later with the cutting of supplies to Saigon by Congress,
sealed the doom of South Vietnam. Laos and Cambodia fell with it.
The promise of peace had helped Nixon get reelected, and the agreement won Kissinger the Nobel Peace Prize. But Southeast Asia's
allotment, in the end, was Communism and genocide.
As an epilogue to the Nixon era, it should be noted that Gary
Allen, one of the keenest observers of the Establishment, believed
that Watergate may have been the final act in Nelson Rockefeller's
long quest for the White House. Spiro Agnew, one recalls, was
bumped from the Vice Presidency after an old scandal cropped up.
Allen suspected that Nixon was told to appoint Rockefeller VP, but
that Nixon, perhaps emboldened by his reelection, refused to do so;
and that Watergate itself may have been a contrivance to expel the
President and his "palace guard" (men like Ehrlichman and Halde148
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man, who were loyal to Nixon, not Rockefeller). Allen made an impressive case for this in his book The Rockefeller File. Say what we
will, the scandal left Kissinger and the CFR clique unscathed, and
Gerald Ford's choice for Vice President was none other than Nelson
Rockefeller.
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Nixon chose CFR heavyweight Henry Kissinger (right)
on the advice of Nelson Rockefeller (left), whom Kissinger
called "the single most influential person in my life."

The Rockefeller-Nixon
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rivalry was largely histrionic.

Gary Allen, author of None Dare
Call It Conspiracy, may have
pinpointed the real explanation
for the Watergate scandal.

California Congressman
Jerry Voorhis

John Mitchell

Spiro Agnew
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Nixon's actions frequently contradicted his conservative rhetoric and
media image. Above, he cavorts with Leonid Brezhnev in 1973.

Meeting Mao in 1972
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The peace agreement negotiated by Henry Kissinger
allowed North Vietnam's troops to remain in the South virtually guaranteeing its collapse.

Vietnamese refugees flee from advancing
Communist forces, March, 1975.
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Chapter 10

Carter And Trilateralism
The CFR's Little Brother is Born
With None Dare Call It Conspiracy putting the heat on the CFR,
David Rockefeller moved to form a new internationalist organization
- the Trilateral Commission. For some three decades, CFR members had pushed for "Atlantic Union," a bilateral federation ofAmerica and Europe. The Trilateral Commission (TC) broadened this
objective to include an Asiatic leg.
How did the TC begin? "The Trilateral Commission," wrote Christopher Lydon in the July 1977 Atlantic, "was David Rockefeller's
brainchild."l George Franklin, North American secretary of the Trilateral Commission, stated that it "was entirely David Rockefeller's
idea originally."2 Helping the CFR chairman develop the concept
was Zbigniew Brzezinski, who laid the first stone in Foreign Affairs
in 1970:
A new and broader approach is needed - creation of a community
of the developed nations which can effectively address itself to the
larger concerns confronting mankind. In addition to the United States
and Western Europe, Japan ought to be included .... A council representing the United States, Western Europe and Japan, with regular
meetings of the heads of governments as well as some small standing
machinery, would be a good start.3

That same year, Brzezinski elaborated these thoughts in his book
Between Two Ages. It showed Brzezinski to be a classic CFR man

- a globalist more than lenient toward Communism. He declared
that "National sovereignty is no longer a viable concept," and that
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"Marxism represents a further vital and creative stage in the maturing of man's universal vision. Marxism is simultaneously a victory of the external, active man over the inner, passive man and a
victory of reason over belief ... "4
The Trilateral Commission was formally established in 1973 and
consisted of leaders in business, banking, govemment, and mass
media from North America, Westem Europe, and Japan. David
Rockefeller was founding chairman and Brzezinski founding director
of the North American branch, most of whose members were also
in the CFR.
In the Wall Street Journal, David Rockefeller explained that "the
Trilateral Commission is, in reality, a group of concerned citizens
interested in fostering greater understanding and cooperation
among international allies."5
But it was not all so innocent according to Jeremiah Novak, who
wrote in the Atlantic (July 1977):
The Trilateralists' emphasis on international economics is not entirely disinterested, for the oil crisis forced many developing nations,
with doubtful repayment abilities, to borrow excessively. All told, private multinational banks, particularly Rockefeller's Chase Manhattan, have loaned nearly $52 billion to developing countries. An overhauled IMF would provide another source of credit for these nations,
and would take the big private banks off the hook. This proposal is
the cornerstone of the Trilateral plan.6

Senator Barry Goldwater put it less mercifully. In his book With
No Apologies, he termed the Commission "David Rockefeller's newest intemational cabal," and said, "It is intended to be the vehicle
for multinational consolidation of the commercial and banking interests by seizing control of the political govemment of the United
States."?
Zbigniew Brzezinski showed how serious TC ambitions were in
the July 1973 Foreign Affairs, stating that "without closer AmericanEuropean-Japanese cooperation the major problems of today cannot
be effectively tackled, and ... the active promotion of such trilateral
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cooperation must now become the central priority of

u.s. policy."B

(Emphasis in the original.)
The best way to effect this would be for a Trilateralist to soon
become President. One did.
Jimmy Carter Goes to Washington
After Watergate tainted the Republican Party's image, it became
probable that a Democrat would win the 1976 Presidential election.
Candidate James Earl Carter was depicted by the press - and
himself - as the consummate outsider to the Washington Establishment. He was, the story went, a good 01' boy from Georgia, naive
to the ways of the cigar-puffing, city-slicker politicians. People magazine even showed him shoveling peanuts in denims.
Typical of press comment at that time were the words of columnist
Joseph C. Harsch of the Christian Science Monitor, who asserted
that Carter
has that nomination without benefit of any single kingmaker, or of
any power group or power lobby, or of any single segment of the
American people. He truly is indebted to no one man and no group
interest.9

But Harsch belonged to the CFR, whose members are loath to
disclose the power of the group, or of its kingmaker, David Rockefeller.
In 1973, Carter dined with the CFR chairman at the latter's Tarrytown, New York estate. Present was Zbigniew Brzezinski, who
was helping Rockefeller screen prospects for the Trilateral Commission. Brzezinski later told Peter Pringle of the London Sunday
Times that "we were impressed that Carter had opened up trade
offices for the state of Georgia in Brussels and Tokyo. That seemed
to fit perfectly into the concept of the Trilateral."l0 Carter became a
founding member of the Commission - and his destiny became
calculable.
Senator Goldwater wrote:
David Rockefeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski found Jimmy Carter to
be their ideal candidate. They helped him win the nomination and
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the presidency. To accomplish this purpose, they mobilized the money
power of the Wall Street bankers, the intellectual influence of the
academic community - which is subservient to the wealth ofthe great
tax-free foundations - and the media controllers represented in the
membership of the CFR and the Trilateral."

Seven months before the Democratic nominating convention, the
Gallup Poll found less than four percent of Democrats favoring
Jimmy Carter for President. But almost overnight - like Willkie
and Eisenhower before him - he became the candidate. By the
convention, his picture had appeared on Time's cover three times,
and Newsweek's twice. Time's cover artists were even instructed to
make Carter resemble John F. Kennedy as much as possible.12
Carter's Elitist Regime
The Trilateral Commission's predominance in the Carter administration has been pointed out by critics as disparate as Ronald
Reagan and Penthouse magazine. (The latter ran an article entitled
"The Making of a President: How David Rockefeller Created Jimmy
Carter.") During the campaign, however, only a few conservative
sources seemed to spot the connection.
One hint that Carter was more than a peanut-chomping hayseed
came in June of 1976, when the Los Angeles Times described a "task
force" that had helped the candidate prepare his first major foreign
policy speech (which began: "The time has come for us to seek a
partnership between North America, Western Europe, and Japan").
The Carter advisors enumerated by the Times were: Brzezinski,
Richard Cooper, Richard Gardner, Henry Owen, Edwin O. Reischauer, Averell Harriman, Anthony Lake, Robert Bowie, Milton
Katz, Abram Chayes, George Ball, and Cyrus Vance.13 There was
one problem with the above list. Every man on it was a member of
the CFR. We alluded earlier to Cooper's Foreign Affairs article proposing an international currency, and Gardner's piece calling for "an
end run around national sovereignty, eroding it piece by piece."
In a speech in Boston, candidate Carter said: "The people of this
country know from bitter experience that we are not going to get
... changes merely by shifting around the same group of insid157
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ers .... The insiders have had their chance and they have not delivered."14 Mter the election, top Carter aide Hamilton Jordan remarked: "If, after the inauguration, you find a CyVance as Secretary
of State and Zbigniew Brzezinski as head of National Security, then
I would say we failed. And I'd quit. But that's not going to happen."15
But it did happen, and Jordan did not quit. Carter simply shifted
around "the same group of insiders," turning, like his predecessors,
to the institutions built by Wall Street and the international banking
establishment.
The new President appointed more than seventy men from the
CFR, and over twenty members ofthe much smaller Trilateral Commission. Zbigniew Brzezinski acknowledges in his White House
memoirs: "Moreover, all the key foreign policy decision makers of
the Carter Administration had previously served in the Trilateral
Commission ... "16(Carter is considerably less candid in his own
memoirs: he does not even mention the Commission.)
Brzezinski, of course, became National Security Adviser, the same
position Kissinger had held. Victor Lasky observed in Jimmy Carter:
The Man and the Myth: "The Polish-born Brzezinski was to David
Rockefeller what the German-born Kissinger was to Nelson Rockefeller."l?
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance (CFR-Trilateral Commission) was
a nephew of John W. Davis (founding president of the Council on
Foreign Relations). Vance, who had served in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, has been called "a product of the inner sanctums of Yale and Wall Street."18 Robert Moskin commented on the
CFR makeup of his departmental staff:
When Cyrus Vance was called to Washington to be secretary of state
in 1977, he took along members of the Council's staff as well as of a
study group on nuclear weapons. He explains: ''We work with people
at the Council, and know they are good."'9

Vice President Walter Mondale (CFR-TC) had flown his colors in
the October 1974 Foreign Affairs, where he encapsulated much of
the Establishment line in a single sentence: "The economic cooperation that is required will involve us most deeply with our tra158
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ditional postwar allies, Western Europe and Japan, but it must also
embrace a new measure of comity with the developing countries,
and include the Soviet Union and other Communist nations in significant areas of international economic life."20
Other Carter appointees who were in both the CFR and Trilateral
Commission: Defense Secretary Harold Brown; Federal Reserve
Chairman Paul Volcker; Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher; Under Secretary of State Richard Cooper; Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke; Under Secretary of the Treasury
Anthony M. Solomon; Deputy Secretary of Energy John Sawhill;
Special Assistant to the President Hedley Donovan; Ambassador at
Large Henry Owen; and several others. And of course there were
"plain" CFR members like Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal, HEW Secretary Joseph Califano, SALT negotiator Paul
Warnke, and dozens of others. To paraphrase one commentator, by
the time Carter got to the White House, virtually the only thing
Georgian about him was his accent.
Carter Foreign Policy
Domestically, Jimmy Carter wrought record deficits and doubledigit inflation. But it was probably his foreign policythat most singed
the nerves of America.
In the July 1980 issue of Commentary magazine, Carl Gershman
reviewed a number of articles that appeared in Foreign Affairs and
Foreign Policy during the early-to-middle 1970's. (Foreign Policy,
published by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, was
founded by Council members as a congenial rival to Foreign Affairs.)
Gershman saw that these articles proposed a new foreign policy for
the United States - one that disdained the "cold war mentality,"
renounced the use of force against Communism (based on the Vietnam experience), and advocated assisting the type of movements we
had previously opposed (i.e., national liberation movements on the
left· half of the political spectrum). Gershman then disclosed that
many of these essays' authors were tapped by the Carter administration for top foreign-policy jobs.21This "new foreign-policy establishment," as Gershman called it (really just the same old CFR
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without the anti-Communist pretense), helped Carter translate its
ideas into reality - and a nightmare for the Free World.
Latin America. When the Sandinistas moved to seize power in
Nicaragua, Carter took measures that hastened the downfall of President Anastasio Somoza, a West Point graduate and devoted friend
of the USA. Somoza, it should be noted, was the duly elected leader
of his people. Nicaragua had an election system modeled on that of
the United States. There were two major parties, and additional
parties could qualify to run their candidates simply by securing
enough petitions. The 1974 election that brought Somoza to the
presidency was overseen by the OAS, which found no irregularities.
Nicaraguans enjoyed full civil liberties, including freedom of the
press. American journalists there were permitted to roam at will;
nevertheless, most of them portrayed Somoza as a man of consummate evil. This enabled Jimmy Carter to undermine him without
significant protest within the United States.
On January 23, 1979, Valeurs Actuelles, the French political and
economic weekly, reported the following comments by Mexico'sPresident Lopez Portillo:
When President Carter visited me 1 told him: "I do not particularly
like Somoza or his regime, as you know. But if the Sandinistas unseat
him and replace him with a Castro-picked Government it will have a
profound effect on Nicaragua's neighbors and certainly touch off a
slide to the left in my country." It was as though he did not hear a
word of what 1 had said. He told me: "Gh, Mr. President, you must
do something to help me get rid of this Somoza."

Carter forced the IMF and World Bank to halt credit to Nicaragua;
embargoed its beef and coffee; and most importantly, prohibited
weapons sales to its military, and pressured our allies to do the same
(even compelling Israel to recall a ship bound for Nicaragua with
munitions). Unknown to most Americans, President Somoza, before
his brutal assassination, exposed the Carter conspiracy to depose
him in his book Nicaragua Betrayed. It contains the transcripts of
tape recordings Somoza made of visits to his office by U.S. officials.
Mter the Marxists took power in Managua, the Carter administra160
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tion pushed through Congress $75 million in aid for them. The new
Nicaraguan rulers met the approval of one William M. LeoGrande,
who wrote in the Autumn 1979 Foreign Affairs that their "program
guarantees freedom of the press, speech and association, including
the right to organize political parties irrespective of ideology,"22
which at least proves the magazine is not always prophetic. Incredibly, in his Presidential memoirs, Keeping Faith, Jimmy Carter
avoids any discussion of the Sandinista overthrow of Somoza, even
though it could pass as the most significant foreign policy event of
his White House career.
When campaigning in 1976, candidate Carter said in one of his
televised debates with Gerald Ford: "I would never give up complete
or practical control of the Panama Canal Zone."23But that is just
what he did, as had been favored in Foreign Affairs,24 even though
the Canal Zone is strategically vital, and was no less U.S. territory
than Alaska or Hawaii. Americans were goaded into consenting
through exploitation of the legacy of no-win warfare: we were told
that, unless we surrendered the canal, we would face "another Vietnam."
The Middle East. Iran was an important U.S. ally, not only as an
oil source, but as the leading obstacle to Soviet ambitions in the
Middle East. The Shah of Iran, who had governed his country since
1941, suddenly, like Somoza, became a mass media archvillain, even
though he was probably the most progressive leader in his nation's
history. He was attempting to quell uprisings by Islamic fundamentalists and Marxists, but was forced to ease up and make concessions to them when Carter threatened to withhold U.S. support.
General Robert Huyser, a Carter emissary, persuaded the Iranian
generals not to intervene to save the Shah's government. Khomeini
later slaughtered many of those generals. In 1979, Iran collapsed;
today it is a world center of terrorism.
When the Soviets invaded Afghanistan later that year, Carter's
response was essentially passive; this was not surprising since he
had. been unwilling to use forceful measures even to release our
citizens held hostage by Teheran.
The Far East. As we have noted, the CFR had for many years
appealed for U.S. recognition of the Chinese Communists. In the
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October 1971 Foreign Affairs, Jerome Alan Cohen wrote that "the
question is no longer whether to establish diplomatic relations with
China, but how to do so. Heaven may be wonderful - the problem
is to get there."25 Jimmy Carter found a way.
The Red Chinese were eager for U.S. credit and technology, but
how sincere was their friendship? In 1977, Keng Piao, the Party's
Director of the Department for Foreign Liaison, stated in a Peking
speech:
We should carry on indispensable struggle against, as well as making use of, the soft and weak side of the United States .... Just wait
for the day when the opportune moment comes, we will then openly
tell Uncle Sam to pack up and leave?6

That same year, Vice-Premier Teng Hsiao-ping explained before
the Party's Central Committee:
In the international united front struggle, the most important strategy is unification as well as struggle .... This is Mao Tse-tung's great
discovery which has unlimited power. Even though the American imperialists can be said to be the number one nation in scientific and
technical matters, she knows absolutely nothing in ~his area. In the
future she will have no way of avoiding defeat by our hands .... We
belong to the Marxist Camp and can never be so thoughtless that we
cannot distinguish friends from enemies. Nixon, Ford, Carter and
future "American imperialist leaders" all fall into this category (enemies).... What we need mainly is scientific and technical knowledge
and equipment. 27

Carter's right to break our long-standing defense treaty with Taiwan was questionable. Constitutionally, any treaty must be ratified
by the Senate. Whether or not Congress must also approve the abrogation of a treaty was never specified in the Constitution. In 1978,
however, the Senate voted ninety-four to zero that the President
should consult that body before trying to change our agreement with
Free China. Carter ducked this by waiting for Congress to adjourn
for Christmas. On December 15,1978, his announcement came. He
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unilaterally terminated the treaty, broke relations with Taiwan, and
recognized the Chinese Communists, even though they had killed
more people than any other govemment in history. This challenged
the credibility of Carter's stand on "human rights," which he had
said was the comerstone of his foreign policy.
Carter was silent about the Cambodian genocide, which does not
rate a single mention in his memoirs. * And he sought to remove our
troops from South Korea, which could have brought renewed Communist invasion.
Africa. Carter maintained a trade embargo against Rhodesia, and
refused even to meet with Prime Minister Ian Smith when he came
to America to plead for his country. Rhodesia became Zimbabwe,
the dominion of Marxist Robert Mugabe. And in other Mrican regions, the Soviets and Cubans stepped in with little if any U.S.
opposition.
To his many injuries to freedom-loving peoples, Carter added a
slap in the face: he handed over the Crown of St. Stephen (Hungary's
symbol of national independence and faith, which had been smuggled out of that country before the Communists took over) to the
Red regime in Budapest.
Like the Grim Reaper wielding a scythe, Jimmy Carter left behind
a bloody trail of betrayed allies. Communism had been strengthened
in every comer of the globe. One is hard pressed to find major Carter
foreign policy decisions that served the interests of the American
people or the Free World. It would appear, however, that he very
satisfactorily executed the Trilateral-CFR game plan.

* The closest he comes is to note that Leonid Brezhnev said the Cambodians
the Vietnamese for ousting "the abhorrent regime of Pol Pot."28

were grateful to
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1977 meeting of the Trilateral Commission. Barry Goldwater called
the organization a "vehicle for multinational consolidation of the
commercial and banking interests by seizing control of the political
government of the United States."

Jimmy Carter tapped fellow Trilateralists Zbigniew Brzezinski (center)
and Cyrus Vance (right) for National Security Adviser and Secretary
of State, despite assurances from Hamilton Jordan that it would
never happen.
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In his book Nicaragua Betrayed,
Anastasio Somoza revealed the
part Carter played in bringing the
Sandinistas to power.
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The President welcomes Ortega at the White House.
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Carter was selective in the application of his human rights policy.

:\1

With Teng Hsiao-ping
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Chapter 11

A Second Look At Ronald Reagan
Reagan and the Establishment
Mter Mao Tse-tung took power in 1949 with help from the State
Department, the cry in America was "Who lost China?" In the Autumn 1979 Foreign Affairs, editor William P. Bundy wrote a piece
called "Who Lost Patagonia? Foreign Policy in the 1980 Campaign."
Bundy patently feared that Jimmy Carter's foreign intrigues would
revive deep scrutiny of the U.S. government and its Establishment
connection. His article contended that our allies were falling apart
on their own; that it was happenstance that this occured "on Jimmy
Carter's watch"; and that there should be no "reckless charges," like
those raised about postwar China.
Many Americans, however, had different ideas. Even those unfamiliar with the Establishment and its modus operandi sensed
something very wrong with Jimmy Carter's foreign policy. Though
the major media kept mum, smaller publications joined with conservatives in stripping the Trilateralist of his farmboy mask.
Even campaigner Ronald Reagan hopped on the bandwagon, addressing Trilateral monopolization of the Carter regime. (See, for
example, the February 8, 1980New York Times.) This helped Reagan
win the backing of Main Street conservatives and primary victories
over George Bush, who was known as the Establishment's Republican in 1980. David Rockefeller, Edwin Rockefeller, Helen Rockefeller, Laurence Rockefeller, Mary Rockefeller, and Godfrey Rockefeller all gave the maximum contribution allowable under law to
Bush, a true Establishment scion. His father, -along with Robert
Lovett, had been a partner in Brown Brothers, Harriman - Averell
Harriman's international banking firm. George Bush was a Skull
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and Bonesman, a director of the Council on Foreign Relations, and
a member of the Trilateral Commission. He shrewdly resigned from
the latter two as he initiated his campaign.
Ronald Reagan thus began by playing the Goldwater of 1980. But
soon he proved that his Hollywood training was not for naught.
Carey McWilliams noted in the Los Angeles Times in July of that
year:
It is my belief that the Establishment - that elusive but very real
force in American life - has of recent weeks opted decisively for
Ronald Reagan.!

In the August 1980 Playboy, Robert Scheer reported:
Prior to the New Hampshire primary, David Rockefeller convened
a secret meeting of like-minded Republicans aimed at developing a
strategy for stopping Reagan by supporting Bush and, failing that,
getting Gerald Ford into the race. Reagan heard about the meeting
and was, according to one aide, "really hurt." This aide reports that
Reagan turned to him and demanded, "What have they got against
me? I support big oil, I support big business, why don't they trust
me?" ...
In any event, when Reagan scored his resounding triumph in New
Hampshire in February, the overtures to the East began to work. New
York establishment lawyer Bill Casey [CFR], who became campaign
director the day of the New Hampshire victory, began building bridges
and promising that a more moderate Reagan would emerge after the
Republican Convention.2

Indeed, one did. Reagan picked Bush for his running mate, and,
after the election, put together a transition team that included
twenty-eight CFR men, among them the eternal John J. McCloy.As
President, he appointed more than eighty individuals to his administration who were members of the Council, the Trilateral Commission, or both.
For his Chief of Staff (later Treasury Secretary), Reagan designated James Baker, who had been Bush's campaign manager.
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For Treasury Secretary (later chief of stafl) he chose Donald Regan, a Harvard- Wall Street-CFR man.
His original Secretary of State was Alexander Haig, a former assistant to Cyrus Vance and Henry Kissinger. When Haig joined
Kissinger's staff in 1969, he was a colonel; by 1972 he had become
a four-star general, in a leapfrogging career reminiscent of Marshall
and Eisenhower. Later he became supreme commander of NATO
and was, of course, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations.
Succeeding Haig at State in 1982 was George Pratt Shultz, a
director of the CFR and a member of the Pratt family of the Standard
Oil fortune (it was Mrs. Harold Pratt who donated Pratt House to
the Council). His appointment seemed pleasing to back-to-back authors in Foreign Affairs, 3 to which the Secretary contributed the lead
article for the spring 1985 issue. Known as an advocate of accommodation with the USSR, it was he who, years earlier, had signed
the accords resulting in the Kama River truck factory being built
for the Soviets by the West.
When Shultz picked retired banker John C. Whitehead for Deputy
Secretary of State, the New York Times commented: "Mr. Whitehead
brings to the job no apparent expertise in international diplomacy
.... In describing his attributes for the job, Mr. Shultz said that
Mr. Whitehead was a member of the Council on Foreign Relations
and was regularly invited to dinners given by Henry A. Kissinger,
the former secretary of state."4
As Secretary of Defense, the President named Caspar Weinberger,
who had been a Nixon administrator and belonged to the Trilateral
Commission. He was replaced in 1987 by Frank Carlucci ofthe CFR.
In 1985, Winston Lord, president of the Council on Foreign Relations and a former Kissinger aide, became Reagan's ambassador
to the People's Republic of China.
When Lord left Pratt House to assume his new responsibilities,
the Council needed a new president. One ofthe three final candidates
under consideration was Robert McFarlane, who had been Ronald
Reagan's National Security Adviser.
Reagan chose Malcolm Baldrige (CFR) as Commerce Secretary,
William Brock (CFR) as Labor Secretary, Alan Greenspan (CFRTC) as Federal Reserve Board Chairman, and on the list goes.
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Reagan Policy
Ronald Reagan has been billed as a thoroughgoing conservative.
But history bears witness that, like Eisenhower's and Nixon's, his
conservatism rarely goes beyond his speeches.
Campaigning in 1980, Reagan said he intended to balance the
budget by 1983. Jimmy Carter's annual federal deficits ranged from
$40.2 billion to $78.9 billion. Under Mr. Reagan, the red ink came
to a record $127.9 billion in fiscal 1982, then skyrocketed to $208.9
billion in 1983. The subsequent deficits, in billions of dollars, were
as follows:
1984 -185.3
1985 - 212.3
1986 - 220.7
1987 - 173.2 (estimated)
Reagan's annual deficits have actually exceeded the annual budgets of Lyndon B. Johnson, who had a Vietnam War to pay for as
well as the Great Society. He has chalked up more government debt
than all the Presidents before him combined. It is true that Congress
shares in the responsibility for this, but the blame cannot simply be
offloaded on them; the President's own budget proposals have contained estimated deficits in the $100-200 billion range since fiscal
1983.
Reagan is touted as an enemy of taxation and big government.
Yet during his first term, although he did cut tax rates, he also
pushed through the largest single tax increase in our nation's history, as well as boosts in the gasoline and Social Security taxes. And
big government got bigger: the civilian work force in the executive
branch grew by nearly 100,000 between 1981 and 1986.
In 1983, Walter Heller, former economic advisor to Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson, was prompted to write a column in the Wall
Street Journal entitled "Mr. Reagan Is a Keynesian Now." In 1984,
economist Richard Parker echoed this conclusion in the Los Angeles
Times, noting: "While he proclaims Reaganomics' success, Reagan
also owes Americans a shocking confession: He's become a bornagain Keynesian." That same year, economist Lester Thurow ob170
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served in Newsweek that "President Reagan has become the ultimate
Keynesian." He continued:
Not only is the Reagan Administration rehabilitating exactly the
economicpolicies it pledged to bury when entering office,it is applying
them more vigorously than any Keynesian would have dared. Imagine
what conservatives would be saying if a liberal Keynesian Democratic
president had dared to run a $200 billion deficit.5

Supposedly a proponent of military strength, candidate Reagan
criticized Jimmy Carter for abiding by the Salt II Treaty, which the
Senate had refused to ratify. He called it "fatally flawed" and said
he would spurn it. Yet as President he complied with Salt II until
late 1986, even after the treaty would have expired had it ever been
ratified, and despite numerous Soviet violations. In 1986, he ordered
two Poseidon ballistic missile submarines dismantled to ensure we
would stay within Salt II limits.
The President agreed to no increase in defense spending for 1986,
whereas White House hopeful Walter Mondale had advocated increases of at least three percent annually. Thus Reagan's defense
budget that year was actually smaller than the one proposed by his
liberal Democratic rival. In The New American in 1986, William F.
Jasper summed other holes in the President's warrior reputation:
The Reagan administration has also cut back construction of new
Trident submarines; refused deployment of Minuteman III missiles
despite its authorization by Congress; reduced MX missile planned
deployment; continued deactivation of B-52 strategic bombers; cancelled production of air-launched cruise missile B and Trident I submarine-launched ballistic missiles; cut back production of the B-1
bomber; and failed to reconstruct our dismantled anti-ballistic missile
(ABM) system. In short, Mr. Reagan's policies have been disastrous
for America's defense capabilities."

Today, while the prospect of SDI is becoming increasingly remote,
few Americans seem to realize that the nuclear deterrent of the
United States still consists principally of: antiquated B-52 bombers,
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designed under Truman and constructed under Eisenhower and
Kennedy; ICBM's from the Kennedy-Johnson-Nixon years (after sitting in their silos for two decades, no one really knows how well they
would work); and Poseidon submarines built before 1967. Ronald
Reagan has reinforced these with some new B-1 bombers, MX missiles, and Trident submarines, but in very limited quantities considerably less than the rates of attrition would call for. In contrast, the Soviets have never stopped expanding and modernizing
all segments of their nuclear forces. Reagan's most significant strategic advance was probably the placement of medium-range missiles
in Europe - and these he agreed to withdraw completely when he
signed the INF treaty in late 1987! Contrary to the popular impression, the Reagan administration has left America on the brink of
decisive nuclear inferiority.
Most people consider the President a determined anti-Communist;
this was an image he established early on with his well-publicized
description of the Soviet Union as an "evil empire." But here again,
his actions have fallen short of his words.
• When Communist Poland defaulted on its interest payments to
American banks in 1982, Ronald Reagan didn't pressure Warsaw
- instead, he bailed out the banks by having the U.S. taxpayers
pick up the tab.
• The Reagan administration channeled money into EI Salvador to
help Jose Napoleon Duarte win his 1984 election over the antiCommunist Roberto d'Aubuisson.7 Duarte is a socialist; he has
seized the nation's banks and large farms; in fact, when he previously ran for president in 1972, his running mate was Guillermo
Ungo - current leader of EI Salvador's Marxist guerrillas.
• When Jimmy Carter broke relations with Taiwan, Ronald Reagan
called it an "outright betrayal of a close friend and ally."8As President, however, he did not attempt to restore relations with Free
China. Furthermore, in August 1982 he issued a joint communique
with Peking stating that the U.S. "does not seek to carry out a longterm policy of arms sales to Taiwan." Under Reagan, trade with Red
China has greatly multiplied; in 1986, the administration pressed
through Congress the sale of $550 million in advanced avionics
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equipment, giving some of the mainland's fighters an all-weather
capacity Taiwan's air force lacks .
• In Angola, Jonas Savimbi's UNITA freedom fighters are trying to
unseat the pro-Soviet ruling regime, which is kept in power by nearly
40,000 Cuban troops. Much publicity has been accorded the $15
million in military assistance given Savimbi by Reagan - but overlooked is the more than $200 million in credits granted Angola's
Marxist government by the Export-Import Bank. Tens of millions
in aid have also been sent to Communist Mozambique, even though
it is using Soviet weapons to suppress a liberation movement by the
pro-Western RENAMO (Mozambique National Resistance) .
• When the Philippine crisis reached its climax in 1986, Ronald
Reagan joined hands with the international left, withdrawing support from President Marcos. Foreign Affairs, which had previously
served as a forum for Benigno Aquino, anticipated the situation in
its winter 1984/85 issue:
If Marcos cannot or will not accept the reforms necessary to ensure
stability, then we must be willing to call his bluff, and look even further
down the line, toward the inevitable emergence of a new Philippine
leadership.9

The article stated that the fate of the Philjppines must remain an
internal affair, but added: "U.s. leverage should not be underestimated; U.S. efforts to shape the setting for the inevitable Philippine
transition can almost certainly have some benefit."
Ferdinand Marcos was no saint, but he may look like one compared
to the Communists, if and when they wrest the islands from Corazon
Aquino.
• In response to the Mghanistan invasion, Jimmy Carter embargoed grain to the Soviet Union. But Mr. Reagan approved sale of
our wheat to Moscow again - at heavily subsidized rates. On December 27, 1986, the President warned that Soviet leaders "must
be made to understand that they will continue to pay a higher and
higher price until they accept the necessity for a political solution
involving the prompt withdrawal of their forces from Mghanistan
and self-determination for the Mghan people."loThe very next day,
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however, administration officials said they were ending most controls on the export of oil and gas equipment and technology to the
USSR. Reagan did allow Mghanistan's brave freedom fighters,
the Mujahideen, some weapons, but he pledged to cut these off
during his negotiations with Mikhail Gorbachev in December
1987! The curtailment had in fact been brewing as much as two
years earlier. At that time, according to William Safire in the New
York Times:
[T]hree State Department functionaries cooked up a plan to accommodate Soviet demands about withdrawal from Mghanistan. The key
concession: permit the Russians to continue arms shipments to its
puppet Government while the US cut off aid to the Mujahedeen ...
The secret letter assured Moscow that upon the day its troop withdrawal began, "foreign interference" would stop - meaning that the
C.I.A.-channeled aid to the [Mghan rebels] would be terminated ....
It is known to insiders as "the Day One deal": American aid to the
Mghan resistance, but not Soviet aid to the puppet Kabul regime,
would stop on Day One of the yearlong Soviet troop pullout. 11

Mter exposure led to public protest, the President began to disavow the policy. But a UPI story dated March 21, 1988 carried this
incredible report:
The United States and Soviet Union, seeking to ensure an orderly
Soviet troop withdrawal from Mghanistan, are sharing data on radical
Islamic guerrilla factions viewed as a threat to a settlement, according
to administration officials....
Such maneuvering may mean curbing U.S. support for the Islamic
rebel factions the administration has so relied on during the 81/2-yearold guerrilla war against Soviet occupation forces, they said ....
A CIA source, speaking of the rebels, confirmed a shift in the US
position, [and] said, "We want to see some groups fed to other groups"
- intelligence terminology for neutralizing undesirable elements ....
Asked about US-Soviet discussions about the mujahideen, a State
Department spokesman declined comment on grounds it is an intelligence matter.12
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Conservatives have been pleased with some facets of Ronald Reagan's performance, such as his judicial appointments and the Grenada rescue mission. There is, of course, the controversial "Contra
aid" he has sought. But this, despite energetic Congressional opposition, is far less than the Nicaraguan freedom fighters would need
to defeat the Sandinistas, whose army takes to the field with heavy
tanks and helicopter gunships from the Soviet Union. At best, they
are being allowed to fight a "no-win" war of containment. Furthermore, the administration has backed ex-Sandinistas and other former opponents of Somoza (such as Eden Pastora and Adolfo Calero)
as heads of the Contras, giving the whole operation the smell of a
sellout. Even Pastora, known as "Commander Zero," has been a
guest at Pratt House. (As this book went to press, the Contras had
been forced into a cease-fire on Sandinista terms, with a de facto
surrender in the works.)
The Reagan record shows that, all things considered, his policies
are the same ones that have steered our nation for over fifty years.
That the Establishment has tolerated him for two terms tends to
suggest that it may be more comfortable with a conservative-image
Republican as President. This allows its program to advance relatively unhindered, and puts Washington watchdogs to sleep.
In 1971, Lyndon Baines Johnson said of President Nixon: "Can't
you see the uproar if I had been responsible for Taiwan getting
kicked out of the United Nations? Or if I had imposed sweeping
national controls on prices and wages? Nixon has gotten by with it.
If I had tried to do it, or Truman, or Humphrey, or any Democrat,
we would have been clobbered."13 Walter Mondale must have similar
thoughts about Ronald Reagan.
In an article in Foreign Affairs in 1981, former Kissinger aide
William G. Hyland wrote foreseeingly: "Just as Nixon had the antiCommunist credentials to develop an opening to Peking, so Reagan
has the credentials to initiate a new relationship with the u.S.S.R."14
That, presumably, applied to the rest of the Establishment agenda
as well. We presume Mr. Hyland is familiar with the Establishment
agenda. In 1984, he replaced William Bundy as editor of Foreign
Affairs.
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George Bush and George Shultz headed a long list of personnel
that President Reagan drew from the Eastern Establishment.

Donald Regan
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The President's performance in office
did not match his conservative rhetoric.

With Red China's Zhao Ziyang
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Chapter 12

The Media Blackout
Establishment Control of the Media
All of the American history we have just finished reviewing is
factual. Yet it is far from the traditional version. So the question
naturally arises: Why do the media avoid the various circumstances
shown in this account, or at best downplay them? Why don't investigative news shows like Sixty Minutes, perceived as gutsy and noholds-barred, tackle the Pearl Harbor cover-up, American financing
of questionable projects behind the Iron Curtain, or the TrilateralistCFR hold on our government? Surely such material would have
sufficient audience appeal.
The answer is almost self-evident. The mass media are subject to
the same "power behind the throne" as Washington. For the Establishment to induce public cooperation with its program, it has always
been expedient to manipulate the information industry that is so
responsible for what people think about current events. A prime
mover in this process was J. P. Morgan - the original force behind
the CFR.
In 1917, Congressman Oscar Callaway inserted the following
statement in the Congressional Record:
In March, 1915, the J. P. Morgan interests, the steel, shipbuilding,
and powder interests, and their subsidiary organizations, got together
12 men high up in the newspaper world and employed them to select
the most influential newspapers in the United States and sufficient
number of them to control generally the policy of the daily press of
the United States.
These 12 men worked the problem out by selecting 179 newspapers,
and then began, by an elimination process, to retain only those nec-
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essary for the purpose of controlling the general policy of the daily
press throughout the country. They found it was only necessary to
purchase the control of 25 of the greatest papers. The 25 papers were
agreed upon; emissaries were sent to purchase the policy, national
and international, of these papers; an agreement was reached; the
policy of the papers was bought, to be paid for by the month; an editor
was furnished for each paper to properly supervise and edit information regarding the questions of preparedness, militarism, financial
policies, and other things of national and international nature considered vital to the interests of the purchasers ....
This policy also included the suppression of everything in opposition
to the wishes of the interests served. 1

The press, thus controlled, was very successful in persuading
Americans to support our entry into World War I. However, in subsequent years, a number of books appeared that challenged the
justification of our involvement, the merits of the Allied cause, and
the wisdom of Colonel House and his colleagues in devising the
Versailles Treaty. These books included Harry Elmer Barnes' Genesis of the World War (1926), Sidney Fay's Origins of the World War
(1928), and many others.
Mter World War II, however, the Establishment moved to preclude such investigation. The eminent historian Charles Beard, former president of the American Historical Association, stated in a
Saturday Evening Post editorial in 1947:
The Rockefeller Foundation and Council on Foreign Relations ...
intend to prevent, if they can, a repetition of what they call in the
vernacular "the debunking journalistic campaign followingWorld War
I." Translated into precise English, this means that the foundation
and the council do not want journalists or any other persons to examine too closely and criticize too freely the official propaganda and
official statements relative to "our basic aims and activities" during
World War II. In short, they hope that, among other things, the policies
and measures of Franklin D. Roosevelt will escape in coming years
the critical analysis, evaluation and exposition that befell the policies
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and measures of President Woodrow Wilson and the Entente Allies
after World War I. 2

Dr. Beard noted that the Rockefeller Foundation had granted
$139,000 to the CFR, which in turn hired Harvard professor William
Langer to author a three-volume chronicle of the war.
Historians whose writings concurred with the "authorized" versions of events, such as Langer, Samuel Morison, Herbert Feis,
Henry Steele Commager, and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., were generally guaranteed exclusive interviews, access to government documents and statesmen's diaries, sure publication, and glowing appraisals in the front of the New York Times Book Review. Most of
these men had served in the administrations they wrote about.
On the other hand, historians who dared question foreign policy
under Roosevelt and Truman, such as Beard, Harry Elmer Barnes,
Charles Tansill, John T. Flynn, and William Henry Chamberlin,
suddenly found themselves blacklisted by the publishing world that
had previously welcomed their works. Beard succeeded in issuing
two volumes critical of the Roosevelt administration only because
he had a devoted friend at Yale University Press. Before his death
in 1948, he was smeared in the media as senile.
In 1953, Barnes described how the censorship process worked:
The methods followed by the various groups interested in blacking
out the truth about world affairs since 1932 are numerous and ingenious, but, aside from subterranean persecution of individuals, they
fall mainly into the following patterns or categories: (1) excluding
scholars suspected ofrevisionist views from access to public documents
which are freely opened to "court historians" and other apologists for
the foreign policy of President Roosevelt; (2) intimidating publishers
of books and periodicals, so that even those who might wish to publish
books and articles setting forth the revisionist point of view do not
dare to do so; (3) ignoring or obscuring published material which
embodies revisionist facts and arguments; and (4) smearing revisionist
authors and their books....
As a matter offact, only two small publishing houses in the United
States - the Henry Regnery Company and the Devin-Adair Company
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- have shown any consistent willingness to publish books which
frankly aim to tell the truth with respect to the causes and issues of
the second World War. Leading members of two of the largest publishing houses in the country have told me that, whatever their personal wishes in the circumstances, they would not feel it ethical to
endanger their business and the property rights of their stockholders
by publishing critical books relative to American foreign policy since
1933. And there is good reason for this hesitancy. The book clubs and
the main sales outlets for books are controlled by powerful pressure
groups which are opposed to truth on such matters. These outlets not
only refuse to market critical books in this field but also threaten to
boycott other books by those publishers who defy their blackout ultimatum.3

The historical suppression described by Dr. Barnes thirty-five
years ago still operates today. It could be pointed out - quite rightfully, of course - that in more recent years American policy and
policy makers have occasionally been savaged (as with Vietnam,
Watergate, and the Iran-Contra affair). However, such episodes did
not bruise the Council on Foreign Relations or its allies; instead they
stigmatized those people whom the Establishment disliked, and
those very policies it had always opposed (nationalism and antiCommunism).
What we have operating in America is an Establishment media.
As erstwhile New York Times editor John Swinton once said: "There
is no such thing as an independent press in America, if we except
that of little country towns."
The Times itself was bought in 1896 by Alfred Ochs, with backing
from J. P. Morgan, Rothschild agent August Belmont, and Jacob
Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb. It was subsequently passed on to Ochs' sonin-law Arthur Hays Sulzberger (CFR), then to Orville E. Dryfoos
(CFR), and finally to the present publisher, Arthur Ochs Sulzberger
(CFR). The Times has had a number of CFR members in its stable
of reporters, including Herbert L. Matthews, Harrison Salisbury,
and Lester Markel. Currently, executive editor Max Frankel, editorial page editor Jack Rosenthal, deputy editorial page editor Leslie
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Gelb, and assistant managing editors James L. Greenfield, Warren
Hoge, and John M. Lee are all in the Council.
The Times' friendly rival, the Washington Post, was bought by
Eugene Meyer in 1933. Meyer, a partner of Bernard Baruch and
Federal Reserve Board governor, had joined the CFR in 1929. Meyer
began his reign at the Post by firing its editor for refusing to support
U.S. recognition of the Soviet Union.4
Today the Post is run by Meyer's daughter, Katharine Graham
(CFR). Managing editor Leonard Downie, Jr., editorial page editor
Meg Greenfield, and deputy editorial page editor Stephen S. Rosenfeld are all Council members.
The Washington Post Company owns Newsweek, which is a descendant of the weekly magazine Today, founded by Averell Harriman, among others, to support the New Deal and business interests. Newsweek's editor-in-chief Richard M. Smith and editor
Maynard Parker both belong to the CFR, as have a number of its
contributors. Both Newsweek and the Post have donated money to
the Council.
Time magazine maintains the same kind of rivalry with Newsweek
as the New York Times does with the Post: they compete for readers,
not in viewpoint. Time was founded by Henry Luce (CFR-IPR-Atlantic Union), who rose as a publisher with loans from such individuals as Dwight Morrow and Thomas Lamont (both Morgan partners and CFR members), Harvey Firestone (CFR), and E. Roland
Harriman (CFR).
Time's longtime editor-in-chief was Hedley Donovan (Trilateral
Commission member, CFR Director, trustee of the Ford Foundation
and Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, and eventually
Special Assistant to President Jimmy Carter). The current editorin-chief, Henry Grunwald, is in the CFR, along with managing editor
Henry Muller. Time, Inc., which also publishes People, Life, Fortune,
Money, and Sports Illustrated, has several Council members on its
board of directors.
The CFR also has interlocks with the major TV networks. William
S. Paley, chairman of the board at CBS for many years, belonged to
the Council on Foreign Relations, as does the chairman today,
Thomas H. Wyman, and eleven of the fourteen board members listed
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for 1987. CBS news anchor Dan Rather is in the CFR. CBS helped
finance the Trilateral Commission, and the CBS Foundation has
contributed funds to the Council.
NBC is a subsidiary of RCA, which was formerly headed by David
Sarnoff (CFR). Sarnoff had financial backing from Kuhn, Loeb and
other Rothschild-linked banking firms. He was succeeded by his son
Robert, who married Felicia SchiffWarburg, daughter of Paul Warburg and great granddaughter of Jacob Schiff. RCA's chairman of
the board now, Thornton Bradshaw, is a CFR man, as are several
other board members. The Council has had a number of NBC newsmen on its roster over the years, including Marvin Kalb, John Chancellor, Garick Utley, and Irving R. Levine.
There are CFR figures on ABC's board, and in its news department, including Ted Koppel and David Brinkley.
The Council on Foreign Relations also has links to the Wall Street
Journal, the Los Angeles Times, the Associated Press wire service,
PBS, and other major news sources. The Council's annual report for
1987 notes that 262 of its members are "journalists, correspondents,
and communications executives."
What does this mean? Membership in the CFR is not by itself an
indictment. However, when large numbers of Council men are clustered at the helm of a media outlet, then its editorial policy, news
slant, and personnel selection are almost guaranteed to reflect the
globalist, pro-socialist thinking that typifies the Council.
Media Bias
Recently, a number of studies have revealed strong prejudice in
the mass media. Beyond doubt, the leader in the movement to expose
and combat this bias has been Reed Irvine's Washington-based organization, Accuracy in Media (AIM).
In 1981, professors Robert Lichter (George Washington University) and Stanley Rothman (Smith College) published tabulated results of interviews they had conducted with the media elite: journalists from the New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street
Journal, Time, Newsweek, U.S. News & World Report, ABC, CBS,
NBC, and PBS. The survey showed the media far to the left of the
public at large. Of those casting ballots for major party candidates
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in the 1964 election, ninety-four percent had voted for Lyndon Johnson, and only six percent for Barry Goldwater. Even in Richard
Nixon's 1972 landslide, eighty-one percent voted for George McGovern. The leftward stance of the media was also shown by their
answers to questions on social and political issues. For example,
ninety percent took the pro-choice position on abortion, and fiftyseven percent agreed with the Marxist thesis that the U.S. causes
poverty in the Third World by exploiting it.S
The Lichter-Rothman survey was corroborated in 1985 by a Los
Angeles Times poll of 3000 editors and reporters from over 600 newspapers. After comparing the results to those of readers, the Times
was forced to conclude that "members of the press are predominantly
liberal, considerably more liberal than the general public."6
But do journalists allow their attitudes to influence their reporting? Research shows that they do.
One area where this shows up is national defense. News commentators are fond of reciting how many warheads the U.S. has,
but they almost never mention that most of our ICBM's, ballistic
missile submarines, and strategic bombers are some twenty years
old and nearing obsolescence. A study by the Institute of American
Strategy determined that, on the subject of national defense, CBS
News gave over sixty percent of its coverage to proponents of reducing our defenses, and only 3.5 percent to advocates of greater
strength - a ratio higher than 17-1.7 One can imagine the impact
of such imbalance on public opinion.
Equally pronounced is the media's selectivity in covering foreign
affairs. Although we often hear about human rights abuses by antiCommunist governments, Marxist violations are commonly ignored.
An illustration is the genocide in Cambodia, where at least a third
of the population died under the Khmer Rouge. First, the American
press contributed to the holocaust by demanding withdrawal of U.S.
support from the government of the Republic of Cambodia. Norodom
Sihanouk helped set the pace in the October 1970 Foreign Affairs,
writing that "I can only hope for the total victory of the revolution,"
which, he said, "cannot but save my homeland and serve the deepest
interests of the mass of the 'little' Khmer people."8 Sihanouk also
made the bizarre prediction that u.S.-Cambodian relations would
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"once again become good" as soon as Washington stopped helping
the government combat the Communists.
The U.S. media echoed Sihanouk's viewpoint. On April 13, 1975
- just four days before the fall of Phnom Penh - the New York
Times ran this headline: "Indochina Without Americans: For Most
a Better Life."
By the end of 1976, more than a million Cambodians had died
under the Communists' reign of terror. Yet during that year, the
New York Times carried only four stories on human rights problems
in Cambodia; by contrast, it published sixty-six on abuses in Chile.
The Washington Post had just nine human rights stories on Cambodia; fifty-eight about Chile. And on the network evening news in
1976, NBC never referred to the problem in Cambodia; ABC mentioned it once, and CBS twice.9
A similar blackout has occurred more recently with Mghanistan,
where the Soviets have slaughtered more than one million people
and turned millions more into refugees. Reed Irvine notes that, on
a single evening in December 1986, network news devoted more
time to the "Irangate" controversy (fifty-seven minutes) than it had
to the war in Mghanistan during all of 1985 (fifty-two minutes).l0
Human rights stories still get attention - but only if in selected
countries. AIM surveyed the New York Times and Washington Post
from May to July, 1986, and found that the two papers ran a total
of 415 stories on South Mrica during that stretch.ll
Abdul Shams, former economic advisor to Mghanistan's late President Hafizullah Amin, had this to say about U.S. media coverage
of his homeland, in a 1985 interview with The Review of the News:
The major American news media have ignored what is happening
in Afghanistan and they have also ignored Afghans like me who try
to tell what is happening. But the smaller newspapers and radio and
TV stations have been very cooperative....
Every day, hundreds or thousands of my people are killed and the
networks and major news media say nothing. But if one person is
killed in South Africa, immediately the media start screaming ....
I have talked to many, many people here in the United States, many
of them refugees from Communist countries themselves and they can-
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not believe the things they see in the major news media. They say
that the American news media are on the other side. Much of the time
I am forced to believe that they are correct.l2

Disproportionate news reporting gives Americans a distorted
world view - and because it may affect what they tell their representatives in Congress, it also affects world events.
President Anastasio Somoza made revelations about our media's
methods and impact in his book Nicaragua Betrayed:
On Sunday afternoon, Sixty Minutes is the most watched network
show in the United States .... I have watched the show and I am
familiar with the format. Generally speaking, the show is not complete
unless someone is nailed to the cross. Also, the program will invariably
sneak in a touch of propaganda. You can be sure this propaganda is
slanted to the Left.
When I was advised that Sixty Minutes wanted to interview me, I
certainly had misgivings ....
However, I wanted so much for the American people to understand
the realities of our situation in Nicaragua and to know what the
administration in Washington was doing to us, that I agreed to do
the program. All arrangements were made and Dan Rather was sent
down to do the program. That interview I shall always remember.
Rather tried every conceivable journalistic trick to trip me up on
questions. He knew in advance the answers he wanted and come "hell
or high water" he was going to find the question to fit his preconceived
answer. Well, he never succeeded. From watching the show, one would
never know that Dan Rather spent two and one-half hours grilling
me. It's difficult to believe, but Rather condensed that entire time to
seven minutes ....
I didn't realize what the power of film editing really meant. With
that power, Rather cast me in any role he chose. Everything good I
said about Nicaragua was deleted. Any reference to Carter's effort to
destroy the government of Nicaragua was deleted. Every reference to
the Communist activity and Cuba's participation was deleted.
His insistence that there was torture in my government probably
disturbed me the most. We would go over the subject and then we
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would come back to it again. He just wasn't getting the answers he
wanted. Finally he said: "May we visit the security offices of the Nicaraguan government?" He had heard that this was a torture chamber
and he believed it. I replied: ''Yes, Mr. Rather, you may visit those
offices and you may take your camera." Then I added: ''You go right
now. Take that car and go immediately so that you can't say I rigged
it." Well, he did go, and he saw where the people worked and talked
to many ofthem. When the show came on the air, he made no mention
of the fact that he had personally visited our security offices and was
free to film, talk to people, or do anything he wanted to do. He knew
in advance how he wanted to portray me and his predetermined plan
was followed.
When Rather left my office,I was convinced he would take me apart.
I was right. The show was a disaster. Rather depicted a situation that
didn't exist in Nicaragua. That show did irreparable harm to the
government of Nicaragua and to me. Such massive disinformation
also does harm to the American people.!3

President Somoza's comments are a good example of "the other
side of the story" that the American viewer is not allowed to see.
Doubtless other recipients of Sixty Minutes interviews could give
similar accounts.
Media personnel with sound ethics will report news factually and
reserve their opinions for editorials. In reality, however, opinion
usually mingles with the news. It is ironic that many journalists,
while insisting there be no press censorship, themselves censor stories. They demand, as during the Iran-Contra hearings, that "all the
facts" be told, yet do not themselves tell all the facts.
The leftist bias of the media strongly confirms that the Establishment is not conservative. If the Establishment, with its colossal
wealth and links to press management, wanted news reporting with
a conservative orientation, or simply with balance, we would get it.
We do not.
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Historian Charles Beard, appearing with his wife
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1941

Historian Harry Elmer Barnes
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Reed Irvine of Accuracy in Media

The major mass media can be counted on
to sell the Establishment line.

Hedley Donovan of Time and Dan Rather of CBS two of many media giants who have belonged to the Council.
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Bones of victims of the Communist genocide in Cambodia, unearthed
from a mass grave near Phnom Penh. During 1976, the New York
Times ran sixty-six human rights stories about Chile, but only four
about Cambodia.

Coverage of Soviet atrocities in Afghanistan
was also avoided by most of the media.
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Chapter 13

The CFR Today
This book's detractors will say it has exaggerated the power and
influence of the CFR. Admiral Chester Ward, a former Council member whom we referred to in chapter one, made a point of clarification
germane to this:
CFR, as such, does not write the platforms of both political parties
or select their respective presidential candidates, or control U.S. defense and foreign policies. But CFR members, as individuals, acting
in concert with other individual CFR members, do.'

It is true, of course, that the Council is not an oath-bound brotherhood that dictates its members' words and deeds. A number of
individuals are apparently invited into the CFR simply because they
have a distinguished name or other enhancing qualities, and they
may join without endorsing or even knowing the Council's habitual
viewpoint. For this reason, no one should be censured merely for
belonging to the CFR. However, the membership's great majority,
and by all means its core of leaders, have been chronically prosocialist and pro-globalist.
It is also true that, while the Council maintains an extraordinarily
low profile, it is not a secret society. Dr. Carroll Quigley called it "a
front group," Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. a "front organization," and it
is helpful to understand it in these terms. It is not the Establishment,
but a surface component of it. Nor is it a theater of illegitimate
activities; it publishes an annual report in which it makes a good
account of its finances, and generally it maintains the trappings of
a public-spirited institution. Behind all of this, however, is a move191
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ment to effect a new world order. Because this movement has persisted for seven unrelenting decades, has been lavishly funded, and
has been forwarded by the conscious, deliberate actions ofCFR members in government, many have called it a conspiracy. History speaks
loudly enough to vindicate the use of this term. Some speculate that
there is, within the Council, a cadre which is the heartbeat of its
globalism.
So if indeed we have committed the sin of overestimating the role
of the Council on Foreign Relations, let us then certainly acknowledge that other sources have grossly underestimated it.
What about the Council today? What does the future hold for it
- and vice versa? A number of changes are in evidence.
We noted earlier the Council's eventual switch from a bilateral
objective (Atlantic Union) to a trilateral one. Another path to world
government that more or less fell into disuse was direct widening
of UN authority. Richard Gardner's April 1974 Foreign Affairs ar- .
ticle, "The Hard Road to World Order," charted a new course. Gardner explained that "the 'house of world order' will have to be built
from the bottom up rather than the top down." In other words, since
greater UN power had been successfully resisted by the public, another approach was needed: strengthening the various ingredients
of world government, bit and piece. Gardner laid out ten commandments as a guide to action. And in succceding years, the phrase "new
world order" and its variations - which had long been inscribed on
the pages of Foreign Affairs - began to dwindle in appearance.
There was an emphasis shift toward Gardner's plan: articles commending the Law of the Sea Treaty, international currency reform,
international trade measures, and so forth.
Recently, however, even this trend has faded. Today, Foreign Affairs shows few traces of globalism, and for the first time has begun
looking like its professed identity: a more or less balanced journal
of world affairs, rather than a handmaiden for the international
bankers.
It would be tempting to ascribe this transition to the arrival of
new editor William G. Hyland in 1984. However, Foreign Affairs'
improved look appears to be part of an overall process of image
reconstruction by the CFR.
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The Council has long been accused of being elitist. In 1961, Edith
Kermit Roosevelt remarked that it had "a membership of at least
ninety percent Establishment figures."2 This is no longer the case.
The CFR has been making an overt drive to recruit members from
outside the bankingllaw stereotype and from beyond the Northeastern seaboard (its membership's natural habitat). In keeping
with this, the leadership has passed from old-line Establishment
figures to men with unfamiliar, plebeian-sounding names. When
David Rockefeller retired as chairman in 1985, he was succeeded by
Peter Peterson, the son of Greek immigrants. Winston Lord, who
vacated the presidency that same year, was a Pillsbury heir whose
forebears had been regularly inducted into Skull and Bones since
the mid-nineteenth century. Lord's replacement was Peter Tarnoff,
grandson of Russian immigrants. Despite the cosmetology, Moskin's
1987 Town & Country article quotes one CFR officer as saying: "We
are still an elitist organization," and a Council "veteran" who admits:
"The great irony is that it is now operating more as a club than
years ago. It is the biggest exclusive club in America. It is an almost
Jamesian form of corruption. People of culture get to meet people
from Wall Street and become consultants."3
Additionally, John Rees, publisher of Information Digest, noted in
1984 that "the American Right has been so successful at exposing
the power and Leftward bias of the C.F.R. that a conscious effort
has been made to add token Conservatives and moderates to the
membership list for protective coloring ... "4 A few individuals
broadly recognized as anti-Communists, such as Arnaud de Borchgrave and Norman Podhoretz, are now on the Council's roster.
While these various modifications could be regarded as genuine
reforms, they may constitute an effort to "refute," retroactively, the
blistering charges traditionally made against the Council - that it
is an elitist front for the international banking community, globalist
and pro-Communist in outlook.
Even the Council's annual report has been spruced up. Once a
dry recitation of names, by-laws, and activities, it now appears in a
handsome, enlarged edition, filled with photos of Council members
chatting with world dignitaries over cocktails.
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More image renovation has taken place at the bookstore. The
trend-setter here may have been David Halberstam's The Best and
the Brightest which, while giving only passing attention to the CFR
as an organization, was an episodic profile of Establishment notables
during the Kennedy-Johnson era. Halberstam scratched out the required minimum of criticisms of these men (that McGeorge Bundy
was arrogant, that Robert McNamara was too statistics-minded,
etc.), but this was overshadowed by his reverence for their intellects,
as his title suggests. For example, he referred to Bundy as "the
brightest light in that glittering constellation around the President,"
with a "cool, lucid mind, the honed-down intelligence of the mathematician, the insight of the political-science scholar at Harvard."5
Halberstam told us, or quoted others who told us, that with McNamara "the mind was first-rate, the intellectual discipline awesome," that for William Bundy "brains were not his problem," that
Kennedy was "exceptionally cerebral," and so forth, which is not to
deny their intelligence, but only to note the book's preoccupation
with it. Halberstam did make some uncompromising denunciations,
but only of those people associated with anti-Communism or the
conservative tradition. He called Vietnam commander General Paul
Harkins "a man of compelling mediocrity" who "was ignorant of the
past, and ignorant of the special kind of war he was fighting,"6
referred to "the wild irrationality, the deviousness, the maliciousness and venality of the South Vietnamese,"? and revealed his disdain for what he called "God-fearing, Russian-fearing citizens," and
Christian missionaries who went to China because "it was, by and
large, more exciting than Peoria." Halberstam, it is duly observed,
is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations.
The year 1984 saw publication of Robert Shulzinger's The Wise
Men of Foreign Affairs: The History of the Council on Foreign Relations. Here again, the title exalts the professed intellectual powers

of the Establishment, although the text grants that this has been
overrated. Shulzinger's preface carefully points out that his book is
a balanced account, neither tribute nor diatribe. Like Halberstam,
however, he rarely faults Council members for anything more substantive than pomposity. One of his biggest criticisms is that "Council officials and friends have often exaggerated the body's impor194
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tance."8 This is just the sort of "criticism" Council members must
savor! For in the interest of minimizing public scrutiny, they have
always downplayed their importance, which is the net effect of Shulzinger's book. Again like Halberstam, he shoots more than blanks,
but his real bullets are reserved for the Establishment's enemies.
He can wait only until the second sentence of his book to bring up
The John Birch Society, the CFR's most persistent and erudite critic.
The first sentence quotes a condemnation of the CFR Shulzinger
says he saw "scrawled on a bathroom wall," and he apparently hopes
readers will then associate such tactics with The John Birch Society.
Perhaps, instead, they find it a comment on where he does his research. Shulzinger was an International Affairs Fellow under the
Council's sponsorship in 1982.
Then there is Isaacson and Thomas's monumental The Wise Men
(1986), where again the title congratulates intellect. As we have
noted, all six of the "wise men" were in the CFR - as are the authors
themselves. Ofthe five endorsements on the book's jacket, four were
written by Council members. The book is a prime example of the
Establishment scratching the Establishment's back. Although biographical in focus, it intermittently mentions the CFR. And while
it does yield significant revelations about American policy making,
it is manifestly written as a glorification of its six subjects. It tells
us of John McCloy's "discreet counsel, his rocklike wisdom, his reassuring steadiness";9 and of how Robert Lovett "seemed devoid of
personal ambition or ulterior motives. His discreet and selfless style
of operating came to be idealized by others as the benchmark for a
certain breed of public servant."l0 The Wise Men portrays its biographees as a rather conservative lot who, after World War II,
aroused Americans from Coke-guzzling complacency to the dangers
of the Soviet Union. But in reality, as we have seen, CFR conservatism is usually quite selective, turning on only when it serves the
interests of Wall Street or globalism. As with Halberstam and Shulzinger, the book betrays an unmistakable antipathy toward the Establishment's main enemy: those people identified as devoutly antiCommunist - a word Isaacson and Thomas seem to think comes
with the suffix "hysteria." McCloy,Acheson, Lovett, and the rest are
portrayed as demigods, steering America through the treacherous
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rapids offoreign policy as they deftly humor egocentric generals and
backwoods congressmen whose folly would land us on the shoals.
Why all this CFR-Establishment image-building? If we follow a
human analogy, people give the most attention to their looks right
before a date, a job interview, a speech, or a photograph session that is, right before undergoing scrutiny.
Some answers may lie in the CFR's 1986 annual report. Chairman
Peter G. Peterson noted that an endowment drive called "the Campaign for the Council" had raised over fifteen million dollars, which
he said "greatly strengthens the base from which we may contemplate future steps." Peterson continued:
To prepare the way for the possibility of such steps, David Rockefeller, with the approval of the Board of Directors, last spring established a special Committee on the Council's National Role .... it
seemed an opportune time to reassess how, if at all, our functions,
programs, and policies might be altered to reflect the possibility of a
new national roleY

What this new role might be the report didn't specify, but it did
note:
A major goal has been the development of a Washington program
of activities similar to those that take place at the Harold Pratt
HouseY

In 1987, Council president Peter Tamoff stated:
Because of the importance of Washington as the center ofAmerican
foreign policy making and the presence there of 27 percent of our
stated membership, we have decided to increase the size of our operations in the nation's capital. ... Over the next three years, we also
intend to allow the stated membership in Washington to rise from the
present level of 464 to 600... .'3

Will a switch of focus from New York to Washington be part of
the Council's "new national role?" And if so, why?
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Aging CFR member George Kennan, the originator of "containment," may have supplied a clue in an interview with Walter Cronkite televised by CBS on March 31,1987. Cronkite introduced Kennan
as "one of our genuine wise men." These were their final remarks,
perhaps intended to stick the most in viewer consciousness.
Cronkite (narrating): To help the United States establish a sound
foreign policy, and stay within its principles, Kennan believes we
should have a council of wise men drawn from all areas of national
life.
Kennan: I think it ought to be a permanent body; it ought to be
advisory both to the President and to the Congress ... and they should
have, for the government, for the executive branch, and for the legislative branch, some of the prestige and authority of opinions of the
Supreme Court ... In our legal system, we deal on the basis of precedent. If a court has said something, we take it into account. I would
like to see that prestige given to such a body.

Such ambitions are nothing new to the Council. Back in 1924,
Count Hugo Lerchenfeld wrote in Foreign Affairs:
Could not a body of highly deserving and competent men, such as
are found in every nation as representatives ofits highest moral forces
- a kind of Areopagus - meet to give decisions on highly important
contested matters? Could not a council be formed whose high judgement and impartiality would be taken for granted, and which would
guide public opinion all over the world?14

What Kennan is suggesting today is that foreign policy, like judicial matters, be settled by an unelected elite. But to found such a
body would require a restructuring of our government so radical
that it could probably not be achieved except by a constitutional
convention. Lo and behold, a convention is now being called for.
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Chapter 14

On The Threshold Of
A New World Order?

The Threat to the Constitution
During the constitutional bicentennial, some have celebrated the
Constitution; others have urged a new one. As the Christian Science
Monitor noted in 1984:
Amid the planning for festivals and finery, pomp and ceremony,
there's a deeper meaning we must be careful not to miss. The bicentennial gives an opportunity for a rededication to the principles of the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and for some careful thought about
the wisdom of constitutional revision.' (Emphasis added.)

Warren Burger resigned as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
to work on the official Commission on the Bicentennial ofthe United
States Constitution. This implies the project has more than trifling
significance. The Burger Court was long accused of misconstruing
the Constitution to advance a political agenda. But what better way
to accomplish this than to change the Constitution itself? Justice
Burger has insisted that the Commission's meetings be held in secret
- an odd stipulation if its only purpose is celebration.
Burger is also Honorary Chairman of Project '87, a bicentennial
organization that, according to its literature, "is dedicated to commemorating the Bicentennial of the United States Constitution by
promoting public understanding and appraisal of this unique document."2 (Emphasis added.) Co-chairman of Project '87 is James
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MacGregor Burns, an advocate of constitutional revision. Burns
wrote in his 1984 book The Power To Lead:
Let us face reality. The framers [of the Constitution] have simply
been too shrewd for us. They have outwitted us. They designed separated institutions that cannot be unified by mechanical linkages, frail
bridges, tinkering. If we are to "turn the founders upside down" - to
put together what they put asunder - we must directly confront the
constitutional structure they erected.3

Burns serves on the board of yet another bicentennial group the Committee on the Constitutional System (CCS). As of January
1987, the CCS had forty-eight board directors, more than a third of
them members of the Council on Foreign Relations. Co-chairing the
CCS is Douglas Dillon who, with David Rockefeller, also co-chaired
the aforementioned Campaign for the Council that raised fifteen
million dollars so that the CFR could contemplate "a new national
role."
The CCS is proposing drastic changes in the Constitution. These
were outlined in the 1985 book Reforming American Government:
The Bicentennial Papers of the Committee on the Constitutional
tem. Ensuing are some of them.

Sys-

• One proposal would have us emulate the European parliamentary
system; American voters would be unable to cast ballots for individual candidates, restricted instead to choosing a party slate across
the board. This would eliminate independent candidates (which
would suit the Establishment very well).
• The Congress would be expanded. The party whose nominee became President would designate one-sixth of all representatives in
the House and one-third of all senators. This would diminish the
elective power of the voters and the balance between the executive
and legislative spheres.
• The requirement for Senate ratification of treaties would be lowered.
• The CCS has also advocated extending representatives' terms
from two to four years and senators' from six to eight, and allowing
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congressmen to serve in the executive branch while still holding
their seats in Congress.
Not surprisingly, these proposals have perceptible ancestry in a
Foreign Affairs article. It was written in 1980 by Lloyd N. Cutler
(CFR), Counsel to President Carter, after the Senate refused to ratify
the dubious Salt II Treaty. He finished his article by noting that,
while a constitutional convention could achieve the changes he contemplated, a "more practicable first step would be the appointment
of a bipartisan presidential commission ... " Cutler went on to become co-chairman of the CCS.
The aggregate measures sought by the group are ostensibly designed to facilitate the policy-making process. But they reduce the
say of the American voters and play havoc with our system of checks
and balances, thus increasing the potential for an eventual dictatorship.
CCS members are not just mulling over modifications, but the
possibility of a whole new Constitution. In Reforming American Government we read:
The change will require major surgery. One cannot stop short of
bold and decisive departures. And yet a guiding principle should be
to write the new Constitution in a way that permits considerable leeway.' (Emphasis added.)

The idea of a "modern" Constitution is not itself new - in fact,
one has already been written! It was published in 1970 by the Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions, which was established by
Ford Foundation financing. This constitution was primarily drafted
by Rexford Guy Tugwell, an old member of FDR's "brain trust."
Among the extreme changes its articles called for were the conversion of the Senate from an elected body to one entirely appointed
by the President, its members (some of whom would come from
private groups) to serve for a lifetime; transfer of states' powers to
the federal government; nationalization of the communications industry; and conditional removal of the right to trial by jury.5
There hasn't been a constitutional convention since the original
one in 1787. But if you think we are far from having another, think
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again. Such a proceeding transpires if two-thirds of the state legislatures call for it. As of early 1988, thirty-two ofthe required thirtyfour states had done so. They gave their approval because a constitutional convention has been publicized as the means to require a
balanced federal budget - a context conveniently created by wild
deficit spending under Ronald Reagan. Few of the state legislators
were aware of the radical agenda for constitutional change that has
been formulated. Once such a convention begins, there is no telling
where it might go. Whether or not it could be limited to balancing
the budget is considered debatable, since there is little precedent to
go on.
Of course, the only way to justify the severe constitutional mutations intended by groups like the CCS would be the existence of
a national crisis. This has not been overlooked. The report of the
first New England Regional Meeting of the CCS said that co-chairman Douglas Dillon "thinks needed changes can be made only after
a period of great crisis." Project '87 co-chairman James MacGregor
Burns stated in Reforming American Government:
I doubt that Americans under normal conditions could agree on the
package of radical and "alien" constitutional changes that would be
required. They would do so, I think, only during and following a stupendous national crisis and political failure.6

In a lengthy cover article in the October 1987 Atlantic, CFR chairman Peter G. Peterson forecast an economic crunch - if not crash
- for the near future.
We have seen that the international bankers have historically
been quite adept at instigating disasters in order to compel redirection of American policy. As is rather well known, western banks
in recent years have loaned out hundreds of billions of dollars to
Third World and Communist nations. For many of these countries,
repayment appears impossible. The banks keep rescheduling installments, but some analysts anticipate that eventually the debtors
will simply renege, officially and permanently, in a united front.
This would probably collapse the U.S. banking system and economy
- unless extreme measures were introduced.
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Should this crisis, by some coincidence, erupt in the midst of a
constitutional convention to balance the budget, then our entire way
of life might be altered. Richard Cooper's dream of an international
currency, along with dozens of other Orwellian changes propounded
by Foreign Affairs and the bicentennial groups, might then appear.
And perhaps George Kennan's "council of wise men" (i.e., members
ofthe CFR) would be instituted as a Supreme Court offoreign policy
on the pretext that it offers the best brains available. Could this be
the ultimate meaning behind the CFR's "new national role" and its
plans for a quasi-Pratt House in Washington? It may also explain
why the Council is giving itself an extensive face lift. For if it is to
become a division of our government (as it succeeded in doing on a
small scale during World War II), it would probably first be subject
to investigative hearings and screenings - thus the necessity to
erase all outward appearances that might tend to corroborate the
elitism, globalism, and pro-Communism long imputed to it.
Admittedly, this is speculation. But history is not speculation, and
history contains enough specimens of Establishment scheming to
warrant our vigilance. This is especially true in light of the very real
constitutional reform movement.
The Constitution guarantees our liberties - our freedom of
speech, press, assembly, and religion; our right to choose our leaders
and our right to fair trials. Half of mankind lacks these liberties;
our desire to keep them also justifies our vigilance.
If the Establishment has its way, when will the constitutional convention take place? In Between Two Ages - published the same year
as Tugwell's "new constitution" - Zbigniew Brzezinski forecast:
The approaching two-hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence could justify the call for a national constitutional convention to re-examine the nation's formal institutional framework. Either 1976 or 1989 - the two-hundredth anniversary of the Constitution
- could serve as a suitable target date for culminating a national dialogue on the relevance of existing arrangements, the workings of the
representative process, and the desirability of imitating the various European regionalization reforms and of streamlining the administrative
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structure. More important still, either date would provide a suitable
occasion for redefining the meaning of modern democracy ...
7

The year 1976 has come and gone, but was not neglected by the
globalists. To mark the occasion, the World Affairs Council of Philadelphia issued a "Declaration oflNTERdependence." It proclaimed:
"Two centuries ago our forefathers brought forth a new nation; now
we must join with others to bring forth a new world order."
Nineteen seventy-six witnessed no constitutional convention, but
proponents still hope that Brzezinski's other year, 1989, will. It is
somewhat curious that he labeled this the 200th anniversary of the
Constitution, since - although it became effective in 1789 - it was
written and signed in 1787, and ratified by the required number of
states in 1788. Perhaps it is more to the point that 1989 is the 200th
anniversary of the French Revolution, which many theorists see as
the historical genesis of the collectivist movement. It is also the
100th anniversary of the Socialist International.
Years ending in "nine" have been good ones for globalists and
Communists - bad ones for the rest of us. Marked by 1989 will be
the seventieth anniversary of the League of Nations (and the Paris
meetings at which the CFR and RIIA were founded); the sixtieth of
the stock market crash; the fiftieth of World War II; the fortieth of
the fall of China; the thirtieth of Castro's assumption of power in
Cuba, giving the Soviets their first base in the Western Hemisphere;
the twentieth of the beginning of our pullout from Vietnam; and the
tenth of Jimmy Carter's banner year, 1979 - when Iran and Nicaragua fell, the Soviets invaded Mghanistan, Salt II was signed,
and we formally commenced relations with Red China.
Aside, then, from other portents now in place, it may not be entirely facetious to say that sentiment alone could prompt a major
Establishment move in 1989.
Wall

Street's Biggest Merger

If the changes envisioned by constitutional reformers come to pass,
what will be our nation's destiny? A U.S. financial cave-in would
probably draw the whole planet into its vortex, as did the Great
Depression. In the long run, a new world order under one govern204
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ment would be offered as a global panacea. This would incorporate
Free World countries with Communist states.
From Romania to Vietnam, CFR men acting as U.S. diplomats
have tried to force coalition governments on nations struggling
against Communism. Such coalitions have inevitably resulted in
Communism, because the Communists have always violated and
exploited the agreements made, and usurped all power. Indeed, as
Louis Budenz, a high-ranking American Communist and editor of
the Daily Worker, was to acknowledge after renouncing the Party:
"The coalition government was a device used by the Communists
always to slaughter those whom they brought into the coalition."8
What the globalists are ultimately seeking is a macrocosmic coalition
government.
For decades, the Council on Foreign Relations has advocated regional alliances against the Soviet Union, but with the footnote that,
in the end, the USSR should be brought into "the community of
nations." This would be preceded by a fusion of Eastern and Western
Europe, a favorite Foreign Affairs theme.
We alluded earlier to the abortive Reece Committee, whose investigations discovered that the Establishment
foundations were
funding the promotion of world government and socialism. In the
fall of 1953, Norman Dodd, Director of Research for the Reece Committee, was invited to the headquarters of the Ford Foundation by
its president, H. Rowan Gaither (CFR). According to Dodd, Gaither
told him: "Mr. Dodd, all of us here at the policy-making level have
had experience, either in O.S.S. or the European Economic Administration, with directives from the White House. We operate under
those directives here. Would you like to know what those directives
are?" Dodd replied that he would. Gaither said: "The substance of
them is that we shall use our grant-making power so to alter our
life in the United States that we can be comfortably merged with
the Soviet Union.''9
Dodd, stunned, asked if he would repeat that before the House
committee for the enlightenment of the American people.
Gaither answered: "This we would not think of doing."
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This helps account for the compatibility of the CFR's globalism
with its pro-Communism. There can be no one-world government
without a U.S.-USSR merger.
Recent events foretoken such a merger. As we observed near the
outset of this book, a Council delegation visited with Gorbachev and
other Russian leaders in February 1987. This was at the Soviets'
invitation, which is a gauge of the respect Pratt House commands
at the Kremlin. Facts on File reports that the CFR contingent "declined to openly talk about the details of the discussion."l0
Gorbachev in the meantime has staged a campaign of paltry reforms known as glasnost. Millions today languish in Soviet gulags,
but when Gorbachev releases one or two prominent dissidents, the
U.S. press receives it like the Emancipation Proclamation, while
continuing to disregard the dictator's butchering ofMghanistan. The
American people are being deluged with media hype which proclaims
the supposed new openness of the USSR. Paid propagandists of the
Soviet government, such as Vladimir Posner, are presented to TV
viewers as ''journalists,'' as if, like U.S. correspondents, they had
the freedom to criticize their country's rulers.
Today we are told that anyone against accommodation with the
Soviet Union is a warmonger, and that striking the right bargain
with Moscow will lead to a new age of world peace. We have been
reminded repeatedly that "Mter all, the Russians are people just
like us" - which is assuredly true. But the Soviet lifestyle is glaringly unlike ours. Economic hardships in the USSR - where one
must stand in line all night to buy a container of milk - are but
the least of the system's demerits. It is a totalitarian state, void of
civil liberties. So great is the prohibition against freedom of speech
and press that it is against the law even to own a mimeograph
machine. Barbed wire and machine guns guard against would-be
emigrants. According to Solzhenitsyn, more than sixty million human beings have perished in Soviet slave labor camps. Is this the
kind of society Americans want to be coupled with? Unequivocally,
it is not. We prefer to keep sleeping without wondering if a knock
on the door will mean the secret police have come to abduct us into
a nightmare from which there will be no awakening. Yet the globalists long for a Soviet merger.
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History Has a Pattern
According to some, history is basically a jumble of events: blunders, coincidences, and happen stances that have brought us to where
we are today. This outlook does nothing to elucidate our past. However, seen in the context of globalist influence and maneuvering,
history - especially twentieth century American history - begins
to make sense, as if snapping into place upon a calculated blueprint.
With little exception, American policy has conformed to this blueprint ever since the New Deal. A goodillustration is our China policy,
which has brought us toward rapprochement with the Chinese Communists as swiftly as the American people could be persuaded to
allow it. Every President since FDR has had a part in this continuum.
• Roosevelt: ceded Manchurian ports to Stalin during World War
II, and agreed to equip the Soviets' expedition into China, where
they armed Mao Tse-tung's revolutionaries.
• Truman: through his proxy, George Marshall, permitted the fall
of China by truce negotiations, a weapons embargo against the Nationalists, and the obstruction of Congressionally mandated military
aid.
• Eisenhower: forced Taiwan to relinquish the Tachen Islands to
Peking, and interceded to prevent Chiang Kai-shek from invading
the mainland in 1955.
• Kennedy: also prevented Chiang from invading the mainland, in
1962 - when it was in turmoil and ripe for overthrow.
• Johnson: terminated economic aid to Taiwan.
• Nixon: visited China, breaking the ice with the Communists.
• Ford: presided over the withdrawal ofmost ofthe U.S. troops from
Taiwan, and visited the mainland.
• Carter: broke relations with Taiwan; recognized Peking.
• Reagan: proliferated trade with Red China, and promised reduced
arms sales to Taiwan.
Step by step, our China policy, like our broad foreign policy, has
followed an essentially unwavering course. It matters little which
party occupies the White House. Anyone can see that when the
"conservative" Richard Nixon went to Peking, he was paving the
way for the "liberal" Jimmy Carter to recognize it.
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Our history has a pattern. Thomas Jefferson once said: "Single
acts of tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental opinion of a day;
but a series of oppressions, begun at a distinguished period, and
pursued unalterably through every change of ministers, too plainly
prove a deliberate systematical plan of reducing us to slavery."
Jefferson's words could well be applied to the American historical
process in this century. If that process continues unimpeded, we can
anticipate a national crisis, a constitutional convention, and a new
world order binding the Free World to the countries of the Iron and
Bamboo Curtains.
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Chapter 15

Solutions And Hope
How can we prevent materialization ofthe developments projected
in the last chapter? First, we still dwell in a free country, with free
speech and the power to vote. And we can exercise these rights to
demand and enforce change.
For more than fifty years, American policy has been formulated
mostly by one group. As the titles of the recent books we cited in
Chapter Thirteen hint, the main qualification claimed for these people is intelligence. FDR had a "brain trust." In a memorandum,
Assistant Secretary of State George Messersmith said the use of the
CFR's War and Peace Studies Project during World War II was
justified because the Council could "call upon the best brains in
international relations."l In his prospectus for the Trilateral Commission, David Rockefeller stated it was his lintention to bring the
"best brains in the world" together. George Bush and other Establishment candidates for President have pleaded their fitness for office by saying that, if elected, they would call the nation's top minds
to Washington.
But there is a problem in this. The word "genius," it is to be
remembered, is often paired with the word "evil." Intellect alone
does not make a statesman. There is another requisite ingredient:
character. What good are brains in public officials if they aren't used
to serve the interests of the electorate? So far, the "best brains" have
brought us staggering debt and taxation, the Vietnam War, the
collapse of allies around the world, and much other detriment. It
would take a crackerjack of a resume writer to launder their record.
Only one American in 100,000 belongs to the Council on Foreign
Relations. Why should this clique continue to set policy?Why should
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others be denied an opportunity? This is our nation. And we have
a right to leaders who represent us, not international banking or
world government.
We Americans can make a difference. We can speak out, alerting
our friends and neighbors to the danger facing our republic. And we
can elect congressmen who will fight the Establishment - this
means congressmen who will:
• Support the Constitution and oppose a constitutional convention.
• Support a strong U.s. defense and oppose any treaty that moves
us toward alignment with the Soviet Union.
• Support effectual aid to foreign peoples battling Communist
aggression, and oppose trade and credits for Marxist regimes.
• Oppose the strengthening of the UN and other international agencies of dubious merit.
• Support reductions in federal spending, taxation, and bureaucracy.
Where we cannot elect representatives devoted to such a platform,
we can still urge them to vote this way on individual legislative
Issues.
And we can seek a President who will jettison the CFR.* Of course,
all White House candidates claim to have no strings attached. Woodrow Wilson ran as the anti-Money Trust candidate, FDR as the antiWall Street candidate, Jimmy Carter as the anti-"insider" candidate,
and Ronald Reagan as the anti-Trilateral Commission candidate.
As Chief Executives, however, all of these men were guided by the
very forces they allegedly opposed. So the voters have to choose with
exquisite wisdom.
It is also time to call for a Congressional investigation of both the
Council on Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission, as the
American Legion did in 1980.
* One candidate in the 1988 campaign explicitly pledged to do so if elected. Pat Robertson stated
on November 16, 1987: "I intend to eliminate the influence of the Council on Foreign Relations
and the Trilateral Commission from the State Department and the Treasury Department. 1 intend
to appoint as Secretary of State someone who puts the long range interests of the United States
first, rather than trying to sacrifice our interests in order to achieve global accommodation with
the Soviet Union." On the other hand, of eight foreign policy advisors listed for Michael Dukakis
in Time magazine for May 2, 1988, seven were members of the CFR.
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Furthermore, Americans must be vigilant toward events overseas.
In instance after instance where the Establishment has joined forces
with the international left to destabilize a country, a certain pattern
has emerged that it behooves us to be aware of.
(1) Insurgent Communists, equipped by the Soviet Union or one
of its surrogates, begin a campaign of terror in the nation.
(2) To protect the population, the government cracks down on the
revolutionary terrorists. Some are killed, others imprisoned.
(3) The American press now begins to denounce the government
for "oppressing dissenters," "violating human rights," and 'jailing
political prisoners." The country's leader is targeted as a "tyrant"
and "neo-Nazi." There are rumors of torture by his security forces.
In the meantime, the Communists are described not as Communists,
but as "democratic reformers."
(4) The United States - via CFR diplomats - intervenes. It demands that the government make concessions to the rebels, including the release of those captured, and form a coalition government
with them. If the government refuses, the U.S. embargoes trade and
weapons. If it gives in, the terrorists carryon with impunity. Either
way, the nation is doomed.
(5) Under the irresistible pressure of both the USSR and the U.S.,
the government now collapses, and the M~rxists assume power.
There is no longer any pretense about wheth,er or not they are Communists. They convert the country into a police state, executing
opponents, seizing the press, suppressing religion, and prohibiting
free speech as "counter-revolutionary." But the American mass media are no longer concerned about human rights there - they are
too busy taking aim at someone new.
The above scenario, with minor variations, has been used successfully to topple China, Cuba, South Vietnam, Cambodia, Iran,
Nicaragua, and Rhodesia. It is in the late stages in the Philippines,
only with Corazon Aquino serving as an unwitting Kerensky intermediate to Communist takeover. It is currently being applied to
Chile, South Mrica, and South Korea. It will not stop with them later it will be Honduras, Guatemala, Taiwan, Singapore, and assorted other lands. The scenario has been rerun more times than
an old Star Trek episode, and one asks whim the American people
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will finally realize that what they are witnessing is not a unique
situation but part of a continuum.
We must learn to recognize the pattern. It does not matter whether
the nation at risk is being accused of "tyranny" as in Nicaragua,
"racism" as in Rhodesia, or "corruption" as in the Philippines. The
specific charge, whether true or not, matters little to men of the
Establishment; their object is to destabilize the country - and, for
the American people to accept that, a suitable excuse has to be
furnished. We must instruct our congressmen to oppose further subversion of our allies. And the next time a journalist complains that,
in South Korea, freedom of the press has been restricted, ask him
to explain why he doesn't mention that, in North Korea, it has been
annihilated.
The task of stopping the rush toward a Communist-style "new
world order" seems formidable. It would be easier, of course, if there
was an organization designed to stop it. There is. Perhaps the best
way to introduce this group is to examine one of the most recent
entries in the Establishment's anthology of "coincidences."
The Ultimate Coincidence
On September 1,1983, the Korean Air Lines Flight 007, en route
from Alaska to Seoul, was obliterated by air-to-air missiles from a
Soviet interceptor. All 269 passengers and crew, including 61 Americans, were lost. Soviet fighters had trailed the plane for over two
hours. Nearly all observers agreed that it could not have been shot
down without top clearance from Moscow. The question was: Why
did the Soviets do it? Why did they risk the inevitable backlash of
world opinion to eliminate a harmless civilian airliner? There had
to be something or someone on board important enough to make the
consequences worth it. There was - someone all but ignored by the
mass media: Dr. Lawrence Patton McDonald, member of Congress.
McDonald was the most dedicated anti-Communist on Capitol
Hill. The Review Of The News noted: "From the time he took his
oath of office in 1975 until the moment of his death, Congressman
McDonald had systematically carried out a campaign against the
Soviet Communists of a sort which no other U.S. elected official had
ever done on his own."2Author Jeffrey St. John, in his book about
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the KAL 007 tragedy, Day of the Cobra, observed: "Congressman
Lawrence McDonald had spent his entire career warning against
the use of terrorism as an instrument of Soviet policy, particularly
the use of the threat of nuclear war by the Kremlin as a weapon to
paralyze the United States and its Western allies' will to resist."3
McDonald was Washington's most outspoken critic of trade and technology transfer to the USSR. He was the president and founder of
the Western Goals Foundation, which produced books and videotapes on Soviet-generated terror and espionage. He had recently
written a series ofarticles about Yuri Andropov and the KGB. Voting
appraisals gave him the most conservative rating in Congress during
his five terms in office.And most significantly, Lawrence McDonald
was chairman of The John Birch Society - the world's largest and
most sophisticated anti-Communist organization. He was condemned in Pravda, Izvestia, and on Radio Moscow. Dr. Lawrence
McDonald was, arguably, the Kremlin's number one enemy.
The odds against such a man "just happening" to be on the flight
the Soviets destroyed were astronomical. Yet the news media neglected the obvious potential significance. After the incident, a host
of "experts" were called in who assured the public that there was
no specific reason for the attack - instead, they explained, it was
due to the generalized phenomenon of Soviet "paranoia concerning
their airspace." The following statement! by Secretary of State
George Shultz was typical:
The answer to the broader question of motivation seems to lie in
the character of the Soviet Union. There is a massive concern for
security, a massive paranoia, and I think this act was an expression
of that excessive concern over security. 4

It should be noted that as chairman of The John Birch Society
(JBS), McDonald was not only an archenemy of the Soviet Union,
but of the American Establishment - of which the JBS is the most
vocal critic. For years, the Society has been intellectually at crossed
swords with the CFR. Congressman McDonald even wrote the foreword to Gary Allen's The Rockefeller File, in which he spoke out
against "the drive of the Rockefellers and their allies to create a one214
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world government, combining super-capitalism and Communism
under the same tent ... "
When Lawrence McDonald established the Western Goals Foundation, its stated purpose was "to rebuild and strengthen the political, economic, and social structure ofthe United States and Western
Civilization so as to make any merger with totalitarians impossible."
Such a merger now looms closer than ever before. When the CFR
delegation paid a visit to Gorbachev and his minions in February
1987, one could only reflect on how timely McDonald's removal was
for the globalist vision.
Lawrence McDonald is dead, but his cause survives - and so does
the organization he left behind.
The John Birch Society
Spokesmen for the Establishment are not only fond of lauding its
collective IQ, but of twitting its "right-wing" critics as ignorant riffraff. You could not prove this by Robert Welch (1899-1985), who
founded The John Birch Society in 1958. At age two, he learned to
read; at seven he read all nine volumes of Ridpath's History of the
World; at twelve he was a freshman at the University of North
Carolina. America entered World War I, and Welch, a college degree
already under his belt, enrolled at the U.S. Naval Academy at age
seventeen. Mter two years he ranked fourth in a class of nearly one
thousand. When the war ended, so did his motivation, and he resigned. He attended Harvard Law School from 1919 to 1921, but
withdrew to start what would be an extremely successful business
career. He was on the board of directors of the National Association
of Manufacturers for seven years, traveled extensively, authored
several books, and ran for lieutenant governor in Massachusetts. In
1958, aroused by the growth of Communism and the Eisenhower
administration's hollow conservatism, Welch brought together several prominent Americans to found an anti-Communist society.
It was named after John Birch, a young Christian missionary
serving in China when World War II broke out. Birch came to the
assistance of General Claire Chennault's Flying Tigers, who were
helping the Chinese resist the Japanese invasion. He volunteered
for service in the U.S. Army, rose to the rank of captain, and was
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highly decorated by both the American and Chinese governments.
But, a few days after the war's end, the Chinese Communists murdered him. His death was regarded as perhaps the first casualty in
the final postwar struggle between the Free World and Communism.
The John Birch Society soon had tens of thousands of enthusiastic
members, organized into individual chapters throughout the country. These chapters became the vanguard ofthe American movement
against Communism, big government, world government, and the
proverbial Establishment itself. "Education," said Robert Welch, "is
our total strategy." That strategy came to life in scores of books both new ones and reprints of old classics; a monthly journal, American Opinion (whose modern successor is called The New American);
filmstrips; tabulations of Congressional voting records; a national
lecture circuit for distinguished speakers; and even summer camps
for youth. All these activities continue today.
The response from the Communists and the Establishment was
predictable. The tactic used had a prototype in a directive issued by
the Communist Party to its U.S. members in 1943. It read:
When certain obstructionists become too irritating, label them, after
suitable build-ups, as Fascist or Nazi or anti-Semitic, and use the
prestige of anti-Fascist and tolerance organizations to discredit them.
In the public mind constantly associate those who oppose us with
those names which already have a bad smell.S

A certain element has always used Hitler's war against the Soviet
Union as proof that Communism is the natural antithesis of Naziism. In point of fact, the two systems are cousins - both are forms
of totalitarianism (total government). What The John Birch Society
and other ideologically conservative groups espouse is limited government, which fits on the opposite end of the spectrum from both
Communism and Naziism. Nevertheless, a rather successful misrepresentation has been carried out.
The Communist and Establishment press operated in sync. In
1961, People's World, the West Coast Communist newspaper, described the Society as a secret fascist outfit. Pravda, which carried
as many as six attacks on the JBS in one issue, called Robert Welch
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an "American Fuhrer," "brandishing the bludgeon of the Hitlerite
storm trooper." Not to be outdone, Time magazine (March 10,1961)
reported that many considered Birchers "barely a goosestep away
from the formation of goon squads." Robert Welch had said that
"truth is our only weapon." But CBS News claimed the Society was
purchasing guns - a story that turned out to be complete fabrication. JBS spokesman G. Edward Griffin notes that part of the campaign against the Society included "dirty tricks" such as calling
people in the night and saying: "This is The John Birch Society. Get
out of town, ya dirty Commie!"
The stereotype assigned Birchers was that of people looking under
their beds for Communists. They were, it was reported, anti-Semitic
as well as paranoid about the Russians. The author of this book,
who is partly of Russian-Jewish lineage, finds these charges ridiculous. To be sure, there is anti-Semitism in the world, but anyone
who tries to find one shred of it in any Birch Society publication will
come away empty-handed. As to paranoia about Soviet Communism,
one has only to think of the millions that system has made into
corpses and ask: What did these people die from - paranoia?
Although the stereotype was established with fair success, the
media assault, on the whole, backfired. All the publicity helped the
Society grow. The approach in more recent years has been to give
it "the silent treatment."
As Robert Welch reached the twilight of his life, he handed over
the reins of leadership to Lawrence McDonald. Dr. McDonald, a
surgeon as well as a Congressman, was young, handsome, articulate,
and a born activist. But he died at Soviet hands with 268 others on
September 1,1983. In December of that year, Welch made his final
public appearance at ceremonies marking the Society's twenty-fifth
anniversary. He suffered a crippling stroke a few days later, and
died on January 6, 1985.
The John Birch Society continues to spearhead the fight against
world government. To be sure, it is the underdog in this conflict.
Unlike the Establishment, the JBS does not have billions in foundation assets it can tap to make its case. But perhaps that's just
why it will win - its members are motivated by something greater
than money.
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If you think you would like to learn more about The John Birch
Society, contact the organization at its headquarters (Post Office
Box 8040, Appleton, Wisconsin 54913). Its staff would be delighted
to hear from you!

What Is It All About?
America now confronts a distinct choice. In a few short years, we
could be part of a totalitarian "new world order," or we could remain
a free and independent nation. Our forefathers fought and died so
that we might have that freedom and independence - something
to think about before giving them away. Patriotism was long regarded as virtue. But now it is often slighted. Patriotism, we are
told, is nationalism, and nationalism, we are told, is fascism, the
stuff of Adolph Hitler. (Oddly enough, the people who advance this
view frequently call Communist rebels in the Third World "nationalists" - in which case they consider the term unobjectionable. It
is a sin, apparently, only for the rest of us.)
But Hitler's nationalism was largely a fanatic devotion to race. In
America, we are a compound of all races. For us, patriotism is not
just allegiance to a people, it is allegiance to the principles our
country was built on.
Of course, the idea of a new world order may sound inviting, and
it certainly will if the mass media promote it during an economic
crisis, a rash of terrorism, or the imminence of!war. Even today,
globalists - whose numbers are by no means confined to the walls
of Pratt House - talk of a "New Age" in which all men will live in
peace and harmony. There is a serious flaw, however, in their thesis.
America's founders devised an arrangement of governmental
checks and balances. The executive, legislative, and judicial
branches all served to restrain each other's power. The House counterbalanced the Senate, and the states counterbalanced Washington
itself, whose authority was further limited by the Bill ofRights. Why
was all this so? Because the founders knew that unrestricted power
leads to tyranny. "Government," declared George Washington, "is
not reason, it is not eloquence - it is force. Like fire, it is a dangerous
servant and a fearful master." James Madison said: "The accumulation of all power - legislative, executive, and judiciary - in the
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same hands ... may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny."
There is a saying: "Power tends to corrupt and absolute power
corrupts absolutely." An everyday example would be an abusive boss.
Upon those beneath him, he inflicts wrath he would never dare show
his own superiors - because around his subordinates, he has power;
there is no risk to a bad temper, nothing to act as a restraint. In
other words, in the absence of restraints, man's worst side tends to
come out. History has repeatedly illustrated this. In 1919, Boston's
police went on strike, and mob violence reigned in the city. Hundreds
of stores were looted, with many "ordinary citizens" partaking in
the crime. With the restraints gone, the worst in people emerged.
The authors of the Constitution understood this phenomenon, and
understood that political power, being the greatest power on earth,
is extremely cfangerous unless confined. This is why the globalist
plan must be stopped. If all power is vested in a single international
authority, what force except God Himself could save us from the
abuses certain to follow?
Why is it that America has never experienced genocide or policestate terror like other parts of the world? Because the decentralization of power decreed by the Constitution makes them impossible.
For two centuries, refugees have come to the United States to escape
oppression overseas. But what if America is absorbed by a world
government that turns despotic? There will be no new country for
anyone to flee to.
Actually, the nations ofthe world themselves act as a sort of checkand-balance system against each other. If a dictator oppresses his
people too greatly, they may seek foreign assistance. Even the Soviets are afraid to persecute too extensively lest they forfeit Western
trade and credits. If, however, our world pluralism is junked for a
world government, we are apt to see atrocities far worse than any
the world has known.
What could possess anyone to believe that erasing national boundaries will erase evil from mankind? Yet that, in effect, is what many
globalists proclaim.
Of course, some say there is no such thing as evil - that it's all
relative, a matter of a man's opinion. But there is evil: the bones of
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Dachau and Cambodia cry it out. And this evil has been with man
for a long time.
There is, as anyone can see, a perennial conflict throughout the
world. It has been called the struggle between left and right, between
the Iron Curtain and the Free World, and between atheistic Communism and Christianity. Actually, this clash of global forces is
simply a macrocosm of the battle going on inside every man. Here
it has been termed the conflict between material and spiritual values, between desire and conscience, and between Satan and God.
But whatever we call it, the conflict is there. This is why we have
the paradox of capitalists allied with Communists. Contrary to
Marxist doctrine, life is not a class struggle but a spiritual one.
People can choose one side or the other, whether they are rich or
poor, or their name is Carnegie or Castro.
In essence, history itself is the story of this conflict. Those who
view history as a series of accidents, it is interesting to note, also
usually believe that the universe itself began as an accident - a
"big bang" - and that man resulted from random molecular collisions.
There are, however, those of us who accept the causality of God.
Many centuries ago, the Hebrew Old Testament (as in the book of
Daniel) and the Christian New Testament (as in the book of Revelation) prophesied that ultimately a beautiful kingdom will prevail
over all creation under Messiah or Christ. But they also warned of
an evil, one-world government: the kingdom of the Antichrist, which
would signify terror and tribulation for the earth. We might do well
to ask if that kingdom is now taking shape, as nation after nation
falls to Communism, with its totalitarianism, genocide, and persecution of Jews, Christians, and all other dissenters.
Many notables of the American Establishment have given themselves over to one side in this conflict, and it is not the side the
ancient scriptures recommend. Whether or not they are conspirators,
whether they are conscious or not of the ultimate consequences of
their actions, their powerful influence has helped move the world
toward apocalyptic events. This book has been written not as a
condemnation of them - for who among us is without culpability?
- but as a warning to avert catastrophe.
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Ancient Israel was founded as a land of God. It thrived and knew
great power. But eventually it became engrossed with its material
abundance, forgot the laws of God, grew weak, and was conquered,
its people scattered abroad. Similarly, America was founded as a
land of God, a Christian land. It became the freest and strongest
nation on earth. But, like Biblical Israel, it too is losing sight of its
religious roots, floundering in materialism. Will the United States
also be conquered?
We Americans must make a choice -liberty or new world order.
If we wait too long, a national crisis may sweep us into the wrong
decision irrevocably. Perhaps with the help of The John Birch Society, we can thwart the ends of globalism. One thing is for sure:
the job will be a lot easier if we turn our hearts toward God and ask
for his assistance. Ifnot, all the signs say, night's curtain will surely
fall.
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• lnc1udesindividuals to whom invitationswere extended by the Board at its June 1988meetingand who had
accepted by the time this Report went to press.
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